
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003346024 ;United Kingdom 

4263800    15/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1480992]
FOR SPILLS LTD

222 Queensferry Road Edinburgh EH4 2BN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Minerals in powder form for industrial use; perlite for use in cleaning preparations.

7719



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 730657 ;Switzerland 

4265223    04/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481772]
Givaudan SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, shampoos, soaps, deodorants for personal use; 
chemical products used for the manufacture of compositions intended for perfumery, compositions intended for 
cosmetics, compositions intended for shampoos, compositions intended for soaps, compositions intended for deodorants 
for personal use.

7720



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 730532 ;Switzerland 

4265226    04/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481776]
Givaudan SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, shampoos, soaps, deodorants for personal use; 
chemical products used for the manufacture of compositions intended for perfumery, compositions intended for 
cosmetics, compositions intended for shampoos, compositions intended for soaps, compositions intended for deodorants 
for personal use.

7721



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 729880 ;Switzerland 

4256542    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1479953]
Dover Europe Sàrl

Chemin de Blandonnet 10 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Inks for printing machines; inks for inkjet printers; digital inks; thermographic inks; printing inks; inks for inkjet printing; 
security inks (for combating counterfeiting, forgery and fraud); hot-melt inks; thinners, solvents, colorants, thickeners and 
additives for printing inks; filled ink cartridges for use in inkjet printers and printing machines; filled toner cartridges for 
printing; printing toner.

7722



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2015; Application No. : 678379 ;Switzerland 

3351955    16/03/2016

[International Registration No. : 1298103]
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG

Hinterbergstrasse 22, Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions.

7723



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4067665    04/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1304071]
EUROFRAGANCE, S.L.

Vallsolana Garden Business Park - Camí de Can Camp 17-19 E-08174 SANT CUGAT DEL VALLÈS (BARCELONA) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES

11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fragrances, essential oils and essences; fragrances, fragrances for perfumes; aromatic oils used for producing aromas 
when heated; oils for perfumes and scents; aromatic agents for fragrances; perfumery products, soaps and cosmetics.

7724



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/11/2018; Application No. : 04/2018/019731 ;Philipines 

4087403    22/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1449114]
C'SCOR GLOBAL INTERTRADE CORPORATION

2F, TCS Bldg., 1633 Fugoso St., Sta. Cruz Manila PH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices.

THE MARK TO USED AS A WHOLE AS APPEARING IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

7725



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/09/2018; Application No. : 017961001 ;European Union 

4261267    25/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482034]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG

c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; 
make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, 
creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; 
skin moisturizers; non-medicated blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use 
before shaving and after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave 
preparations; talcum powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).

7726



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4261948    14/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481125]
Shanghai Lichu Biological Technology Co., Ltd.

14F, Building 1, No.339, Jiuxin Road, Jiuting Town, Songjiang District 310000 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; false eyelashes; cosmetics; lipsticks; nail varnish; facial cleansers; 
mascara; beauty masks; perfumes; essential oils.

7727



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2018; Application No. : 017961774 ;European Union 

4272835    25/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482982]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG

c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; 
make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, 
creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; 
skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and 
after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum 
powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).

7728



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4115622    20/02/2019

[International Registration No. : 1277227]
BIOSEARCH, S.A.

Camino de Purchil, 66 E-18004 Granada Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Food and nutritional supplements based on carob tree.

7729



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4150995    06/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1425041]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7730



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2018; Application No. : 88122386 ;United States of America 

4154915    14/03/2019

[International Registration No. : 1461809]
ALLOGENE THERAPEUTICS, INC.

210 E. Grand Avenue South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS

Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for use in the treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical and 
biological preparations for immunotherapy, including T Cell therapy.

7731



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 4501285 ;France 

4261956    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481136]
LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE

41 rue Étienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; parasiticides; phytosanitary products; 
products for fortifying or reinforcing natural defenses in plants against natural aggressors.

7732



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 4501261 ;France 

4261960    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481153]
LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE

41 rue Étienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; parasiticides; phytosanitary products; 
products for fortifying or reinforcing natural defenses in plants against natural aggressors.

7733



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4262142    17/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481669]
Novozymes A/S

Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Probiotic supplements, namely, a blend of beneficial bacterial microorganisms for use poultry hatcheries to minimize 
pathogen levels and provide beneficial microorganisms.

7734



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003357629 ;United Kingdom 

4263793    30/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1481006]
SHIELD TX (UK) LIMITED

Northern Design Center, Baltic Business Quarter, Gateshead Tyne and Wear NE8 3DF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; 
dietary supplements for humans and animals; pharmaceuticals, medicines and veterinary preparations for the prevention 
and treatment of iron deficiency or anaemia in humans and animals; vitamins and minerals for the prevention and 
treatment of iron deficiency or anaemia in humans and animals; pharmaceuticals, medicines and veterinary preparations 
consisting primarily of iron; dietary and nutritional supplements consisting primarily of iron.

7735



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4263812    24/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1480947]
SRS LIFE SCIENCES PTE. LIMITED

71 Robinson Road, 14-01 Singapore 068895 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; dietary and nutritional food supplements; dietary and nutritionally fortified 
food products adapted for medicinal use; dietetic food products adapted for medicinal use; bacterial and bacteriological 
preparations for medicinal pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes.

7736



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4261847    30/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1480756]
JFE Steel Kabushiki Kaisha

2-2-3 Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0011 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Unwrought or semi-wrought iron; unwrought or semi-wrought iron alloy; unwrought or semi-wrought steel; steel in sheet, 
pipe, tube, plate, bar, billet, bloom, slab and rail form; steel pipes and tubes for pipelines; nonferrous metals and their 
alloys; unwrought or semi-wrought nonferrous metals and their alloys; building and construction materials of metal; 
storage tanks of metal; containers of metal for transport; upright signboards of metal; industrial packaging containers of 
metal [not including metal stoppers, lids and caps].

7737



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4082277    31/10/2018

[International Registration No. : 1446406]
SHENZHEN SAEJONG AUTOMATION LIMITED

6 101-201, 7 101 Jiuhua Industrial, Dean Road 34, Lijincommunity, Hangcheng Street, Baoan District Shenzhen City Guangdong 
Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES

11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Belts for machines; welding apparatus, gas-operated; chasers [machine tool]; metal working machines, namely saws and 
cutters.

THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

7738



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4261851    12/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1480777]
NINGBO LANGHUI TOOLS CO., LTD

NO. 69 BINXI ROAD, BINHAI NEW INDUSTRIAL ZONE, FENGHUA DISTRICT, NINGBO 315500 ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Harvesting machines; stalk separators [machines]; lawnmowers [machines]; agricultural machines; sowers [machines]; 
agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; scarifiers [earth moving machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-
operated; hand drill [excluding electric coal drill]; wind-powered hand-held tools, other than hand-operated.

7739



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : 017951399 ;European Union 

4270462    28/02/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482517]
SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA

VIA SELICE PROVINCIALE 17/A I-40026 IMOLA (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Stamping presses; compression molding machines; injection molding machines; molds [parts of machines]; molds being 
parts of compression molding machines; molds being parts of injection molding machine; cutting devices being parts of 
machines.

7740



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4272760    21/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482767]
Anhui Liyuan CNC Blade Mold Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

No. 96 Chitai Road, Bowang District, Maanshan City 243000 Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Blades [parts of machines]; tool aprons [parts of machines] (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); holding devices for machine tools; stands for machines; metalworking 
machines; guides for machines; clutches other than for land vehicles; cold-punching moulds; presses [machines for 
industrial purposes]; molds [parts of machines].

7741



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4092777    04/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449326]
VIETNAM SUNERGY EUROPE GMBH

Sebastian-Kneipp-Str. 41 60439 Frankfurt am Main Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Calibrated photovoltaic reference cells; photovoltaic apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy; 
photovoltaic cells; photovoltaic modules; crystalline silicon solar cells for electricity generation; portable solar panels for 
generating electricity; solar batteries for domestic use; solar batteries for industrial use; solar battery chargers; solar cell 
plates; solar cell panels; solar cells; solar cells for electricity generation; solar modules; photovoltaic solar modules.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

7742



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 1107152 ;New Zealand 

4267958    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481952]
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED

Barraclough & Associates Limited, 53 King Street, Frankton Hamilton 3204 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking water; still water; sparkling water; spring water; mineral water; aerated waters; flavored water; flavored sparkling 
water; beer; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; essences for making flavored water, not in the 
nature of essential oils.

7743



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000025222 ;Italy 

4263785    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481022]
S.M. TENIMENTI PILE E LAMOLE E VISTARENNI E SAN DISDAGIO S.R.L. - SOCIETA' AGRICOLA

Via Citille 43B I-50022 GREVE IN CHIANTI (FI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); wines; sparkling wines.

7744



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 88456701 ;United States of America 

4259765    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479825]
Eidosmedia S.p.A.

Mac 7, Via C. Imbonati 18 I-20159 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software programs for the creation and editing of text and multimedia materials and their assembly into printed 
and digital newspapers, magazines and other news media; none of the aforesaid being electronic entertainment goods.

7745



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4261064    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481719]
GUANGDONG SHENGENDI INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

3RD FLOOR, NO.33, SHAXIANG ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHAOLANG VILLAGE, CHASHAN TOWN, DONGGUAN CITY 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric wires; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; connections, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts 
[electric connections]; conductors, electric; wire connectors [electricity]; switches, electric; connectors [electricity]; 
regulating apparatus, electric; batteries, electric.

7746



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4261849    22/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481048]
APPOTRONICS CORPORATION LIMITED

20F-22F, HIGH-TECH ZONE UNION TOWER, NO. 63, XUEFU ROAD, NANSHAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television apparatus; slide projectors; video screens; projection screens; projectors; laser direction instruments; 
projection apparatus; computer software applications, downloadable; audiovisual teaching apparatus; car televisions; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; television screens; cinematographic projectors; video projectors; remote controls for 
projectors; fluorescent screens; remote controls for household use; data processing apparatus; computer programs, 
recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer programs for editing images, sound and video.

7747



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4262167    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481188]
GuangZhou ZhongTianXin Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd

Room 1703, No.2-6 Hongde Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou 510000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries, electric; battery chargers; cabinets for loudspeakers; tablet computers; computer peripheral devices; coin-
operated mechanisms for television sets; smartphones; headphones.

7748



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4262209    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481275]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Huawei Administration Building, Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; downloadable mobile phone software applications; tablet computers; smart 
watches (data processing); wireless headset for use with smartphones; earphones; in-ear headphones; microphones; 
sound recording apparatus; smartphones.

7749



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003354967 ;United Kingdom 

4267779    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481934]
Biocompatibles UK Limited

Chapman House, Farnham Business Park, Weydon Lane Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer software for dosimetry; computer software for dosimetry purposes in the field of 
radiotherapy; computer software for use in accelerating dosimetry planning; computer software for use in creating 
reports; computer software for use in facilitating personalised treatment plans for patients with liver cancer; computer 
software for use in reviewing and reporting on medical images; computer software for use in data display, quality control, 
image manipulation and quantification analysis; computer software for use in post treatment validation; computer 
software for creating patient profiles and providing patient reports; computer software for recording, analysing, reporting 
and managing patient medical information; computer software used with medical patient monitoring equipment, for 
receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data.

7750



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4267785    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481946]
XIAOMI INC.

FLOOR 13, RAINBOW CITY SHOPPING MALL II OF CHINA RESOURCES, NO. 68, QINGHE MIDDLE STREET, HAIDIAN 
DISTRICT 100028 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software applications, downloadable; smartphones; television apparatus; eyeglasses; video screens; remote 
control apparatus; measuring instruments; transducer; chips [integrated circuits]; video projector; quantity indicators; 
theft prevention installations, electric; batteries, electric; electronic weight scale; USB cables for mobile phone; 
computers; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; WAN router; 
wireless router; cell phones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for mobile 
phone; dustproof plug for cell phone jack; smartphones in the shape of a watch; mobile phone holders; selfie monopod for 
smart phones or cameras; wireless earphones for smartphones; mobile phone cover.

7751



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4270497    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482059]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu - Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
3D glasses; camcorders; computer game software; computer network hubs, switches and routers; computer software for 
instant messaging, sending and receiving emails and contact information, schedule sharing and contents sharing service; 
computer software for managing and organizing various digital reading contents namely e-books, e-newspapers, thesis, 
and e-magazines; computer software for personal information management; computer software for purchasing, 
downloading, playing or listening to music; computer software for purchasing, subscribing, downloading, playing or 
listening to digital reading contents namely e-books, e-newspapers, thesis and e-magazines and electronic games; 
computer software for use in recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio files, video 
files and electronic games in connection with TV, computers, music players, video players, media players, mobile phones, 
and portable and handheld digital electronic devices; computer software for use with satellite and GPS navigation systems 
for navigation, route and trip planning, and electronic mapping; computer software for travel information systems for the 
provision or rendering of travel advice and for information concerning hotels, landmarks, museums, public transportation, 
restaurants and other information regarding travel and transport; computer software to be used for viewing and 
downloading electronic maps; computer software embedded on portable phones and/or portable computers that allows 
users to play and download electronic games, listen to and download ring tones and music, and view and download 
screen savers and wallpapers; computer software to edit daily activities, address book, calendar, memos, and multimedia 
contents stored in mobile devices; computer software to enable authoring, posting, uploading, downloading, transmitting, 
receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing, organizing, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the Internet or other communications network; 
computer software to enable users to program and distribute audio, video, text and other multimedia content, namely, 
music, concerts, videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational 
programs via communication network; computers; digital albums in the nature of digital photo viewers; digital cameras; 
digital photo frames; digital set-top boxes; downloadable digital images, namely photographic or video images; 
downloadable ring tones; DVD players; facsimile machines; hard disk drives; Internet protocol (IP) PBX (private branch 
exchange) switchboards; IP-Internet Protocol Phone; key phone switch boards; key phone terminals; key phone operating 
system software; LAN Switches; mobile phone accessories namely batteries, electric battery chargers, data 
communication cables, wired headsets, wireless headsets, ear phones, car chargers, leather cases for mobile phones and 
electronic devices, hands frees, snap-on covers, stylus, phone holders, screen protective films, phone straps, replacement 
front panels for mobile and tablet computers and portable speakers; mobile phone operating system software; mobile 
telephones; monitors (computer hardware); MP3 players; network access server hardware; network access server 
operating software; PDA (Personal Digital Assistants); portable computers; portable multimedia player; printers for 
computers; semiconductors; smart phones; software for network management system; stylus for portable electronic 
devices; switch routers; tablet computer accessories namely batteries, electric battery chargers, data communication 
cables, wired headsets, wireless headsets, ear phones, car chargers, leathers cases, hands frees, snap-on covers, stylus, 
audio decks, phone holders, screen protective films, phone straps, faceplates and portable speakers; tablet computer 
operating system software; tablet computers; telephones; telephones used as terminal devices for Internet protocol (IP) 
PBX (private branch exchange); television receivers; USB flash memory; wide area network (WAN) routers; wireless 
headsets.

7752



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

2920289    05/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1232363]
KIBION AB

Box 303 SE-751 05 Uppsala SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA

PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Diagnostic apparatus for medical and veterinary use.

7753



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003347073 ;United Kingdom 

4141717    19/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1449930]
Biocompatibles UK Limited

Chapman House, Farnham Business Park, Weydon Lane Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; apparatus for use in medical analysis; apparatus for the treatment of 
cancer; apparatus for the ablation of tissues; cancer diagnosis apparatus; surgical, medical and medical diagnostic 
devices, apparatus and instruments for use in cryoablation; surgical, medical and medical diagnostic devices, apparatus 
and instruments for use in ablating tissues; medical devices for performing cryotherapy; medical devices for performing 
microwave ablation; medical devices for performing radiofrequency ablation; medical devices for freezing tumours; 
minimally invasive surgical devices for treating cancerous and benign tissues; minimally invasive surgical devices for 
ablating tissues; medical devices for delivering heat to the tip of a needle; cryoablation needles; microwave ablation 
needles; radiofrequency ablation needles; cryoablation needles for medical purposes; microwave ablation medical 
apparatus; radiofrequency ablation medical apparatus; medical devices and medical electronic systems for the analysis of 
tumours; medical devices and medical electronic systems for the analysis of tissues; tissue ablation medical apparatus for 
use with microwave treatments; tissue ablation medical apparatus for use with radiofrequency treatments; medical 
apparatus consisting of treatment probes and high pressure valves used for heat or freeze treatment and component parts 
thereof; integrated medical diagnostic systems to predict ice ball propagation and isotherms within a tissue for medical 
diagnosis and component parts thereof; integrated medical diagnostic systems to give location of given needles for 
medical diagnosis and component parts thereof; integrated medical treatment systems for use in any cryoablation medical 
procedure and comprised of medical devices, a gas supply unit, cryoablation needles and thermal sensors being 
component parts thereof; integrated medical treatment systems comprising medical devices and a cryoablation unit to 
predict ice ball propagation and isotherm for cryoablation medical procedures and component parts thereof; integrated 
medical treatment systems comprising medical devices and a cryoablation unit for delivering cold temperatures to tissues 
for medical purposes and component parts thereof; integrated medical treatment systems comprising medical devices and 
a cryoablation unit for delivering microwaves to tissues for medical purposes and component parts thereof; stands and 
trolleys for use with medical devices; mobile and portable stands and trolleys for medical devices; mobile stands and 
trolleys for medical devices for performing cryotherapy; mobile stands and trolleys for medical devices for performing 
microwave ablation; mobile stands and trolleys for medical devices for performing radiofrequency ablation; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

7754



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4261977    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481164]
SHENZHEN CERTAINN TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

Rm 501, Bldg. 8-C, GOTO digital Technology Park, No. 137 Bulan Rd., Longgang District 518112 Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Massage apparatus; medical apparatus and instruments; ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; medical guidewires; 
apparatus for use in medical analysis; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; cases fitted for medical instruments; 
surgical apparatus and instruments; radiological apparatus for medical purposes.

7755



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4262155    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481173]
Zhuhai YASHA Bio-Technology Company Limited

Room 708, Zhongjian Building, No. 1155 Yingbin South Road, Zhuhai Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical apparatus and instruments; receptacles for applying medicines; sterilized medical devices; sterile sheets 
(surgical); apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; dropper bottles 
for medical purposes; medical devices and instruments; testing apparatus for medical purposes; aerosol dispenser for 
medical purposes.

7756



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4262212    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481279]
Syntellix AG

Aegidientorplatz 2a 30159 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Implant models; medical implants; orthopaedic implants; biodegradable bone fixation implants; implants for 
osteosynthesis; surgical instruments and apparatus; surgical instruments and apparatus for anchorage in the field of 
orthopaedic transplant and/or implant surgery; surgical instruments and apparatus for positioning of implants in the field 
of orthopaedic surgery; medical instruments and apparatus for the surgical sector and orthopaedic surgery; medical 
fixation instruments and apparatus in the orthopaedic transplant and/or implant surgery sector; medical instruments and 
apparatus for positioning implants in the orthopaedic surgery sector; medical instruments and apparatus, namely 
orthopaedic instruments and apparatus; bone substitute implants for surgical use; medical, surgical and orthopaedic 
implants made of natural, non-living materials; bone implants of artificial materials; artificial bone parts for implantation in 
natural bones; joint prostheses of artificial materials; orthopaedic articles, namely bone screws and other orthopaedic 
screws, plates, nails, anchors, meshes and/or films, everything specially adapted for medical use.

7757



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

4269272    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483092]
BAO-HEALTH MEDICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD

2ND FLOOR OF A8 BUILDING, GAOQIAO INDUSTRIAL ZONE, TONGXIANG ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Suture materials; containers especially made for medical waste; colostomy bags; hypogastric belts; orthopedic articles; 
urological apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; furniture especially made for medical 
purposes.

7758



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2018; Application No. : 017988683 ;European Union 

4270590    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482171]
NEUROMOD DEVICES LIMITED

Digital Court Unit J, The Digital Hub, Rainsford Street Dublin 8 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hearing apparatus, hearing protectors and hearing aids; tinnitus maskers and devices for treating tinnitus; 
neuromodulation treatments, apparatus, and instruments; audiometry apparatus; medical and surgical apparatus and 
instruments for the diagnosis and treatment of audiological problems and disorders, deafness or tinnitus, or for use in 
otorhinolaryngology; ear picks and ear plugs, tinnitus maskers and tinnitus noisers, and hi-fi equipment for hearing aids; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid.

7759



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 12
 

4154775    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1414537]
LPR (Zhuhai) Auto Parts Ltd

No.6 Qingwan No.2 Road, Qingwan Industrial Zone, Sanzao Town, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Bars for vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; vehicle chassis; hydraulic system for vehicles; clutches for land 
vehicles; hub carrier; bands for wheel hubs; doors for vehicles; spokes; vehicle wheel spokes; clips for wheels; spoke 
clips for wheels; spoke clips; connecting rods for vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; connecting rods for 
land vehicles, other than parts of engines; brake linings for land vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake segment gear 
for vehicles; brake pads for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brake shoes for vehicles.

7760



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 12 
 

 

4262208    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481272]
Weihai Goldluck Yachts Co.,Ltd.

No.29-3 Yingbindadao, Lingang Economic and Technological Development Zone, Weihai City 264416 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Boats; launches; yachts; air cushion vehicles; hydroplanes; water vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or 
rail; aeroplanes; aircraft.

7761



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 017992945 ;European Union 

4262210    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481278]
PININFARINA S.p.A.

Via Bruno Buozzi 6 I-10121 Torino Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cars; automobile bodies; engines for cars; couplings for cars; suspension shock absorbers for cars; head-rests for car 
seats; automobile hoods; automobile chassis; reversing alarms for cars; luggage carriers for cars; tires for cars; car 
wheels; safety belts for car seats; car bumpers; motors, electric, for cars; electric cars; hybrid cars; parts and fittings for 
cars; clutches for cars; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres] for cars; windshield wipers for cars; brakes for cars; 
transmissions, for cars; windscreens for cars; pneumatic tires for cars; doors for cars; rims for car wheels; car seats; 
turbines for cars; anti-theft devices for cars; anti-glare devices for cars; gear boxes for cars; torque converters for cars; 
steering wheels for cars; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; direction signals for cars; sunshields for use on cars; 
hood shields as structural parts of cars; hub caps for cars; mudguards for cars; rearview mirrors for cars; spoilers for 
cars; car chassis; remote control cars, other than toys; bodywork parts for cars; reservoirs (metal -) [parts of cars]; side 
shields as structural parts of cars; consoles being parts of car interiors; transmission belts for cars; braking systems for 
cars and parts thereof; hydraulic servo valves being parts of car hydraulic systems; turbine vanes being parts of car 
engines; sumps being parts of car gearboxes; torsion/sway bars [car suspension parts].

7762



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000017363 ;Italy 

4265170    24/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481464]
PIRELLI TYRE S.p.A.

Viale Piero e Alberto Pirelli 25 I-20126 MILAN Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tires; pneumatic, semi-pneumatic and solid tyres for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading vehicle tires; vehicle wheels; 
wheel rims; inner tubes and mousse for vehicle tires.

7763



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000009667 ;Italy 

4271474    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482409]
BONFIGLIOLI RIDUTTORI S.P.A.

Via Giovanni XXIII, 7/A - Frazione Lippo I-40012 Calderara di Reno (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mechanical variable speed drives for vehicles; brakes, couplers, speed limiters for land vehicles.

7764



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 549877 ;Czech Republic 

4267796    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481436]
Obcanské sdružení Muzeum Vltavínu

Panská 19 CZ-381 01 Ceský Krumlov, Vnitrní Mesto Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewellery made of precious metals, jewellery made of minerals, precious metals and alloys of precious metals and 
products from these metals or from metals coated with silver or gold, jewellery made of common metals, paste jewellery, 
precious stones, precious and semi-precious gems and tektites, badges of precious metals, badges of precious stones or 
tektites, pearls, lockets (jewellery), necklaces (jewellery), tie pins, cuff links, ornamental and memorial coins, apparatus for 
timing sport events, watches, alarm clocks, pocket watches, chronometers, watch chains, watch cases.

7765



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2018; Application No. : 727719 ;Switzerland 

4271476    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482599]
LVMH Swiss Manufactures SA

Rue Louis-Joseph-Chevrolet 6a CH-2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, components for parts of 
timepieces and accessories for parts of timepieces not included in other classes; movements for timepieces; components 
for parts of movements for clocks and watches not included in other classes; alarm clocks, clocks and other chronometric 
instruments, chronometers, chronographs, apparatus for timing sports events, apparatus and instruments for measuring 
and marking time not included in other classes; bracelets, chains, springs, dials or watch glasses, watch winders, boxes, 
cases and presentation boxes for watches, watch horns and heads as parts of watches; precious metals and their alloys; 
jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; cuff links; bracelets; rings; medals; leather 
boxes for watches.

7766



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-067505 ;Japan 

4261221    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481384]
MITSUBISHI PAPER MILLS LIMITED

10-14, Ryogoku 2-chome, Sumida-ku Tokyo 130-0026 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard; containers of paper, for packaging.

7767



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-067502 ;Japan 

4261927    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481057]
MITSUBISHI PAPER MILLS LIMITED

10-14, Ryogoku 2-chome, Sumida-ku Tokyo 130-0026 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard; containers of paper, for packaging.

7768



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-064349 ;Japan 

4265169    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481465]
YUPO CORPORATION

4-3, Kanda-Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0062 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard; offset paper; digital printing paper; laminated paper; laser print paper; drawing paper; printed 
advertising boards of paper; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; semi-processed paper; synthetic papers and 
laminated papers in the form of roll or cut sheet for use in sheeting, die cutting, printing, pressure sensitive converting, 
and laminating; printing paper; converted paper; synthetic paper; stationery; albums; seals [stationery]; sketch books; 
note papers; memo pads; label paper; loose-leaf pads; office paper stationery; office stationery; photo albums; adhesive 
note paper; writing paper pads; adhesive tapes for stationery purposes; adhesive tapes for household purposes; artists' 
materials; note books; stickers [stationery]; labels of paper or cardboard; drawing pads; tracing paper; pads [stationery]; 
printed matter; printed calendars; calendars; food wrapping plastic film for household use; banners of paper; paper 
bunting; shipping labels of paper; photographs; photograph stands.

7769



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 17 
 

 

4263891    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481580]
ZHEJIANG GUNAI RUBBER & PLASTIC SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

NO.99, FANGJIASHAN ROAD, HUZHOU CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rubber sleeve; rubber ring; plastic tube; raw or semi-finished rubber (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); hard rubber; plastic film, other than for wrapping; synthetic resin 
(semi-finished); non thermal conductive material for heat preservation (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); insulation material (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

7770



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 18 
 

4261901    06/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480916]
MANTECO S.P.A.

Via della Viaccia, 19 I-59013 MONTEMURLO (PRATO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Key cases of leather or imitation leather; bags; handbags; beach bags; bags for sports; vanity cases sold empty; trunks 
[luggage]; travelling bags [leatherware]; purses; suitcases; umbrellas; parasols; pocket wallets; attaché cases; rucksacks; 
bags for sports clothing; bags and holdalls for sports clothing; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal 
items; school satchels; textile shopping bags; collars for animals; slings for carrying infants.

7771



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 18 
 

4270592    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482188]
WANG FA ZHONG

Place 521, Building A, 17 Ri Tan North Road, Ri Tan International Trade Centre, Chaoyang District 100020 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Purses; schoolbags; handbags; animal skins; imitation leather; fur; fur-skins; umbrellas; walking sticks; covers for pets.

7772



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 20 
 

4272823    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482944]
Jiangxi Zhen Ye jia Furniture Co., Ltd.

Pingtang Village, Dongshan Street Office, Nankang District, Ganzhou City Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; stool; bed; sofa; furniture of metal; bookshelf; tea table; office furniture; mattress; dressing table.

7773



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 24 
 

4261269    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482025]
WUJIANG MINSK TRADE CO., LTD

ROOM 2053¿2055, BUILDING B5, NO.1999, JIAOTONG ROAD, SONGLING, WUJIANG DISTRICT, SUZHOU CITY JIANGSU 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloth; non-woven textile fabrics; wall hangings of textile; felt; towels of textile; textile covers for bed; curtains of textile or 
plastic; bunting of textile or plastic; covers [loose] for furniture; textile material.

7774



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : 1385204 ;Benelux 

4261899    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480912]
Celebes Investment Limited

Hospital Road 27, George Town KY1-9008

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services; investment services; investment banking; capital investment; asset management; management of 
investment funds; private equity fund investment services; financial investment management; investment portfolio 
management; fund investment services; advisory and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.

7775



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 37 
 

4267784    16/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481944]
KOMATSU LTD.

3-6, 2-chome Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8414 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rental or leasing of bulldozers; rental or leasing of excavators; rental or leasing of construction machines and apparatus; 
rental or leasing of civil engineering machines and apparatus; information concerning rental of equipment for 
constructions and buildings; rental or leasing of building scaffolds, working and building platforms; rental or leasing of 
mining machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the rental of mining machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; providing location control information regarding metalworking 
machines and tools (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
providing operational status control information regarding metalworking machines and tools (term considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing information regarding maintenance of 
metalworking machines and tools; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; providing location 
control information regarding construction machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing operational status control information regarding 
construction machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); providing information regarding maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing location control information regarding loading- 
unloading machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); providing operational status control information regarding loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
information regarding maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of civil 
engineering machines and apparatus; providing location control information regarding civil engineering machines and 
apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
operational status control information regarding civil engineering machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing information regarding maintenance of 
civil engineering machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; providing location 
control information regarding mining machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing operational status control information regarding mining machines 
and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
providing information regarding maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste 
compacting machines and apparatus; providing location control information regarding waste compacting machines and 
apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
operational status control information regarding waste compacting machines and apparatus (term considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing information regarding maintenance of 
waste compacting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; providing 
location control information regarding waste crushing machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing operational status control information 
regarding waste crushing machines and apparatus (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); providing information regarding maintenance of waste crushing machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of automobiles.

7776



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 201904144 ;Norway 

4269526    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482184]
Klaveness Combination Carriers AS

Drammensveien 260 N-0283 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping, transport, logistics services consisting of storage, transportation and delivery of goods.

7777



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 39 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 201904194 ;Norway 

4270534    24/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482115]
Klaveness Combination Carriers AS

Drammensveien 260 N-0283 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping, transport, logistics services consisting of storage, transportation and delivery of goods.

7778



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 201904603 ;Norway 

4270555    24/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482122]
Klaveness Combination Carriers AS

Drammensveien 260 N-0283 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping, transport, logistics services consisting of storage, transportation and delivery of goods.

7779



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 39 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 201905282 ;Norway 

4270562    24/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482134]
Klaveness Combination Carriers AS

Drammensveien 260 N-0283 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shipping, transport, logistics services consisting of storage, transportation and delivery of goods.

7780



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 41 
 

4162324    28/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463272]
TCOLLEGE INTERNATIONAL GMBH

Bodenäckerstrasse 3 CH-8957 Spreitenbach Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

INDIA IP PARTNER WZ-113A, TOP FLOOR, NEAR SUBHASH NAGAR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI 110018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

7781



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 40201901299P ;Singapore 

4261854    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480813]
NSTBG Pte. Ltd.

11 Collyer Quay, 10-16 The Arcade Singapore 049317 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic publishing; publishing services; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; on-line 
publication of journals or diaries [weblog services]; news reporting services; provision of news for entertainment 
purposes; provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment; providing information on-line 
relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; video game entertainment services; organisation of 
games and competitions; games services provided via computer networks and global communication networks; game 
services provided by means of communications by computer terminals or mobile telephone; providing online 
entertainment in the nature of game tournaments; educational and training services relating to games; instruction 
services; conducting instructional courses; conducting of instructional seminars; provision of online tutorials; arranging 
and conducting of tutorials; coaching [training]; production and rental of educational and instructional materials; 
production of sound and video recordings; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; rental of game machines and 
apparatus; rental of video games.

7782



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 18722 ;Leichtenstein 

4265284    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481875]
Fondation SERGE LIFAR

Heiligkreuz 6 FL-9490 Vaduz Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

7783



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 41 
 

4269508    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482467]
MEILI WENLV DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

GAOYUN VILLAGE, SUOXIYU TOWN, WULINGYUAN, ZHANGJIAJIE CITY 427000 HUNAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Show (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); organizing 
performances (performances); entertainment; an organizational culture or an educational exhibition (terms too vague in 
the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); education; train (terms too vague in 
the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); an organized or entertaining contest 
(terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); organize a 
fashion show for entertainment (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); organize dances (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); performing production (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

7784



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 42 
 

4090825    07/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449622]
MAKE LTD

32 Cleveland Street London W1T 4JY United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Architectural design and consultancy services; design of buildings and of components used in building and construction; 
design and consultancy services for the interiors and exteriors of buildings; interior decorating; architectural services 
relating to the development of land; preparation of architectural and design plans and reports; architectural and 
construction planning services; assistance and advice in connection with building planning applications; civil 
engineering services; architectural project management services; design and advisory services relating to energy 
efficiency, environmental pollution, environmental protection, controlled environmental buildings, material testing 
technological research, the use of energy; analysis services relating to air in building environments, structural behaviour 
of building materials, structural behaviour of buildings; architectural plans (preparation of-); architectural services for the 
design of commercial buildings, industrial buildings, office facilities, residential properties; building design services; 
computer aided design services relating to architecture and building projects; design feasibility studies; planning 
[design] of buildings, commercial communities, multi-story office towers, offices, residential communities and retail 
establishments; professional consultancy relating to architecture and design; urban real estate design planning and 
feasibility research services; research and development services; research on building construction, city planning, 
architecture, buildings, demographics and design; studies (technical project-); urban design; urban planning; advice, 
information and consultancy for all the aforesaid services.

7785



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000031258 ;Italy 

4262170    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481197]
FLOS S.P.A.

Via Angelo Faini 2 I-25073 Bovezzo (Brescia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Design of lighting systems; design of specialist machinery for use in making equipment for lighting; technical planning 
and technical project management for the development of lighting equipment; scientific technological services; 
technological research; scientific services and design relating thereto; technological services and design relating thereto; 
scientific research; industrial analysis services; industrial research; software design and development; design and 
development of computer hardware.

7786



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 88261808 ;United States of America 

4136914    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457918]
WINGSTOP FRANCHISING LLC

5501 LBJ Freeway, 5th Floor Dallas TX 75240 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurant services, take-out restaurant services; services for providing food and drink.

7787



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 29/08/2018; Application No. : 1951795 ;Australia 

4148490    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460765]
OBEROI HOTELS PVT. LIMITED

4 Mangoe Lane Kolkata 700001 India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3 TRADE CENTRE STADIUM C.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel services; restaurant services; hotel reservation and accommodation services; accommodation services.

7788



Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 43 
 

4259904    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479990]
ETANG INC.

6, Hakdong-ro 11-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Snack-bar services; restaurant services; providing of food and drink; pubs; take-away food services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 45 
 

4270496    07/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482055]
LEANDRO MULLER

21 Ely Close, New Malden Surrey KT3 4LG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advisory services relating to security; security consultancy; security assessment of risks; security guard services; 
security services for the protection of individuals; security guard services for the protection of property; public events 
security services; surveillance services conducted using closed-circuit video systems.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2013; Application No. : 13 4 048 404 ;France 

2841406    14/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1211830]
CULTURESPACES

153 boulevard Haussmann F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cinematographic apparatus and instruments, sound recording disks, compact disks (audio-video), magnetic disks, 
optical disks, optical compact disks; exposed cinematographic film, sound recording film, exposed film, devices for 
editing cinematographic film; sound recording apparatus, sound recording media, magnetic recording media; DVDs, DVD 
players.

Cl.16;Printing products, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, part-work publications, journals (magazines), books, 
printed matter, posters, diaries, albums, almanacs, advertising sheets, calendars, catalogs, photographs, collections of 
illustrated and printed cards, bookbinding material.

Cl.38;Distribution of films, sound recordings and images.

Cl.39;Arranging of tours.

Cl.41;Education and entertainment by cinematographic and audiovisual means; cultural activities, organization of 
cultural or educational exhibitions; museum services (presentations, exhibitions); design, organization, production and 
performance of shows, particularly so-called "sound and light" shows; production, projection, rental and lending of films, 
sound recordings and images; editing of radio or television programs, editing of video tapes and films; rental of show 
scenery; organization and conducting of colloquiums; publishing printed matter, newspapers, magazines, reviews, 
periodicals, books, catalogs and pamphlets, posters, on any kind of media including electronic; publication of texts other 
than advertising texts on any kind of media, including electronic publications; electronic publication of non-downloadable 
books and periodicals online; electronic desktop publishing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2015; Application No. : 86627813 ;United States of America 

3310416    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284180]
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania 

1 Kings Drive Tuxedo Park NY 10987-5500 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Digital media in the field of religious education, namely, pre-recorded video discs, digital versatile disks, 
downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition discs, all featuring religious information relating to 
the tenets of the jehovah's witnesses denomination; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for 
accessing, viewing and downloading audio and video recordings, music, digital print publications, online publications, 
documents, forms, audio and digital content, and web pages, all featuring religious information relating to the tenets of 
the jehovah's witnesses denomination.

Cl.16;Printed materials in the field of religious education, namely, books, magazines, brochures, booklets, tracts, 
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calendars, informational cards, and paper signs, all featuring religious information relating to the tenets of the jehovah's 
witnesses denomination.

Cl.41;Providing online non-downloadable audio and video recordings, music, digital print publications and online 
publications in the nature of books, magazines, brochures, booklets, tracts, calendars, and informational cards, 
documents, forms, audio and digital content in the nature of music and spoken word, all provided via web pages and all 
on the subject of the Jehovah's Witness denomination.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

3832844    03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1401343]
SHENZHEN GREENJOY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Room No. 701-A, Kingdom Technology Building, No.9 High-tech South 5th Avenue, Nanshan, Shenzhen Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES

11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software [recorded]; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer games; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; programs (computer operating -) recorded; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus 
ticket dispensers; laser speed detectors; virtual reality software for simulating golf game; electroacoustic transducers.

Cl.42;Technical research; technical surveying; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion computer programming; website development for others; conversion of data or documents from physical to 
electronic media; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware computer software design; 
installation of computer software; computer software (updating of -).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/04/2018; Application No. : 017886261 ;European Union 

4045446    18/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1440523]
LEICA BIOSYSTEMS IMAGING, INC.

1360 Park Center Drive Vista CA 92081 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.9;Automated digital scanning system integrating optical microscopy, motorized sample positioning, digital image 
capture, data processing, manipulation and display for use in scanning and digitizing microscope samples in research 
and clinical environments; image analysis devices, namely, scanners; electronic image recording, image storing and 
image representing devices, namely, digital cameras; computer operating software for image analysis and image storage 
devices; operating software for automated digital scanning systems; computer software for digitizing microscope slides 
for viewing, integration with other data, management, and analysis, all in the fields of virtual microscopy, digital 
pathology, digital hematology and medical information technology; digital slide information management software for 
digitizing glass microscope slides into diagnostic quality images displayed in context with reports, case histories and 
other associated documents or data, optionally cross-linked and concurrently viewable for use in the fields of virtual 
microscopy, digital pathology, digital hematology and medical information technology; software for tracking the location 
of histological and cytological specimens; computer software for image data storage and archiving on local servers or 
networks for use in research and clinical environments.

Cl.10;Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, digital slide systems 
incorporating microscopes, digital cameras, digital slide scanners, equipped with digital image capture and data 
processing devices for medical/clinical diagnostic purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/04/2018; Application No. : 017886256 ;European Union 

4045511    18/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1441650]
Leica Biosystems Imaging, Inc.

1360 Park Center Drive Vista CA 92081 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Automated digital scanning system integrating optical microscopy, motorized sample positioning, digital image 
capture, data processing, manipulation and display for use in scanning and digitizing microscope samples in research 
and clinical environments; image analysis devices, namely, scanners; electronic image recording, image storing and 
image representing devices, namely, digital cameras; computer operating software for image analysis and image storage 
devices; operating software for automated digital scanning systems; computer software for digitizing microscope slides 
for viewing, integration with other data, management, and analysis, all in the fields of virtual microscopy, digital 
pathology, digital hematology and medical information technology; digital slide information management software for 
digitizing glass microscope slides into diagnostic quality images displayed in context with reports, case histories and 
other associated documents or data, optionally cross-linked and concurrently viewable for use in the fields of virtual 
microscopy, digital pathology, digital hematology and medical information technology; software for tracking the location 
of histological and cytological specimens; computer software for image data storage and archiving on local servers or 
networks for use in research and clinical environments.

Cl.10;Diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments, namely, digital slide systems 
incorporating microscopes, digital cameras, digital slide scanners, equipped with digital image capture and data 
processing functionalities for medical/clinical diagnostic purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

4055796    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1334255]
FLAVOUR WAREHOUSE HOLDINGS LIMITED

Global Way Darwen, Lancashire BB3 0RW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES

S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.34;Electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential 
oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette liquids; electronic cigarette liquid solutions containing nicotine; 
flavour essences for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarette atomizers; electronic 
cigarette cartomizers; nicotine-free liquid solutions containing flavourings for electronic cigarettes and electronic 
smoking devices; personal vaporisers and electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarette boxes; electronic cigarette cases; 
smokers" articles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in connection with clothing, footwear and headgear, key rings, badges, printed 
matter, stationery, posters, magazines, brochures, bags, wallets, purses, handbags, sports bags, rucksacks, luggage, 
umbrellas, hats, gloves, jewellery, games, toys and playthings, sporting articles and equipment, electronic cigarette 
batteries, electronic cigarette chargers, electronic cigarette charging cases; retail and wholesale services in connection 
with USB cables, batteries, chargers and charging cases, all for use with electronic smoking devices, electronic 
cigarettes, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes, flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in 
electronic cigarettes, electronic cigarette liquids, electronic cigarette liquid solutions containing nicotine; retail and 
wholesale services in connection with flavour essences for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices, 
electronic cigarette atomizers, electronic cigarette cartomizers, nicotine-free liquid solutions containing flavourings for 
electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices, personal vaporisers and electronic cigarettes, electronic cigarette 
boxes, electronic cigarette cases, smokers" articles; advertising, marketing and publicity services; loyalty card schemes, 
discount card schemes; arranging events and exhibitions for commercial purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 87945328 ;United States of America 

4055991    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443922]
DIAMOND FOODS, LLC

1050 S. Diamond Street Stockton CA 95205 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.29;Processed unshelled nuts; shelled nuts; processed nuts; blanched nuts; edible oils; flavored nuts; roasted nuts; 
seasoned nuts; glazed nuts; dried fruits; mixtures of dried fruits and processed nuts.

Cl.31;Unprocessed nuts; raw nuts; raw unshelled nuts.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

4056163    13/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443319]
ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS, LLC

10635 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 300 Los Angeles CA 90025 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.3;Cosmetics, namely, eyebrow color pencils, eyebrow pencils, eyebrow powder, eyebrow pomade, eyebrow gel.

Cl.8;Tweezers, eyebrow grooming scissors.

Cl.16;Eyebrow stencils.

Cl.21;Cosmetic brushes.
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Priority claimed from 13/06/2018; Application No. : 87960945 ;United States of America 

4058910    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443557]
OMNIOME, INC.

10575 Roselle Street San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Research laboratory analyzers for analysis of biological analytes for non-medical purposes.

Cl.10;Devices for analysis of biological analytes for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Analysis of biological analytes; development of new technology for others for analysis of biological analytes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 2018/03777 ;Sweden 

4060097    15/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444020]
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON

SE-164 83 STOCKHOLM SE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer software; computer networks; application software for cloud computing services.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of hardware for data processing apparatus; installation of hardware for computer 
networks; maintenance and repair of hardware for computer networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; computer network communication services; providing access to global computer 
networks; providing access to platforms on the Internet; broadcasting programs via a global computer network; 
transmission of audio and video content via computer networks; provision of telecommunication access to video content 
provided via the Internet.

Cl.42;Maintenance of data processing software; computer network services; configuration of computer systems and 
networks; cloud computing; programming of software for Internet platforms; installation of software for computer 
networks; maintenance and repair of software for computer networks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2018; Application No. : 1373527 ;Benelux 

4066395    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444922]
STUDIO AMERICA B.V.

Flevoweg 27 NL-2318 BZ Leiden Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES

11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.6;Metal display stands for the presentation of printed and non-printed advertising materials and parts thereof; metal 
frame mouldings; metal frames; metal profiles; shaped metal sections; extruded aluminium sections; aluminium profiles 
for use in connection with information or display apparatus; structural joint connectors of metal.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; luminous tubes for lighting; lighting tracks [lighting apparatus]; lighting panels; luminaires; 
lighting armatures; lighting fittings; LED lamps; decorative lights; electric lamps; decorative lighting sets; fluorescent 
lighting tubes; lighting devices for showcases; lighting armatures for outdoor furniture; the aforementioned goods not 
related to mechanical tools, power operated tools and garden/outdoor products, motor driven tools and garden/outdoor 
products.

Cl.20;Furniture and furniture fittings, not of metal; non-metallic display stands for the presentation of printed and non-
printed advertising materials and parts thereof; non-metallic frame mouldings; picture frames; picture frames; frames 
(picture -) of metal; non-metallic frames for signboards; frames for pictures, photo"s and posters; non-metallic frames for 
advertising display boards; rotating stands (furniture); structural joint connectors, not of metal, being accessories for 
frames; mouldings for picture frames; frames (picture -) of non-metallic materials; holders for photographs [frames]; 
furniture moldings; panels for display purposes [non-luminous and non-mechanical]; display cases; photographic 
mounting boards; display stands for posters; display stands and signboards of wood or plastics; vinyl appliques for 
attachment to windows, mirrors, and other solid surfaces; non-metallic connectors for frames being furniture.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; fabrics.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; clerical services; preparation of advertising 
material; design of advertising materials; preparation of advertising material; production of advertising matter and 
commercials; distribution of advertising material; publication of publicity materials and texts; preparing promotional and 
merchandising material for others; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance 
services; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; information and consultancy relating to all of 
the aforesaid services.

Cl.40;Printing, and photographic and cinematographic development; printing services; advisory services relating to 
printing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2018; Application No. : 017894892 ;European Union 

4067620    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446239]
DSM IP ASSETS B.V.

Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary and nutritional supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement.

Cl.9;Spectacles, protective and corrective eyewear.

Cl.10;Eye testing apparatus.

Cl.44;Optometry services; vision screening services; opticians" services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/03/2018; Application No. : 017867666 ;European Union 

4071975    29/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445807]
HOVIONE SCIENTIA LIMITED

Loughbeg Ringaskiddy Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products, medication for humans and animals; chemical preparations for the 
pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical compositions; veterinary preparations.

Cl.10;Medical devices.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/04/2018; Application No. : 87873424 ;United States of America 

4073122    09/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1445675]
CERTIFIEDSAFETY, INC.

1177 Butler Road League City TX 77573 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer software for the tracking and analysis of workers related to safety and productivity; personnel tracking 
and control systems, namely, portable computer systems comprising portable terminals, machine-readable code 
scanners, and/or biometric scanners and software, including databases and database access software, for tracking and 
reporting of user-determined data relating to location or physical condition of personnel or assets; software for 
monitoring and detecting exposure to toxic substances or hazardous work conditions and monitoring physiological state 
of workers; automated systems, namely, hardware and communications devices for monitoring and detecting personnel 
exposure to toxic substances or hazardous work conditions and monitoring physiological state of personnel; automated 
systems, namely, software, hardware and communications devices for planning, controlling, monitoring and providing 
information on location and physiological state of personnel and assets on large-scale industrial worksites; wearable 
computer sensors to measure worker safety and productivity; computer hardware and software for setting up and 
configuring local area networks; computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring wide area networks; 
computer hardware and software used for the control of voice controlled information and communication devices; 
computer hardware for communicating audio, video and data between computers via a global computer network, wide-
area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer networks; mobile computing and operating platforms consisting of 
data transceivers, wireless network apparatus and gateway apparatus for collection and management of data; 
telecommunications hardware and software for monitoring and altering remote sensor status via the internet; 
communications software for connecting a database with a remote computing device; downloadable mobile application 
software for use on handheld devices namely, mobile phones and computer tablets for manipulation and analysis of key 
business performance indicators in real time for use in the refining, oil and gas, chemicals and pulp and paper industries.

Cl.35;Providing safety auditing to improve workplace productivity; consulting services, namely, the gathering and 
reporting of positional and physical metrics of human and inanimate objects by the means of multiple communications 
and positioning technologies for the purpose of business process; consulting services in the field of worker productivity; 
providing consulting, information and data analysis related to worker productivity for business purposes; providing 
advice and information in the field of worker productivity.

Cl.42;Providing non-downloadable software for the tracking of workers and analysis of data related to worker safety 
and productivity; non-downloadable computer software and user interface software for accessing, processing and 
displaying data for use with wearable tracking devices; non-downloadable computer software platform for accessing, 
processing and displaying data for use with wearable computer hardware, namely, computer applications for use in 
wearable computers.

Cl.45;Consulting services, namely, the gathering and reporting of positional and physical metrics of human and 
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inanimate objects by the means of multiple communications and positioning technologies for the purpose of safety 
improvement within a determined location; consulting services, namely, monitoring and analysis of key performance 
indicators and user-defined data in the field of workplace safety; consulting in the field of workplace safety; consulting in 
the field of jobsite safety; consulting services in the field of worker safety; providing consulting, information and data 
analysis related to workplace safety and worker safety for business purposes; providing advice and information in the 
field of workplace safety and worker safety; providing safety auditing to improve workplace safety.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 87829 ;Cyprus 

4077340    21/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446769]
NEMIROFF HOLDINGS LIMITED

5 Themistocles Dervis Street, Elenion Building, 2nd floor CY-1066 Nicosia CY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverage, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; bitters; cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and 
spirits]; distilled beverages; alcoholic essences; alcoholic extracts; fruit extracts, alcoholic; liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; 
vodka.

Cl.35;Advertising; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; business management; business administration; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; radio advertising; 
telemarketing services; television advertising.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 302018000031158 ;Italy 

4091016    08/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449194]
CHIMAR S.R.L.

Via Ettore Majorana, 24 I-35010 CADONEGHE (PD) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.

1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.1;Chemical additives for use in manufacture; chemical agents for use in the manufacture of dyestuffs; antioxidants 
for use in manufacture; catalysts for use in the manufacture of polymers; catalysts for use in the manufacture of 
industrial chemicals; mold-release compounds for use in the plastics industry; gum arabic for industrial purposes; gum 
tragacanth for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives] for industrial purposes; plastics, unprocessed; filtering materials 
[unprocessed plastics]; unprocessed plastics for industrial purposes; lamp black for industrial purposes; carbon black 
for industrial purposes; iron oxides; titanium oxides; metallic oxides; aluminium oxide; antimony oxide; calcium oxide; 
plasticizers; fire-retardant chemicals; enamel and glass-staining chemicals; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; 
chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; chemicals, except pigments, for the manufacture of enamel; industrial 
chemicals; vulcanizing preparations; propylene [propene]; acrylic resins, unprocessed; artificial and synthetic resins, 
unprocessed; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; unprocessed artificial resins as raw materials in the 
form of powders, liquids or pastes; unprocessed artificial resins for industrial purposes; polyvinyl acetate resins, 
unprocessed; polyvinyl chloride resins, unprocessed; polyvinylidene chloride resins, unprocessed; polyester resins, 
unprocessed; polyethylene resins, unprocessed; polypropylene resins, unprocessed; polystyrene resins, unprocessed; 
polymer resins, unprocessed; synthetic resins, unprocessed; unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of 
molding compounds; unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds; radiation-
curable unprocessed synthetic resins; thermally curable unprocessed synthetic resins; styrene; unprocessed plastic 
materials in powder, liquid or paste form; chemical preparations for the manufacture of paints.

Cl.2;Fluorescent brightening agents [dyes]; acid dyes; sulfur dyes; basic dyes [cationic dyes]; natural dyes; colorants 
for use in the manufacture of paper; colorants for use in the manufacture of plastic molding compounds; colorants for 
use in the manufacture of cosmetics; colorants for use in the manufacture of printing ink; colorants for use in the 
manufacture of paint; alcohol soluble dyes; oil soluble dyes; colorants, dyes; direct dyes; oil colors; synthetic dyes; 
coating compositions in the nature of paints for industrial applications; thinners for paints; siccatives [drying agents] for 
paints; edible inks; printing ink; metallic printing inks; mimeographing inks; ink for leather; engraving ink; inks for 
printing, marking and engraving; dry inks; thermochromic printing inks; typographic ink; ink for inkjet printers; lacquers; 
printers" pastes [ink]; pigments; color pigments; inorganic pigments; organic pigments; paints; synthetic resin paints; 
lime wash paints; anti-corrosive paints; damp proofing paints; oil paints; bactericidal paints; camouflage paints for 
military equipment; fluorescent paints; water-repellent paints; fireproof paints; waterproof paints; paints for arts and 
crafts; paints for artists; lower hull paints; exterior paints; interior paints; house paint; paints for industrial equipment and 
machinery; paints for concrete floors; mixed paints; fire-retardant paints; thermoplastic paints for use in marking road 
surfaces; paints for use in the manufacture of ceramics; paints for use in the manufacture of furniture; paints for use in 
the manufacture of automobiles; paints, varnishes, lacquers; aluminium powder for painting; bronze powder for painting; 
natural resins, raw; non-stick coatings in the nature of paint; decorative spray coatings [paints]; enamels for painting; 
paint sealers; glazes [paints, lacquers]; enamels [varnishes]; mineral spirits for use as paint thinners; sienna earth; 
badigeon; dyes; shoe dyes; toner; printing toner; toner [ink] for photocopiers; xerographic toner; varnishes; aluminium 
paints; anti-fouling paints; varnishes for protecting floors.

Cl.17;Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these 
materials; thermoplastic compounds in pellet form for use in manufacture; plastic fibers, other than for textile use; 
threads of rubber, other than for textile use; threads of plastic materials, other than for textile use; elastic threads, other 
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than for textile use; threads of plastic for soldering; rubber-coated threads, not for textile use; acrylic sheeting for use in 
manufacture; rubber sheets for packing purposes; rubber sheets for insulating purposes; polypropylene foil, other than 
for wrapping; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth; plastic sheeting 
used in the construction industry as a vapor barrier; pipe gaskets; pipe joints, not of metal; elbows, not of metal, for 
pipes; crude rubber; rubber, raw or semi-worked; gum, raw or semi-worked; natural rubber; rubber granules for use as a 
ground covering for playgrounds; insulation jackets for industrial pipes; weatherstripping, not of metal, for buildings; 
electrical insulators; electrical insulators made of rubber; insulators for cables; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of 
machines; insulating sleeves for power lines; pipe muffs, not of metal; insulating materials made of polyethylene foam; 
electrical insulating materials; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; plastics and resins in 
extruded form for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of tubes for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in 
the form of bars for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of blocks for use in manufacture; extruded plastics 
in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; plastic 
substances, semi-processed; extruded polystyrene pellets; extruded polystyrene pellets for packing; plastic film, other 
than for wrapping; polypropylene film, other than for wrapping; polyurethane film, other than for wrapping; polyurethane 
films for use in sealing and insulating buildings; polyurethane film for use as a moisture barrier; laminated plastic films 
for use on windows; laminated plastic films for use on vehicle windows; reflective plastic films for use on windows; 
reflective plastic films for use on vehicle windows; polymer films for use in the manufacture of electronic circuits; 
polymer films for use in manufacture; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; elastomeric polymers in the form 
of blocks for use in manufacture; elastomeric polymers in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; couplings, not of 
metal, for fire hoses; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; hose fittings, not of metal; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; 
fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes; cable bridges of rubber for protecting cables; thermoplastic elastomer resins in pellet 
form for use in manufacture; artificial resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; artificial resins in the form of rods 
for use in manufacture [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the form of bars for use in manufacture [semi-finished 
products]; artificial resins in the form of blocks for use in manufacture [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the 
form of sheets for use in manufacture [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the form of pellets for use in 
manufacture [semi-finished products]; artificial resins in the form of tubes for use in manufacture [semi-finished 
products]; synthetic resins, semi-processed; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging; insulated pipe 
supports, not of metal; rubber stoppers; bottle stoppers of rubber; rubber stoppers for industrial packaging containers; 
rubber chips for use as a ground covering for playgrounds; connecting hose for vehicle radiators; garden hoses; hoses 
made of rubber; rubber hoses for air conditioners; hoses of rubber for agricultural purposes; hoses made of plastic; 
plastic hoses for swimming pools; hoses of plastic for agricultural purposes; plastic hoses for plumbing use; irrigation 
hoses; hydraulic hoses of rubber; hydraulic hoses of plastic; industrial hoses of rubber; industrial hoses of plastic; 
flexible hoses, not of metal; hoses, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; air hoses for pneumatic tools; flexible hoses 
for conveying liquids; watering hose; industrial packaging containers of rubber; polyurethane film for use as building 
insulation.
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Priority claimed from 22/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-131444 ;Japan 

4091039    05/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450330]
SHINTECH CO., LTD.

2-24-11, Nakashinden, Ebina City Kanagawa 243-0422 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.3;Fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics; fragrances.

Cl.32;Smoothies; soft drinks; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages].
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2018; Application No. : 4020180098173 ;Republic of Korea 

4091478    22/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450251]
COUPANG CORP.

18th Floor (Sincheon-dong), 570 Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.TO THE WORD FRESH.

Cl.29;Processed nuts; preserved meats and sausages; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; dried 
anchovy; food products made primarily from fruits; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; processed egg foodstuffs; frozen 
fish; frozen meat; frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; frozen beans; eggs; chicken; pork; bean processed foodstuffs 
(excluding bean curds and their processed foodstuffs); tofu; foods prepared from bean curds (tofu); prepared side dishes 
consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetable; butter; bacon; fish and shellfish (preserved); salami; fish and 
shellfish (not live, including those frozen or preserved with salt); beef; silkworm chrysalis for human consumption; oils 
and fats for food; edible eggs; mutton slices; fish cakes; food products made from fish and shellfish; duck meat; 
vegetable juices for cooking; processed dairy products; milk products; processed meat products; dried beef; instant or 
pre-cooked soup; processed vegetable products; cheese; processed seaweed products.

Cl.30;Meat tenderizers for household purposes; cereal-based processed products; flour and preparations made from 
cereals; polished cereals; rice cakes; cooked dish consisting primarily of stir-fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper 
paste (topokki); Korean-style dumplings (mandu); baking powder; bread; sauces; flour for food; sugar for food; edible 
salt; edible ices; malted rice; soy sauce and soy bean paste; tea; beverages with a tea base; coffee; hot dogs (sausages in 
a bread roll); spices; chemical seasoning.

Cl.31;Grains [cereals]; unprocessed beans; fodder; fish and shellfish (live); natural plants and flowers; fresh fruit; fresh 
vegetables; fresh seaweeds; litter for domestic animals; malt for brewing and distilling; hops.

Cl.32;Fruit beverages and fruit juices; mineral and aerated waters; preparations for making liqueurs; beer; preparations 
for making effervescent beverages; waters [beverages]; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; drinking 
waters; de-alcoholized beer; orange drinks; imitation beer; vegetable juices [beverages]; soft drinks; red ginseng drinks.

Cl.35;Retail services provided by hypermarket services; supermarket; comprehensive shopping mall services provided 
via internet; business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications; retail convenience stores; 
administrative processing of goods delivery services; ordering services for goods for others; advertising; retail store 
services featuring preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; retail store services featuring cereal-based 
processed products; retail store services featuring fruit beverages and fruit juices; retail store services featuring 
confectionery; retail store services featuring processed egg foodstuffs; retail store services featuring eggs; retail store 
services featuring polished cereals; retail store services featuring tofu; retail store services featuring rice cake; retail 
store services featuring prepared side dishes consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetable; retail store services 
featuring fish and shellfish (preserved); retail store services featuring fodder; retail store services featuring waters 
[beverages]; retail store services featuring sauces; retail store services featuring edible flour; retail store services 
featuring sugar for food; retail store services featuring edible salt; retail store services featuring oils and fats for food; 
retail store services featuring meat; retail store services featuring fresh fruit; retail store services featuring fresh 
vegetables; retail store services featuring fresh seaweeds; retail store services featuring milk; retail store services 
featuring milk products; retail store services featuring processed meat products; retail store services featuring soy sauce 
and soy bean paste; retail store services featuring tea; retail store services featuring beverages with a tea base; retail 
store services featuring processed vegetable products; retail store services featuring vegetable juices [beverages]; retail 
store services featuring soft drinks; retail store services featuring coffee-based beverages; retail store services featuring 
bean-based snack foods; retail store services featuring processed seaweed products; retail store services featuring 
spices; retail store services featuring chemical seasoning; data processing relating to transportation logistics; collection 
of data relating to transportation logistics; compilation of business statistics relating to transportation logistics.

Cl.39;Transport/storage and packaging of goods; rental of warehouses; delivery of goods; provision of tourist travel 
information; arranging and booking of travel; booking of seats for travel; delivery of processed food ordered via online 
networks; postal, freight and courier services; logistics services consisting of the storage, transport and delivery of 
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goods; transportation logistics information via computer communication networks; providing traffic information via 
mobile applications; storage of oil; depot services for the storage of vehicles; physical storage of electronically-stored 
data; packaging of goods; courier transport services; inbound and reverse logistics of others; logistics services 
consisting of the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods; delivery of goods ordered by on-line networks and the 
Internet; goods warehousing; same day delivery services; food delivery.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 4430605 ;France 

4092759    14/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449713]
SMART PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

85 AVENUE DE LA PLAINE - ZI ROUSSET-PEYNIER, F-13790 ROUSSET France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Scientific, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (inspection) and 
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
recording media; acoustic or optical disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; data processing equipment; computers; software (recorded programs); computer peripheral devices; 
detectors; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; magnetic cards; 
telecommunication terminals; electronic telecommunications apparatus; electronic chips; computer apparatus and 
equipment for digital fingerprinting; electronic media for the identification and/or authentication of persons; official 
documents, including electronic, namely biometric passports, visas, national identity cards, residence permits, refugee 
documents, voting cards, driving licences, business cards, professional licences, social insurance cards, family record 
books, registration certificates, diplomas; magnetic or electronic identification and authentication cards; encoded 
magnetic cards; scanners [computer equipment]; interfaces [for computers]; readers [data processing equipment]; 
barcode readers; optical readers; processors [central processing units]; microprocessors; downloadable electronic and 
digital publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; downloadable computer software applications; 
digital photographs.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesive materials for 
stationery use; artists" materials; printing type; printing blocks; paper; cardboard; posters; albums; cards; books; 
newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; calendars; writing instruments; engravings or lithographic works of art; 
drawings; printing blankets; paper and and plastic, polycarbonate or adhesive materials for making official documents 
such as passports, visas, national identity cards, residence permits, refugee documents, voting cards, driving licenses, 
business cards, professional licenses, family record books, registration certificates, diplomas, including biometrics; 
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printed matter; official printed documents, including namely biometric passports, visas, national identity cards, residence 
permits, refugee documents, driving licenses, business cards, professional licenses, social insurance cards, family 
record books, registration certificates, diplomas; printed matter; mail printed matter; check letters.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS]; analysis, design, development, installation, operation, supervision, hosting, 
maintenance and monitoring of computer systems relating to management of identity and trust services, print 
management, dematerialization and data archiving; software design, development, installation, maintenance, updating or 
rental; single electronic authentication services (Single-Sign-On); services for creating and validating electronic 
signatures and electronic signature solutions; electronic timestamping services; services involving cryptography, data 
encryption; electronic and/or digital certification services; cryptography services, namely provision of access to a portal 
for accessing services for certification and authentication of signatures and documents; digital safe deposit box services; 
evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; technical project 
study; research and development of new products for others; programming for computers; consultancy relating to 
computer systems and software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of 
computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of texts to digital format; conversion and data 
copying services; data encoding services; computer data recovery; digitization of documents [scanning]; duplication of 
computer programs; consultancy, advisory and information services in relation to information technology; rental of Web 
servers; hosting of computer sites [websites]; hosting of servers; hosting of computer files; server administration; design 
and development of operating software for computer networks and servers; graphic arts design services; consultancy 
with respect to computer security; electronic data storage; electronic storage of documents; cloud computing; technical 
management of electronic media and/or rights related to identity, namely recruitment, replacement, renewal, revocation of 
electronic media and/or rights related to identity; auditing, consultancy and technical assistance for others in the field of 
management of identity and trust services; design, development, maintenance, updating of platforms and portals on the 
Internet; consultancy with respect to computer security; design, development, reconstruction, maintenance, updating, 
hosting of computer databases; rental of database servers to others; electronic storage services for archiving databases, 
images and other electronic data; installation, maintenance and updating of software and database systems; website 
design and development services; consulting services relating to website creation and design; secure storage,entry, filing 
and archiving (especially micrographic and electronic) data and documents (including digital); digital archiving; secure 
digital archiving (storage) of electronic data.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2018; Application No. : 17 902 442 ;European Union 

4092805    31/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449823]
MÜLLER HYDRAULIK GMBH

Albring 29 78658 Zimmern ob Rottweil Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Separators (machines), steam traps, filters (parts of machines or engines), filtering machines, high-pressure 
installations for cooling lubricants, metalworking machines, pumps (included in this class), cleaning machines, 
lubricating pumps, sifting machines, hydraulic and pneumatic controllers for operating machines and motors, namely 
high-pressure installations and machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and manufacturing; conveyors and 
conveyors belts; mechanical and pneumatic control equipment; lubrication machines; installations for lubricating 
purposes.

Cl.9;Electronic controls for motors.

Cl.11;Oil-scrubbing apparatus, air filters for industrial use.

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance, in particular in relation to separating machines, automatic 
cleaners, filters (parts of machines or engines), filtering machines, high-pressure installations for cooling lubricants, 
metalworking machines, pumps; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance, in particular in relation to cleaning 
machines, lubricating pumps, sifting machines, controllers for operating machines and motors, in particular high-
pressure installations and machines and machine tools for the treatment of materials and manufacture; installation, 
cleaning, repair and maintenance, in particular in relation to conveying installations and belts for conveyors, mechanical 
and pneumatic control equipment, electronic controllers for motors, lubricating machines, lubricating installations, 
programmable controllers, sensors for controlling motors; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance, in particular in 
relation to wireless controllers for monitoring and for checking the function and status of other electric, electronic and 
mechanical apparatus and systems, oil-scrubbing apparatus, industrial filters.

Cl.42;Installation, repair and maintenance of control software.
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4127215    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1389532]
TICKETSOCKET, INC.

2901 W. Coast Highway, Suite 305 Newport Beach CA 92663 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing and consulting services in the field of promoting goods, services, and brands of others through public 
communication means.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for management of event and activity ticketing and 
management of marketing to event and activity patrons.
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4127219    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1444767]
NEXUS AUTOMOTIVE INTERNATIONAL SA

Chemin du Château-Bloch 11 CH-1219 Le Lignon - Geneva Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.

52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, excluding bicycles as well as parts and components of 
bicycles.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; rebuilding of worn or partially destroyed engines; repair information; 
retreading of tires; rustproofing; wheel balancing services; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; vehicle washing; vehicle 
polishing; vehicle service stations [refueling and maintenance]; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; repair services in 
the case of vehicle breakdown; charging of vehicle batteries; vulcanization of tires [repair]; warehouse construction and 
repair.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 88105646 ;United States of America 

4142900    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459702]
Cocona, Inc.

5480 Valmont Road, Suite 300 Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Horse blankets; saddles; pads for horse saddles.

Cl.20;Bed pillows; beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters.

Cl.24;Substitutes for textiles, namely, textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials; woven fabric; 
synthetic fabric, namely, synthetic fiber fabrics and semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; fabric, namely, fabric blending natural 
and synthetic materials in the nature of cotton, silk, polyester, and nylon fabrics; textile fabric for the manufacture of 
linen; linen; fabric for footwear; fabric for clothing, namely, knitted, nylon, polyester, and woven fabrics for jeans, jerseys, 
short-sleeved and long-sleeved t-shirts, under garments, sweat pants, sweatshirts, shorts, polo shirts, dress shirts, skirts, 
pullovers, jackets, coats, sweaters, men's and women's suits, neckties, dresses, gloves, headwear, and socks; bed 
covers; bedspreads; quilts; bed blankets, bed linen; bed clothes, namely, woolen and synthetic blankets, bed skirts, duvet 
covers, duvets, comforters, and synthetic and natural filled bed coverings; mattress covers, pillow shams; pillowcases; 
sheets in the nature of textiles, namely, bed sheets; sleeping bags; baby bedding, namely, swaddling blankets, crib 
bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; upholstery fabrics.

Cl.25;Short sleeved or long sleeved shirts; shorts; sports shorts in the nature of athletic shorts, namely, shorts for 
basketball, tennis, soccer, and football, cycling shorts, running shorts, swimming trunk shorts, and hiking shorts; skirts; 
athletic wear, namely, jerseys, swimsuits, wetsuits, ski suits, leotards, gloves, and athletic tops and bottoms for yoga, 
hiking, running and cycling; uniforms; scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; men's and women's suits; 
headwear; helmet liners being headwear; outerwear, namely, coats, jackets and hats; clothing for athletic use, namely, 
padded shirts, padded pants, and padded shorts; thobes; hijabs; swaddling clothes.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003355223 ;United Kingdom 

4144209    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459268]
GW Pharma Limited

Sovereign House Histon, Cambridge CB24 9BZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the treatment of epilepsy; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of pediatric 
epilepsy; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of convulsions, seizures, Dravet syndrome, 
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, intractable childhood epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures, generalized epilepsy 
with febrile seizures plus, Doose syndrome and chromosome disorders; herbs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; 
medicinal oils; medicinal infusions; medicinal infusions for the treatment of epilepsy, convulsions and seizures; pure 
extracts of medicinal plants and herbs; foodstuffs for medicinal purposes; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; herb teas for medicinal purposes; 
medications for the treatment of multiple sclerosis, pain associated with cancer, neuropathies and rheumatoid arthritis; 
medicines for the treatment of symptoms including pain, muscle spasticity and spasms, bladder problems and sleep 
disorders; medications for the treatment of conditions to which neuropathic pain is associated, including multiple 
sclerosis, cancer, spinal cord injury, physical trauma and peripheral neuropathy resulting from diabetes; medicines for 
the treatment of anorexia-cachexia, the result of cancer or AIDS, and nausea, and secondary vomiting due to 
chemotherapy treatments.

Cl.31;Agricultural and horticultural products; seeds; seedlings for plant breeding; flowers; plants; plant residues (raw 
materials); fresh herbs; foodstuffs and beverages for animals.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 1387355 ;Benelux 

4157245    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462120]
TV Entertainment Reality Network B.V.

Hullenbergweg 413, 5th Floor NL-1101 CS Amsterdam Zuidoost Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, including software for use in processing, transmitting, receiving, organizing, manipulating, playing, 
reviewing, reproducing and streaming audio, video and multimedia content including text, data, image, audio, video and 
audio visual files, also in interactive high definition (HD) quality and ultra high definition (UHD) quality; downloadable 
mobile software applications (apps) for use in the delivery and distribution of audio, video and multimedia entertainment 
content including text, data, images, audio, video and audio visual files, also in interactive high definition (HD quality and 
ultra high definition (UHD) quality; software for streaming audio visual and multimedia content via the Internet, satellite 
and global communications networks, also in interactive high definition (HD) quality and ultra high definition (UHD) 
quality; software for streaming audio visual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic devices, also in interactive 
high definition (HD) quality and ultra high definition (UHD) quality; software for searching, organizing, and recommending 
multimedia content; computer games entertainment software; electronic game programs; apparatus and instruments for 
transmitting and receiving audio and visual content; hardware for streaming audio visual and multimedia content via the 
Internet and global communications networks, namely, mobile phones; digital media streaming devices, digital video 
recorders, DVD and high definition video disc players, home theatre systems comprised of audio and video receivers and 
disc players; televisions, and television set-top boxes; telecommunications apparatus; film production apparatus; video, 
data and sound carriers; pre- recorded audio visual recordings, audiotapes, videotapes, video discs, compact discs, 
DVDs and multimedia software recorded on CD-ROM; electronic learning games in the nature of electronic game software 
for educational purposes; computer game discs; electronic publications including those sold and distributed online; 
electronic publications (downloadable); protective cases for laptop computers, tablet computers, smart phones and other 
portable electronic devices, media players, personal digital assistants and mobile phones; protective coverings for laptop 
computers, tablet computers, smart phones and other portable electronic devices, media players, personal digital 
assistants and mobile phones; headphones, earphones, ear buds; sunglasses.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.41;Education; television entertainment; educational and entertainment services, including production of 
programmes for television, cable television, radio, online broadcasting, interactive services, multimedia programs, all 
distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media, including via the Internet, satellite, 
electronic communications networks, computer networks and wireless communications networks and also in interactive 
high definition (HD) quality and ultra high definition (UHD) quality; production of television programs; production of 
multimedia programs; production of audio and/or video recordings; film production; providing facilities for movies, 
television shows, movies; providing multimedia entertainment content, as well as information, reviews and 
recommendations regarding television shows, movies, and multimedia entertainment content, also in interactive high 
definition (HD).
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2018; Application No. : 017940489 ;European Union 

4157713    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461680]
ADP GAUSELMANN GMBH

Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES

103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Coin-operated mechanisms; video games software; games software, in particular for use on any computer platform 
including games consoles; computer game programs; video games (software); computer games provided through a 
global computer network or supplied by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or 
electronic transmission or via the internet; computer games, video games and computer software, all being provided in 
the form of storage media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games; computer software for 
computer games on the internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, online prize games, 
online gambling games, online games of skill and online casino games; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines 
and parts for the aforesaid goods; identity cards and credit cards, bank notes and coins; software for casino and/or 
amusement arcade games, for gaming machines and/or slot machines each one with or without prize payouts; gaming 
software that generates or displays wager outcomes of gaming machines; operational computer games software; 
computer software for managing of games (game collection); computer programs for video games; computer video game 
software; none of the aforesaid goods relating to the design, development, emulation, testing, verification, simulation, 
manufacture and installation of integrated circuit cards, semi-conductors, circuit boards, electronic components, 
computers, computer hardware and computer software.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); 
games for amusement arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus 
adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-
operated automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; electronic or electrotechnical gaming apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines 
operated by coins, tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in 
particular for commercial use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming 
machines and gaming machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; coin-operated gaming machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines) with or without 
prizes; housings adapted for gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means 
of coins, tokens, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use 
in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment 
apparatus and parts thereof; video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or 
raffles; housings of metal, plastic and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including 
video games), other than adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; electro-pneumatic and electric slot 
machines with pulling handles (gaming machines); gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding games; 
flying discs (toys) and darts; gaming machines, namely electric, electronic or electromechanical apparatus for bingo 
games, lotteries or video lottery games and for betting offices, connected or unconnected to a computer networks; LCD 
games consoles; automatic gaming machines; all the aforesaid automatic machines operating in networks; apparatus and 
devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic machines, included in this class; 
automatic lottery machines; automatic lottery machines.
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4162216    11/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463574]
JOINT STOCK COMPANY "BIOCAD"

Svyazi street, bld. 34, liter A, Strelna, Petrodvortsoviy district RU-198515 Saint Petersburg Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Albuminous preparations for medical purposes; bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; 
bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical 
preparations; cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; medicines for dental purposes; medicines for human purposes; 
diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; biological tissue cultures for 
medical purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals; preparations of 
microorganisms for medical or veterinary use.

Cl.16;Fountain pens; albums; scrapbooks; banners of paper; loose-leaf binders; pamphlets; booklets; newspapers; 
bookmarkers; periodicals; printed publications; graphic representations; calendars; pictures; books; flyers; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; stickers [stationery]; covers [stationery]; wrappers [stationery]; 
passport holders; greeting cards; postcards; conical paper bags; posters; clipboards; desk mats; writing materials; 
printed matter; prospectuses; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for 
teaching purposes; transparencies [stationery]; flags of paper; photographs [printed]; labels of paper or cardboard.

Cl.25;Headbands [clothing]; boots for sports; sports jerseys; hosiery; jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; sports 
shoes; footwear; outerclothing; clothing; scarfs; scarves; shirts; sweaters; pullovers; jumpers [pullovers]; knitwear 
[clothing]; headgear for wear; tee-shirts; sashes for wear.

Cl.35;Wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; advertising; publicity.

Cl.41;Education information; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops 
[training]; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of seminars; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance 
[education or training advice]; vocational retraining; teaching; educational services; instruction services.

Cl.42;Bacteriological research; biological research; chemical research; scientific research; chemistry services; 
scientific laboratory services.

Cl.44;Medical advice for individuals with disabilities; pharmacy advice; medical assistance; preparation of 
prescriptions by pharmacists; medical equipment rental; therapy services; health centers.
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4163080    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453419]
VISCOTEC PUMPEN- U. DOSIERTECHNIK GMBH

Amperstraße 13 84513 Töging Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps, progressive cavity pumps, drainage pumps, gas removal pumps, agitator container pump; pump control 
valves, ejectors for pumps; automatic dispensing machines; robots for handling dosing devices, manufacturing robots; 
extrusion moulding machines; spray nozzles, spraying devices for viscous fluids; printheads for 3D printers, in particular 
with progressive cavity pumps; positioning machines for print-heads; lithographic printing machines; machines for 
splicing particles, in particular for building-up multi-dimensional objects in layers.

Cl.9;Dosage dispensers, dosing valves (as part of dosage dispensers), dosing needles (as part of dosage dispensers) 
and dispensers (as part of dosage dispensers) for dosing, applying, filling and spraying of liquid to pasty mediums, in 
particular of adhesives, sealants, paints, pastes, fats, resins and chemicals; dosage dispensers with an endless piston 
pump or a progressive cavity pump; adapters for dosing needles (as part of dosage dispensers), in particular with 
integrated pressure measurement and temperature measuring devices; apparatus for monitoring, controlling and 
regulating valves and valve parts; inkjet printers.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, medical instruments, implants, prostheses, 
in particular manufactured according to a 3D print method; pumps for medical purposes, metering pumps for delivering 
drugs in measured quantities (medical use); artificial skin, artificial membranes for replacing skin; skin applicators for 
medical purposes, artificial bones, bone substitute materials, substitutes for cartilage, artificial tissue for medical 
purposes, artificial teeth, teeth replacement material; medical dosing devices for injections, medical dosing pumps, 
pharma dispensers, in particular for applying viscous biochemical fluids, in particular based on CAD-data.

Cl.42;Science and technology services and research work and design services relating thereto, in particular for 
controlling and regulating manufacturing processes with the help of 3D printing; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software, in particular for controlling and regulating 
manufacturing processes with the help of 3D printing; technical consultancy relating to manufacture, computer aided 
design for manufacturing operations; consultancy relating to prototype production; consultancy relating to 3D printing, in 
particular for fluid-technical applications.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2018; Application No. : 4469777 ;France 

4164242    06/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462808]
TELEPERFORMANCE SE

21-25 rue Balzac F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS

709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audiovisual and 
magnetic recording media; digital recording media; compact disks; optical disks; CD-ROMs; pre-recorded or blank video 
disks and video cassettes; prerecorded or blank laser cassettes and laser disks; photographic apparatus and 
instruments; cinematographic cameras; teaching apparatus and instruments; cinematographic films; data processing 
equipment; computers; apparatus and instruments for telecommunications, telephone, data processing; telephone 
apparatus; computer peripheral devices; apparatus for processing, transmission and storage of database information; 
sounding apparatus and machines; downloadable electronic publications; e-books; electronic devices for sending and 
receiving telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, video content, instant messages, music, audiovisual content and other 
multimedia content, and other digital data; data synchronization programs,; downloadable applications for mobile 
phones, computers and tablets; software downloadable from the Internet; computer programs; cards for electronic games 
designed for use with tablet computers or telephones; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating machines; 
magnetic and electronic pens; electronic agendas; video games (software); apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, software; scientific apparatus (other than for 
medical purposes); measuring, optical, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; electronic cards; electronic data carriers; electronic databases recorded on data carriers; software for voice 
databases, data, texts and sounds banks; bank for images stored electronically; data processing equipment; digital, 
electronic, computer modules enabling connection to a global communication network such as the Internet, television 
and radio channels, telephone networks, telecommunication networks; computer servers; computer downloadable 
applications for social networks; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; software applications for use with mobile 
devices; downloadable applications for use with mobile apparatus; tracking and localization systems of the global 
positioning system [GPS]; memory devices for use with data processing apparatus; data recorders; smartwatches; 
apparatus and instruments for telecommunication and telephone; electronic docking stations; software and 
telecommunication apparatus, including modems, to enable connection to databases, computer networks and the 
Internet.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed or for stationery or printers); cardboard articles; printed 
matter; newspapers; books; manuals [handbooks]; promotional pamphlets; pamphlets; publications of all types and in all 
forms; journals (periodicals); wrapping paper; packaging bags, small bags and sheets of paper or plastics; shields (paper 
seals); signboards of paper or cardboard, labels not of textile; flags (of paper); posters; postcards; transfers 
(decalcomanias); pictures; paper tapes or cards for recording computer programs; printing products (printed matter); 
printing type; photographs; reference books; study guides; index and reports in printed form.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; distribution of advertising material (tracts, prospectuses and 
samples); rental of advertising material; updating of advertising material; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination 
of advertising mail; commercial information agencies; posting of advertising and commercial information on blogs, social 
media and community networks; commercial and industrial company operational assistance; business consultancy, 
information or inquiries; commercial administration; professional business consultancy; office functions; commercial 
information and advice services; electronic business information service; market research and studies; statistical 
evaluation of market research data; geomarketing targeting studies and consulting; negotiating and concluding of 
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commercial transactions for others; document reproduction; assistance and advice on business organization and 
management; public relations; address file processing (restructuring, removal of duplicates, enhancement, geocoding); 
rental of targeted address files at points of sale; collection and systematization of data in a central file; subscriptions to a 
database; subscription to audiovisual programs; data entry, formatting, compilation and processing services and, more 
generally, recording, transcription (office work) and systematization of written communications and sound and/or visual 
recordings; database updating services; computer file management services; telemarketing services; telemarketing 
services; all direct and indirect marketing mixes, telemarketing with sales offers and data transmission promotions with 
sales offers; project management of addressed and unaddressed direct mail, telemarketing and e-commerce operations; 
call center services; telephone answering service (for unavailable subscribers); call center services for others; 
administration of telecommunication networks and multimedia networks; administrative operation of data banks; 
operating an administrative data bank; opinion polling; statistical data analysis, research and studies; compilation of 
statistics; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business promotion services for others, of 
all kinds; realization and implementation of promotional activities; business offers and information on advantageous 
purchase options; sales promotion attached to a customer loyalty program; assistance services to industrial and 
commercial companies for analyzing customer satisfaction; consulting services for analyzing customer satisfaction; 
business analysis of messages posted on websites and social networks to evaluate and improve customer satisfaction; 
research, searching, browsing and retrieving information and other resources available on global computer networks and 
other communication networks, for others; business and commercial information provided on computer networks and 
global communications networks; professional consulting and consulting services in the field of compilation of computer 
databases; business consultancy services, namely performing statistical work, data processing, stenotype and 
performance as well as analysis of opinion polling and surveys; telephone subscription services; subscriptions to a 
global telecommunications network (the Internet) or a private access network (intranet); subscription services to 
telecommunication services; commercial information service via global (Internet) or private access (Intranet) 
communication networks; magazine subscriptions for others service; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; outsourcing services (business assistance); outsourcing services (business assistance); 
commercial analysis services of the customer experience to determine the audience index and the behavior of consumers 
on various digital means of communication (websites accessible by computer or mobile, mobile applications, televisions); 
marketing strategy services combining several different but complementary channels of a company (store, catalogs, 
website), consumer solicitations and responses to consumers (online and offline); data analysis services; consulting in 
the field of data outsourcing and systematization; commercial intermediation services; consulting services in the field of 
outsourcing and management of human resources.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; telephone communications; communications via 
any kind of remote computing means; communication by fiber-optic networks; communication via cable and via satellite; 
communication services via computer networks; electronic messaging services; communications services, namely news 
and information agencies; audiovisual, video and multimedia communication services; electronic mail services and 
dissemination of information by electronic means; transmission and distribution of multimedia programs (computer 
editing of texts and/or images, whether still or animated, and/or musical or non-musical sounds, for interactive or non-
interactive use); dissemination of audiovisual and multimedia programs for interactive or other use; transmission of 
information by radio, telephone, telegraph, and data transmission means, and by any remote computing means, by 
interactive videography, and, namely, on terminals, computer peripheral apparatus or electronic and/or digital equipment, 
and, namely, videophone, visiophone and videoconferencing; transmission of information contained in databases; 
sending, transmitting dispatches and messages; telex, telegram services; information transmission services using a 
teletypewriter; transmission of information via computer communication networks; information transmission services via 
all means of communication and telecommunication designed for public information; computer communication services 
for the retrieval of information from databases; transmission of information in audiovisual, video and multimedia sectors; 
transmission of information contained in data banks; computer-aided transmission of images and messages; rental of 
computer, remote computing and data communication apparatus and instruments for message transmission; 
transmission of information provided in the context of exclusive offers for clients benefiting from a program of specific 
services; message consultation services by means of data transmission on specific and/or mobile terminals and 
networks; rental of access time to a database server center; services for the supervision of telecommunications networks 
and multimedia networks; sending and reception of data, signals and information processed by computers or by 
telecommunication apparatus and instruments; data transmission services; downloading of data; provision of access to 
databases; services of application service providers, namely the downloading of computer applications, downloading 
applications for mobile phones and tablet computers, downloading of computer software; providing access to data or 
documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation by any means of telecommunication; rental of 
access time to targeted address files (computer databases) at points of sale; transmission (or broadcast) of radio and 
television programs and, more generally, broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia programs; transmission of data, 
particularly transmission in packets, dispatch, transmission of computerized documents; services for transferring 
telephone calls; access services to online downloading of audio and audiovisual programs; transmission services for 
written communications and sound and/or visual recordings.

Cl.41;Entertainment; cultural activities; public entertainment services; teaching; training; publishing of texts, 
illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications of all kinds and in all forms, including 
electronic and digital publications; motion picture production; videotape editing; organizing seminars, placements and 
courses; organizing conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; publication of books; organization of competitions, competitions, games and information 
campaigns and professional or amateur events; editing and publishing services for all sound and/or visual recording 
media, transmission or reproduction of sound and/or images, and multimedia media (interactive discs, audio-digital CD-
ROMs, digital audio CD ROMs); publication of multimedia programs for interactive or other use; lending of books and 
other publications; franchising services, naming basic staff training; booking of seats for shows; game services provided 
on-line from a computer network; electronic desktop publishing; rental of films and, more generally, of all sound and/or 
visual media, and multimedia supports (interactive discs, audio-digital compact discs with read-only memory); 
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entertainment services, namely, news broadcasting services via global telematic networks or the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and related research and design services; analysis and industrial research 
services, namely, research and development of new products; design, development and updating of computers, software, 
new computer products; computer programming services; professional consultation not related to the company, naming 
with respect to computers; professional consulting with respect to computers to improve customer service by managing 
internet tools; technical support in the field of computing; expertise in the field of telecommunications and information 
technology; technical advice and advice in the field of computing for a better customer service; computer research and 
troubleshooting services; assistance and monitoring of computer systems for fault detection; information in the field of 
computing; creation (design) and updating of computer programs and software to improve customer relationships; 
technical consulting and advice in the field of information technology; computer technical assistance by phone, network 
and any transmission media; hosting of Web sites; design and hosting of websites on the Internet; computer rental; 
technical research; software maintenance services; technical support (advice) and consulting in the fields of computing 
and telecommunications; services of graphic art designers, naming creation (design) of virtual and interactive images; 
programming for electronic apparatus, electronic apparatus and instruments, computers, remote data, teleinformatic and 
telematic systems, multimedia equipment; multimedia equipment programming; development of computer systems in the 
field of market research, direct telemarketing and geomarketing targeting studies; geocoding of addresses and e-
commerce; consulting with respect to quality control and customer satisfaction; design and development of software and 
computer hardware tools; creation (design) and use of databases; creation (design) of sites on global computer networks; 
software rental; rental of operating systems for multimedia products; computer systems analysis; social network analysis 
services to evaluate and improve customer satisfaction; hosting computer application software in the field of knowledge 
management for creating information and data searchable databases; analysis and evaluation of products and services 
with respect to possible future applications; design of computer hardware and software for commercial analysis and 
reporting; evaluation of results from quality control tests conducted on goods and services; quality assessments; 
development (design), installation, maintenance and update of applications for mobile phones and tablets; application 
service provider services, namely the provision of temporary use of computer applications; services of technical 
consulting in the field of telecommunications (including such services provided over a hotline); design and development 
services of Internet service enabling data synchronizing over telecommunications, communications and computer 
networks.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2018; Application No. : 1100327 ;New Zealand 

4165235    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462941]
ROCKET LAB USA INC.

14520 Delta Lane, Suite 101 Huntington Beach CA 92647 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Space vehicles; space vehicles for payloads; space vehicles for transporting payloads; space vehicles for 
dispensing payloads; space vehicles for satellites; space vehicles for CubeSats; space vehicles for transporting 
satellites; space vehicles for transporting CubeSats; space vehicles for dispensing satellites; space vehicles for 
dispensing CubeSats; space vehicles for deploying satellites; space vehicles for deploying CubeSats; rocket motor 
driven space vehicles; rocket-propelled space vehicles; parts and accessories for space vehicles.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport of payloads; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport for 
satellites; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport for CubeSats; space shipping containers, not of metal; space 
shipping containers, not of metal, for payloads; space shipping containers, not of metal for satellites; space shipping 
containers, not of metal for CubeSats; space transportation containers, not of metal; space transportation containers, not 
of metal, for transporting payloads; space transportation containers, not of metal, for transporting satellites; space 
transportation containers, not of metal, for transporting CubeSats.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2018; Application No. : 714519 ;Switzerland 

4234785    25/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1476568]
Robatech AG

Pilatusring 10, CH-5630 Muri Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Apparatus and machines for applying hot-melts and dispersion adhesives; apparatus for applying hot-melts; 
machine components for drum kettles; machine components, in particular applicator heads for hot-melts and dispersion 
adhesives; electronically operated applicator heads for gluing with dispersion adhesives; electro-pneumatic operated 
applicator heads for gluing with hot-melts; machine parts for gluing with polyurethane (PUR) adhesives; machine 
components and accessories for gluing with hot-melts, in particular application units, applicator heads, modules, nozzles, 
hoses, heating apparatus, pumps and sensors; glue application systems for rotary printing machines, including 
application systems for hot-melts and dispersion adhesives, machines for gluing book spines and bindings; machine 
components, in particular for coating heads for coating surfaces with hot-melts; machine components, in particular 
modular coating heads in installations for coating hot-melts and dispersion adhesives; machine components, in particular 
for hot-melt and polyurethane (PUR) kettles; machine components for gluing with hot-melts, including polyurethane (PUR) 
and dispersion adhesives in the wood processing industry; machine components, in particular for gluing machines with 
hot-melts, in particular profile coating machines, edge gluing machines, apparatus for repairing wood; machine 
components, in particular for applying glue onto cardboard, corrugated cardboard and plastic; machine components, in 
particular for gluing with hot-melts for labeling packaging; machine components, in particular for the preparation and 
application of sealing and insulating materials.

Cl.8;Hand-operated adhesive application systems with hot-melts, in particular manual applicators.

Cl.9;Electronic controls for machines and apparatus for the preparation of hot-melts and dispersion adhesives; 
apparatus for setting and monitoring the preparation of hot-melts and dispersion adhesives, in particular electronic 
controls for glue application and glue monitoring, sensors for monitoring glue, optical components and systems for 
quality control and assurance.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-25192 ;Japan 

4257483    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480253]
Thanks Ai Global Pte. Ltd.

8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 16-92 The Central Singapore 059818 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Purified water for industrial purposes; deionised water.

Cl.3;Cosmetics; toiletry preparations; soap products; dentifrices; perfumery; breath fresheners.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements; disinfectants; pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.32;Waters [beverages]; soft drinks; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages]; whey beverages.
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4259760    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479816]
WINGS CO., LTD.

5F, C-dong, 52, Mangu-ro 21-gil, Dongdaemun-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; sunscreen preparations; cleansing creams for cosmetic purposes; 
mask packs for cosmetic purposes; make-up powder; beauty balm creams; make-up foundations; facial make-up; 
concealers [cosmetics]; eye shadow; eye liner; mascara; blush; lipsticks; cosmetic preparations for body care; cosmetic 
puffs for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; shampoos; perfumes.

Cl.25;Clothing; underwear; shoes; ski masks [clothing]; slips [underclothing]; night gowns; bodies [underclothing]; 
corsets [underclothing]; strapless bras; women's underwear; ladies' underwear; girdles; scarfs; mufflers [neck scarfs]; 
shoulder scarves; wind proofing scarves.

Cl.35;Promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an on-line comprehensive shopping mall with 
links to the retail web sites of others; retail services for clothing [except wear for exclusive use for sports]; wholesale 
services for bags; wholesale store services featuring clothing [except wear for exclusive use for sports]; retail services in 
the field of buckles [clothing accessories]; retail services for scarves; wholesale services for scarves; on-line retail store 
services for shoes; on-line retail store services for underwear; wholesale services for wallets; retail store services in 
relation to accessories made of precious metal; retail store services in relation to accessories made of non-precious metal.
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Priority claimed from 26/11/2018; Application No. : 017992045 ;European Union 

4259870    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479920]
Cuciniale GmbH

Heuriedweg 65 88131 Lindau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cooker control apparatus; artificial intelligence software; mobile apps; downloadable software; software; sensors; 
digital sensors; temperature sensors; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programmes for data 
processing; data processing programs; electronic sensors; data processing equipment; collaboration management 
software platforms; software for operating an online shop.

Cl.11;Cooking hobs; electric cooktops; hobs; ceramic plates sold as parts of hobs; induction ranges; induction 
cookers; cooking stoves; plates [parts of stoves]; electric ranges; cooking appliances; cooking utensils, electric; vapour 
extractor hoods for kitchen stoves; cooking rings; inset cooking tops; glass plates [parts of stoves]; kitchen ranges 
[ovens].

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; household or kitchen utensils; containers for household or kitchen use; glassware for 
household purposes; porcelain ware; earthenware; cooking utensils, non-electric; cooking pots; saucepan lids.

Cl.35;Provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of on-line websites; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and services; advertising, including 
on-line advertising on a computer network; online community management services; provision of information and 
advisory services relating to e-commerce.

Cl.42;Programming of software for internet platforms; programming of software for e-commerce platforms; 
maintenance of software used in the field of e-commerce; design and development of software in the field of mobile 
applications; writing of programs for data processing; computer software design; creation, maintenance and adaptation 
of software; computer software design and updating; software development, programming and implementation.

Cl.43;Advice concerning cooking recipes; cookery advice; consulting services in the field of culinary arts; information 
and advice in relation to the preparation of meals; consultancy services relating to food preparation.
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4259907    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479933]
FUJI CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.

15-27, Edobori 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 550-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Antibacterial and anti-mold compositions for use in the manufacture of mouldings of plastic resins, fiber, painted 
surface and hard surface sanitizers; preservative compositions used in manufacture of cosmetics; all included in this 
class.

Cl.5;Antibacterial and anti-mold compositions for medical uses.
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4261181    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1251356]
Gebrüder Loepfe AG

Kastellstrasse 10 CH-8623 Wetzikon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Components and accessories for weaving machines and textile machines, included in this class.

Cl.9;Computer programs and software for monitoring (inspection), measuring and controlling textile machines and 
weaving machines and machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads; apparatus and instruments for monitoring 
(inspection), measuring and controlling textile machines and weaving machines and machines for testing textiles, fibers 
and threads; machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads.

Cl.37;Servicing and maintenance of components and accessories for weaving machines and textile machines; 
servicing and maintenance of apparatus and instruments for monitoring (inspection), measuring and controlling textile 
machines and weaving machines and machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads; servicing and maintenance of 
machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads.

Cl.42;Technical monitoring (inspection) of weaving machines and textile machines for others; servicing and 
maintenance of computer software for monitoring (inspection), measuring and controlling textile machines and weaving 
machines and machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads; technological consultancy and support for computer 
software for monitoring (inspection), measuring and controlling textile machines and weaving machines and machines for 
testing textiles, fibers and threads; technological consultancy with regard to textile machines and weaving machines and 
machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads and their parts and accessories; technological consulting with regard to 
apparatus and instruments for monitoring (inspection), measuring and controlling textile machines and weaving 
machines and machines for testing textiles, fibers and threads.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 35912267 ;China 

4261204    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482039]
ANSHAN HIFICHEM CO., LTD.

No. 8, No. 1 Road, Tengao Economic Development Zone, Anshan City 114225 Liaoning Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Plastics, unprocessed; synthetic resins, unprocessed; artificial resins, unprocessed; filtering materials of 
unprocessed plastics; polymer resins, unprocessed; unprocessed silicone resins; plastic molding compounds for use in 
plastic extrusion operations; unprocessed plastic materials in paste form; nylon salt; polyurethane.

Cl.2;Colorants; dyes; pigments; color masterbatch; food dyes; printing ink; paints; lacquers; anti-corrosion 
preparations; gum resins.

Cl.17;Artificial resins, semi-processed; synthetic resins, semi-processed; plastics, semi-processed; plastic fibers, not 
for use in textiles; semi-processed plastic film filter material; semi-manufactured plastics; organic glass; plastic film, 
other than for wrapping; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films].

Cl.35;Personnel management consultancy; book-keeping.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 2019714220 ;Russian Federation 

4261249    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481363]
C.P.C. ¿reative Perfume Company Holding SA

Rue du Mont-de-Sion 8, c/o Lenhill Partners SA CH-1206 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; 
flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; lip glosses; sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; 
depilatory wax; mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for 
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers; scented wood; 
perfumes; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic 
pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic 
dyes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning 
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes 
of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; eau 
de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening 
strips; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; color-removing 
preparations; leather bleaching preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for 
slimming purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening preparations for 
personal hygiene; make-up powder; nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; massage candles 
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; 
astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 
hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 
cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, 
non medicated; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; 
talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated 
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; shampoos; herbal 
extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence 
[essential oil].

Cl.4;Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas tree candles; candles.
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4261253    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481392]
Bird Technologies Group Inc.

30303 Aurora Road Solon OH 44139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical meters; electrical measuring and testing instruments for evaluating, measuring, recording, capturing, 
storing, generating, and analyzing radio frequency (RF) signals, digital signals, RF signal power, RF signal voltage, RF 
signal current, and RF signal phase angle, RF signal strength, RF signal power waves, RF signal direction, RF signal 
frequency, RF signal harmonics, RF signal bandwidth, characteristics of antennas, and transmission parameters of 
antennas; electrical coaxial line power attenuators; electrical filters; electrical switches; calibration instruments for digital 
and RF equipment and components, for evaluating, measuring, recording, capturing, storing, generating, and analyzing 
radio frequency (RF) signals, digital signals, RF signal power, RF signal voltage, RF signal current, and RF signal phase 
angle, RF signal strength, RF signal power waves, RF signal direction, RF signal frequency, RF signal harmonics, RF 
signal bandwidth, characteristics of antennas, and transmission parameters of antennas; radio apparatuses, namely, 
equipment and components for evaluating, measuring, recording, capturing, storing, generating, and analyzing radio 
frequency (RF) signals, digital signals, RF signal power, RF signal voltage, RF signal current, and RF signal phase angle, 
RF signal strength, RF signal power waves, RF signal direction, RF signal frequency, RF signal harmonics, RF signal 
bandwidth, characteristics of antennas, and transmission parameters of antennas; radio frequency wattmeters; 
broadband analog radio frequency wattmeters; radio frequency power measuring devices; digital signal measuring 
devices; radio frequency display units; radio frequency power sensors; radio frequency wattmeters and antenna 
analyzers for measuring and analyzing the radio frequency power and power wave from a radio frequency transmission 
line serving antennas and other devices primarily used for radio frequency measuring; air-cooled termination cabinets for 
radio frequency transmission lines; electrical apparatus, namely, coaxial electrical line terminations; radio frequency 
signal boosters; electrical multicouplers and individual channels therefor; electronic equipment, namely, radio frequency 
filters, filter networks, and duplexers; instruments for absorbing high frequency electrical power, namely, coaxial load 
resistors, and absorption type instruments for measuring such power, namely, wattmeters, comprising coaxial resistors; 
radio frequency power monitor/alarm for high frequency coaxial transmission equipment; software analysis tools for 
radio frequency data capture and storage; radio frequency analysis products namely, radio frequency data recorders and 
radio frequency signal generators; radio frequency diagnostic system in the field of semiconductor manufacturing for 
measuring the voltage, current, and phase angle of a radio frequency signal, comprising sensors and electronic modules; 
radio frequency diagnostic system comprising sensors and electronic modules for measuring radio frequency signal 
power and strength; electronic telecommunications measuring and testing device, namely, a combined radio frequency 
spectrum analyzer, radio frequency vector network analyzer, radio frequency reflectometer, and radio frequency 
wattmeter for use in evaluating, measuring, and analyzing radio frequency signal strength, direction, frequency, harmonic 
and bandwidth characteristics, as well as to assess the match characteristics of antennas, and to measure the 
transmission parameters of antennas; apparatus for signaling, namely, converters; apparatus for measuring, namely, 
antenna parameter measuring apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
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accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely, electronic combiners for connecting antennas and receivers, 
RF power amplifiers, and RF repeaters; distributed antenna systems (DAS) comprising amplifiers, receivers, digital signal 
processors, and a network of spatially separated antennas connected to telecommunications cables, fiber optic cables 
and/or coaxial cables, that provide wireless service; apparatus and equipment to enable in-building wireless networks, 
wireless and cellular telephone infrastructure, namely, distributed antenna systems, comprised of antennas, radio 
receivers, and digital signal processors; telecommunication apparatus and equipment, namely, distributed antenna 
systems comprised of antennas, amplifiers receivers, and digital signal processors; apparatus and equipment for 
wireless networks, cellular and wireless telephone communication, namely, distributed antenna systems, comprised of 
antennas, amplifiers receivers, and digital signal processors; DAS head-ends; DAS remote optic units; amplifiers for 
wireless communications; DAS base station interface unit; DAS management system comprising telecommunication 
hardware and software for remotely monitoring, configuring, and controlling the function and status of other electrical, 
electronic, and mechanical devices or systems in a DAS for wireless communications; DAS optical distribution unit; DAS 
optical expansion unit; DAS add on-remote; apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments 
for accumulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity, namely, electronic combiners for connecting antennas and receivers, radio frequency power 
amplifiers, and radio frequency repeaters; apparatus for recording of sound; apparatus for recording of images; 
apparatus for transmission of sound; apparatus for transmission of images; apparatus for the transmission of data; 
apparatus for the reproduction of images; apparatus for the reproduction of sound; optical apparatus and instruments, 
namely, fiber optics, fiber optic transceivers, fiber optic repeaters, fiber optic transmitters, free-space optics transmission 
systems; apparatus for signaling, namely, converters; magnetic data carriers featuring pre-recorded data in the field of RF 
power measurement and communications; recording discs featuring pre-recorded data in the field of RF power 
measurement and communications; compact discs featuring pre-recorded data in the field of RF power measurement and 
communications; DVDs featuring pre-recorded data in the field of RF power measurement and communications; digital 
recording media featuring pre-recorded data in the field of RF power measurement and communications; calculating 
machines; data processing equipment; computers; electricity measuring instruments; electric power distribution 
machines; electrical power control apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; radio-frequency power meters; 
electronic telecommunications measuring and testing devices namely, a combined radio frequency spectrum analyzer, 
radio frequency vector network analyzer, radio frequency reflectometer, and radio frequency wattmeter for use in 
evaluating, measuring, and analyzing radio frequency signal strength, direction, frequency, harmonic and bandwidth 
characteristics, as well as to assess the match characteristics of antennas, and to measure the transmission parameters 
of antennas.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, and maintenance services for radio frequency communication products, namely, wattmeters, 
combiners, duplexers, antennas, attenuators, loads, filters, switches, instruments, monitors, sensors, tower top 
amplifiers, signal boosters, and analyzers; installation, repair, and maintenance services for distributed antenna systems 
(DAS); repair and maintenance services for apparatus and equipment to enable in-building wireless networks, wireless 
and cellular telephone infrastructure; installation, repair, and maintenance services for distributed antenna systems (DAS) 
products, namely, antennas, radio receivers, digital signal processors, DAS head-ends, DAS remote optic units, amplifiers 
for wireless communications, base station interface unit, DAS management system, DAS optical distribution unit, DAS 
optical expansion unit, and DAS add on-remote; installation, repair, and maintenance services for radio frequency 
communication systems.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, namely, electronic transmission of email, telephone communication services, providing 
Internet access, transmission of voice, transmission of audio, transmission of data, transmission of visual images, digital 
and analog network communications, communication via fibre optic networks, communication via ethernet networks, 
communication via wireless networks, communication via data networks, communication via cellular networks; 
telecommunications services, namely, telecommunications consultation, electronic transmission of email, telephone 
communication services, providing Internet access, transmission of voice, transmission of audio, transmission of data, 
transmission of visual images, transmission of video, digital and analog network communications, communication via 
fibre optic networks, communication via ethernet networks, communication via wireless networks, communication via 
data networks, communication via cellular networks; telecommunications consultancy services in the fields of wireless 
networks, and wireless and cellular telecommunications; providing information in the field of communication services, 
namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by wireless networks, fibre optic networks, ethernet 
networks, and/or by wireless and cellular telephones; digital and analogue network telecommunication services; wireless 
telecommunications services, namely, providing wireless network services, namely, electronic transmission of email, 
telephone communication services, providing Internet access, transmission of voice, transmission of audio, transmission 
of data, transmission of visual images, transmission of video, digital and analog network communications, 
communication via fibre optic networks, communication via ethernet networks, communication via wireless networks, 
communication via data networks, communication via cellular networks; telecommunications network services, namely, 
communication via fibre optic, ethernet or wireless networks; providing telecommunication connections to a global 
computer network or the Internet; providing telecommunication access services to a wireless network.

Cl.40;Manufacture of custom radio frequency (RF) data capture, storage, and analysis products, namely, RF data 
recorders, RF signal generators, and software analysis tools to order and/or specification of others; manufacture of radio 
frequency communication products, namely, wattmeters, combiners, duplexers, antennas, attenuators, loads, filters, 
switches, instruments, monitors, sensors, tower top amplifiers, signal boosters, analyzers, testing machines and 
instruments, power distribution or control machines or apparatuses, and electric or magnetic meters and testers to the 
order and/or specification of others; manufacture of distributed antenna systems (DAS) to the order and/or specification 
of others; manufacture of apparatus and equipment to enable in-building wireless networks, wireless and cellular 
telephone infrastructure to the order and/or specification of others; manufacture of distributed antenna systems (DAS) 
products, namely, antennas, radio receivers, digital signal processors, head-ends, DAS remote optic units, amplifiers for 
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wireless communications, base station interface unit, DAS management system, optical distribution unit, optical 
expansion unit, and DAS add on-remotes, to the order and/or specification of others.

Cl.42;Design of radio frequency (RF) data capture, storage, and analysis products, namely, RF data recorders, RF 
signal generators, and software analysis tools for others; design of radio frequency communication products, namely, 
wattmeters, combiners, duplexers, antennas, attenuators, loads, filters, switches, instruments, monitors, sensors, tower 
top amplifiers, signal boosters, analyzers, testing machines and instruments, power distribution or control machines or 
apparatuses, and electric or magnetic meters and testers to the order and/or specification of others; design of distributed 
antenna systems (DAS) to the order and/or specification of others; design of apparatus and equipment to enable in-
building wireless networks, wireless and cellular telephone infrastructure to the order and/or specification of others; 
design of distributed antenna systems (DAS) products, namely, antennas, radio receivers, digital signal processors, DAS 
head-ends, DAS remote optic units, amplifiers for wireless communications, base station interface unit, DAS management 
system, optical distribution unit, optical expansion unit, and DAS add on-remotes, to the order and/or specification of 
others; design of radio frequency (RF) data capture, storage, and analysis products, namely, RF data recorders, RF signal 
generators, and software analysis tools; design of radio frequency communication products, namely, wattmeters, 
combiners, duplexers, antennas, attenuators, loads, filters, switches, instruments, monitors, sensors, tower top 
amplifiers, signal boosters, analyzers, testing machines and instruments, power distribution or control machines or 
apparatuses, and electric or magnetic meters and testers; design of distributed antenna systems (DAS); design of 
apparatus and equipment to enable in-building wireless networks, wireless and cellular telephone infrastructure; design 
of distributed antenna systems (DAS) products, namely, antennas, radio receivers, digital signal processors, DAS head-
ends, DAS remote optic units, amplifiers for wireless communications, base station interface unit, DAS management 
system, optical distribution unit, optical expansion unit, and DAS add on-remote; design and development of optical 
apparatus and instruments, namely, fiber optics, fiber optic transceivers, fiber optic repeaters, fiber optic transmitters, 
free-space optics transmission systems; design and development of apparatuses for signaling, namely, converters; 
design and development of apparatuses for measuring, namely, antenna parameter measuring apparatuses; design and 
development of apparatuses and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity, namely, electronic combiners for connecting antennas and receivers, radio frequency power 
amplifiers; design and development of radio frequency repeaters; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000031188 ;Italy 

4261266    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481358]
A. Agrati S.p.A.

Via Piave 28/30 I-20837 Veduggio con Colzano (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; Inks for 
printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, 
printing and art; bonding agents for lacquers; binding agents for paints; thinners for coatings; thickeners for paints; 
additives for use in coatings; preservatives; lacquers and varnishes; paints and washes; coating preparations for 
protection against friction; coating preparations for protection against wear; protective preparations for metals; protective 
products for use on metals [paints]; stabilising preparations in the nature of coatings; epoxy resins filled with light metal 
[coatings]; clear protective coatings for vehicles; coatings in the nature of paints for use on vehicles; glazes; resins for 
coating purposes; metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, ores; metal materials for building and construction; transportable buildings of 
metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal hardware; metal containers for storage or 
transport; safes; eye bolts; ice screws of metal; self-tapping metal screws; screws of metal; set screws of metal; screw 
covers of metal; wood screws made of metal; thumbscrews [fasteners] of metal; metal expanding sleeves for affixing 
screws; caps (metal-) for screws; threaded bars of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; screw cups of metal; screw-in 
insert nuts of metal; screw threaded fasteners of metal; screw caps of metal.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 88176197 ;United States of America 

4261801    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482012]
ENGIE Storage Services NA LLC

4151 Burton Drive Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Power management administrative services, namely, administration and data management relating to electrical 
energy usage for others.

Cl.37;Installation of battery systems.

Cl.39;Energy storage services, namely, storage of electrical energy.

Cl.42;Technological consulting services in the field of electrical energy; engineering services in the field of electrical 
energy; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for use in the field of electrical energy, namely, software for 
monitoring energy consumption, calculating energy costs, and managing electrical energy storage systems.
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Priority claimed from 12/03/2019; Application No. : 018034677 ;European Union 

4261809    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482002]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic controllers, software and mobile apps, all of the aforesaid goods for controlling machine tools.

Cl.42;Software as a service, platform as a service and cloud computing, all of the aforesaid services for controlling 
machine tools.
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4261816    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481984]
AMINO UP CO., LTD.

363-32, Shin-ei, Kiyota-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido 004-0839 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals made of mycelium culture extracts in the form of powder or granule for use as a raw material in the 
manufacture of foods, beverages, cosmetics, dietary or nutritional supplements for humans or animals or 
pharmaceuticals for humans or animals; chemicals mainly made from mycelium culture extracts for manufacturing foods, 
beverages, cosmetics, dietary or nutritional supplements for humans or animals or pharmaceuticals for humans or 
animals; chemicals consisting of mycelium culture extracts for use as a raw material in the manufacture of dietary or 
nutritional supplements for humans or animals; chemicals consisting of mycelium culture extracts for use as a raw 
material in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for humans or animals; chemicals for use in industry and science; 
artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; flour and starch for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary purposes; mycelium culture extracts for 
medical or veterinary purposes; food additives for medical or veterinary purposes; vitamin preparations; nutritional 
additives for medical purposes, medicinal tonics and substitutes therefore; medical nutritional supplements; dietary 
supplements for humans; nutritional supplements for humans; dietary supplements for humans containing mycelium 
culture extracts; nutritional supplements for humans containing mycelium culture extracts; dietary supplement drink 
mixes; nutritional supplement drink mixes; dietary supplement drink mixes containing mycelium culture extracts; 
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nutritional supplement drink mixes containing mycelium culture extracts; food supplements for medical purposes or 
healthcare mainly made from mycelium culture extracts, in the form of powder, grain, granule, liquid, paste, cream, tablet, 
capsule, solid, gel, jelly, wafer, biscuit, candy, chewable tablet, syrup, stick or block; dietetic beverages adapted for 
medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes 
containing mycelium culture extracts; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes containing mycelium culture extracts; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for animals; dietary supplements for animals 
containing mycelium culture extracts; dietary supplements drink mixes for animals; nutritional supplements drink mixes 
for animals; dietary supplement drink mixes for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; nutritional supplement 
drink mixes for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; nutritional supplements for animals; nutritional 
supplements for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; lacteal flour for babies; beverages for babies; food for 
babies.

Cl.29;Mycelium culture extracts for food, namely extracts of mushroom for food; processed vegetables and fruits; 
processed mushrooms; frozen vegetables; frozen mushrooms; Tofu; fermented soy beans; preparations for making beef 
curry stew, pork curry stew, chicken curry stew, seafood curry stew, vegetable curry stew, beef stew, pork stew, chicken 
stew, seafood stew, vegetable stew and soup mixes; instant or pre-cooked beef curry stew, pork curry stew, chicken curry 
stew, seafood curry stew, vegetable curry stew, beef stew, pork stew, chicken stew, seafood stew, vegetable stew and 
soup.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 017996589 ;European Union 

4261817    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481979]
IBILI MENAJE S.A.

Barrio San Juán, s/n E-20570 BERGARA (Gipuzkoa) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; cutlery; forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms; safety 
razors; abrasives (hand instruments); non-electric can openers; oyster openers; stropping instruments; sharpening 
instruments; pliers; insecticide atomizers (hand tools); hunting knives; cheese slicers, non-electric; cutters; non-electric 
egg slicers; wick trimmers [scissors]; non-electric pizza cutters; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; vegetable slicers; 
cutting tools; silver plate (knives, forks and spoons); table cutlery (knives, forks and spoons)); chopping knives; scaling 
knives; axes; sledgehammers; mortars for pounding; penknives; shovels (hand tools); mincing knives (hand tools); 
vegetable choppers; tongs; guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; center punches (hand tools); scissors.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; oil-scrubbing apparatus; oil burners; heat accumulators; steam accumulators; water purifying 
apparatus; water sterilizers; air deodorizing apparatus; hot air apparatus; air cooling apparatus; lighting torches; 
beverage cooling apparatus; rotisseries; barbecues; hot water bottles; electric coffee machines; water heating apparatus; 
plate warmers; cooking apparatus and installations; distillation apparatus; lighters; cooling apparatus and installations; 
roasting spits; sterilizers; evaporators; electric deep fryers; refrigerators; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; 
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electric waffle irons; electric kettles; ice machines and apparatus; kitchen ranges (ovens); electric pressure cookers; grills 
(cooking utensils); hot plates; roasters; electric cooking utensils; electric yogurt makers.

Cl.21;Household and kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes, brush-making materials; cleaning 
material; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except building glass); glassware, porcelain and earthenware; 
bottle openers; aerosol dispensers other than for medical use; cocktail stirrers; pottery; devices for household use 
containing heat exchange fluids for chilling food; candle extinguishers; sprinklers; sugar bowls; chamber pots; buckets; 
lazy susans (table utensils); cookware sets; non-electric whisks for household use; thermally insulated containers for 
beverages; bowls; isothermal bags; candy boxes; bottles; cooking skewers of metal; stew-pans; non-electric coffee 
makers; boxes of glass; boxes for dispensing paper towels; bread bins; cookie jars; tea caddies; cauldrons; non-electric 
heaters for feeding bottles; butter-dish covers; cheese-dish covers; candelabra [candlesticks]; drinking bottles for sports; 
pipettes [wine-tasters]; earthenware saucepans; sifters (household utensils); table centrepieces; brushes; ceramics for 
household use; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; baskets for household use; trays; paper trays; closures for pot 
lids; cocktail shakers; strainers; pastry cutters; cookie (biscuit) cutters; ice buckets; trash cans; covers, not of paper, for 
flower pots; tea cozies; mixing spoons (kitchen utensils); ladles; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispensers; funnels; salad 
bowls; brooms; spatulas (kitchen utensils); spice racks; sponges for household use; scouring pads for cleaning; non-
electric fruit presses for household use; lunch boxes; filters for household use; flasks; non-electric deep fryers; dishes 
(tableware); shaped ironing board covers; chamois leather for cleaning; non-electric waffle irons; dripping pans; gloves 
for household use; apparatus for making ices and sorbets; non-electric kettles; egg cups; pitchers; vases; cruet sets for 
oil and vinegar; flowerpots; confectioners' decorating bags (pastry bags); butter dishes; fly swatters; non-electric 
blenders for household use; cookery molds; hand-operated mills for household use; non-electric portable coolers; 
cooking pots; basins (receptacles); scoops (tableware); grills (cooking utensils); pepper pots; hand-operated pepper 
mills; clothes pegs; plates; lunch boxes; coasters not of paper and other than table linen; garlic presses (kitchen 
utensils); graters (household utensils); containers for household or kitchen use; thermally insulated containers; crumb 
trays; watering cans; rolling pins; corkscrews; carpet beaters; salt cellars; table mats (table utensils); dinner sets 
(tableware); napkin holders; siphon bottles for carbonated water; cutting boards for the kitchen; washing boards; ironing 
boards; noodle machines (hand-operated implements); sieves (household utensils); pot lids; dish covers; vacuum 
bottles; teapots; non-electric crushers for household use; non-electric cooking utensils; household utensils; tableware; 
perfume vaporizers; cruet stands; nutcrackers; ladles.
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4261848    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480776]
Macherey, Nagel GmbH & Co. KG Handelsgesellschaft

Valencienner Str. 11 52355 Düren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Test strips and control media (chemical compounds and materials for use in science) for the chemical analysis of 
urinary parameters.

Cl.9;Measuring instruments for the evaluation of chemical examinations of urinary parameters.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180154871 ;Republic of Korea 

4261860    07/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480829]
Coupang Corp.

18th Floor (Sincheon-dong), 570 Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software (downloadable); computer e-commerce software; smart phone application 
(software); navigation software; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer 
software for controlling and managing access server applications; computer software for data processing; software for 
use in database management; software for card readers; credit screening software; computer software for application and 
database integration; credit card incorporating IC chip; firmware for identifying NFC tag; logistics management system 
using RFID (RFID communication machine); data transmitting and receiving apparatus for logistics management system 
using RFID; recorded data files; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic gift certificates; 
downloadable electronic maps; barcode reader; electronic payment terminal; tablet PC; privacy protection software; 
smart phone software for ordering goods delivery; application software for food orders.

Cl.35;Administrative processing services in the field of goods delivery; ordering services for goods for others; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; database management; administration of consumer loyalty programs; 
marketing services; advertising; publicity; cost price analysis of logistics; business consultancy in connection with 
logistic chain analysis and counterfeit detection; organisation of events for commercial, promotional, and publicity 
purposes; inventorying merchandise; consumer research; import-export agency services; auctioneering provided on the 
internet; sales agency services for pharmaceuticals; comprehensive shopping mall services provided via Internet; 
providing information about commercial business and commercial information agency services via the global computer 
network; business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications; telephone answering services; 
subscription to an information media package; providing consumer information relating to goods and services; 
administration of incentive award programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of others; employment hiring, 
recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; providing information in the field of employment; 
administrative services relating to customs clearance; ticket procurement services for others; services for provision of 
foreign trade information; sales agency services for processed meat products; sales agency services for food products 
made from fish and shellfish; sales agency services for pre-packaged dinners consisting primarily of meat; sales agency 
services for prepared dishes consisting principally of fish; sales agency services for pre-packaged dinners consisting 
primarily of fish; sales agency services for preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; sales agency services for 
processed egg foodstuffs; sales agency services for flour and preparations made from cereals; sales agency services for 
fruit-based beverages; sales agency services for meat; sales agency services for fresh fruits and vegetables; sales 
agency services for non-alcoholic beverages; sales agency services for processed cereals; sales agency services for 
cereal-based processed products; sales agency services for processed vegetable products; collection of data relating to 
transportation logistics; data processing relating to transportation logistics; providing statistics information relating to 
transportation logistics, for business or commercial purposes.

Cl.36;Payment services provided via wireless telecommunication apparatus and devices; brokerage of mobile and 
internet payment; processing electronic payments made with electronic wallets; brokerage of mobile payment; automated 
payment services; processing of electronic credit card transactions; electronic credit card transactions; provision of 
information in the field of financing via electronic wallet; electronic payment for others; financing services; provision of 
information in the field of financing; financial brokerage; electronic bill payment services; internet banking; money 
transfer; brokerage of money; home banking; issuance of credit cards embedded with IC chip; issuance of discount 
coupons in the nature of tokens of value; financial management relating to electronic processing of payments; charge 
card and credit card services; brokerage of purchase payment; issuance of pre-paid credit card with membership card 
function; issuance of cyber money; issuance of commercial electronic coupons, being vouchers of value, via smart 
phones; credit card and debit card services; issuance of electronic gift certificates which may then be redeemed for 
goods or services; issuance of electronic coupons in the nature of tokens of value.

Cl.38;Data communications for mobile wallets; sending of electronic messages relating to mobile wallets; radio 
communications of data for mobile wallets; providing access to wireless internet for mobile wallet; radio 
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telecommunications for mobile wallets; communication by mobile telephone embedded with mobile wallet; instant 
messenger services for the use of mobile wallet; data communications for mobile wallets via the internet; transmission of 
messages and images for the use of the mobile wallet via the internet; transmission and reception of database for the use 
of the mobile wallet information via communication network; cellular telephone communications for mobile wallets; 
providing e-mail services; providing internet chatrooms; data communications via the internet; providing on-line 
electronic bulletin boards; sending of electronic messages; transmission of images and voice via internet; providing 
access to platforms on the Internet, as well as on the mobile Internet; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the 
Internet.

Cl.39;Food delivery; delivery of processed food ordered via online networks; delivery of goods ordered by on-line 
networks and the Internet; courier services [messages or merchandise]; same day delivery services; delivery of goods; 
processed food delivery; refrigerated transportation of food; frozen-food warehousing; providing traffic information via 
mobile applications; logistics services consisting of the storage, transport and delivery of goods; inbound and reverse 
logistics of others; logistics services consisting of the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods; transport, 
storage and packaging of goods; goods warehousing; packaging of goods; provision of tourist travel information; 
arranging and booking of travel; booking of seats for travel; postal, freight and courier services; physical storage of 
electronically-stored data; depot services for the storage of vehicles; rental of warehouses; transportation logistics 
information via computer communication networks.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180154881 ;Republic of Korea 

4261863    07/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480847]
Coupang Corp.

18th Floor (Sincheon-dong), 570 Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software (downloadable); computer e-commerce software; smart phone application 
(software); navigation software; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer 
software for controlling and managing access server applications; computer software for data processing; software for 
use in database management; software for card readers; credit screening software; computer software for application and 
database integration; credit card incorporating IC chip; firmware for identifying NFC tag; logistics management system 
using RFID (RFID communication machine); data transmitting and receiving apparatus for logistics management system 
using RFID; recorded data files; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic gift certificates; 
downloadable electronic maps; barcode reader; electronic payment terminal; tablet PC; privacy protection software; 
smart phone software for ordering goods delivery; application software for food orders.

Cl.35;Employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; providing information in the 
field of employment; administrative services relating to customs clearance; ticket procurement services for others; 
services for provision of foreign trade information; sales agency services for processed meat products; sales agency 
services for food products made from fish and shellfish; sales agency services for pre-packaged dinners consisting 
primarily of meat; sales agency services for prepared dishes consisting principally of fish; sales agency services for pre-
packaged dinners consisting primarily of fish; sales agency services for preserved, dried and cooked fruit and 
vegetables; sales agency services for processed egg foodstuffs; sales agency services for flour and preparations made 
from cereals; sales agency services for fruit-based beverages; sales agency services for meat; sales agency services for 
fresh fruits and vegetables; sales agency services for non-alcoholic beverages; sales agency services for processed 
cereals; sales agency services for cereal-based processed products; sales agency services for processed vegetable 
products; administrative processing services in the field of goods delivery; ordering services for goods for others; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; database management; administration of consumer loyalty programs; 
marketing services; advertising; publicity; cost price analysis of logistics; business consultancy in connection with 
logistic chain analysis and counterfeit detection; organisation of events for commercial, promotional, and publicity 
purposes; inventorying merchandise; consumer research; import-export agency services; auctioneering provided on the 
internet; sales agency services for pharmaceuticals; comprehensive shopping mall services provided via Internet; 
providing information about commercial business and commercial information agency services via the global computer 
network; business intermediary services relating to mail order by telecommunications; telephone answering services; 
subscription to an information media package; providing consumer information relating to goods and services; 
administration of incentive award programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of others; collection of data 
relating to transportation logistics; data processing relating to transportation logistics; providing statistics information 
relating to transportation logistics, for business or commercial purposes.

Cl.36;Payment services provided via wireless telecommunication apparatus and devices; brokerage of mobile and 
internet payment; processing electronic payments made with electronic wallets; brokerage of mobile payment; automated 
payment services; processing of electronic credit card transactions; electronic credit card transactions; provision of 
information in the field of financing via electronic wallet; electronic payment for others; financing services; provision of 
information in the field of financing; financial brokerage; electronic bill payment services; internet banking; money 
transfer; brokerage of money; home banking; issuance of credit cards embedded with IC chip; issuance of discount 
coupons in the nature of tokens of value; financial management relating to electronic processing of payments; charge 
card and credit card services; brokerage of purchase payment; issuance of pre-paid credit card with membership card 
function; issuance of cyber money; issuance of commercial electronic coupons, being vouchers of value, via smart 
phones; credit card and debit card services; issuance of electronic gift certificates which may then be redeemed for 
goods or services; issuance of electronic coupons in the nature of tokens of value.
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Cl.38;Data communications for mobile wallets; sending of electronic messages relating to mobile wallets; radio 
communications of data for mobile wallets; providing access to wireless internet for mobile wallet; radio 
telecommunications for mobile wallets; communication by mobile telephone embedded with mobile wallet; instant 
messenger services for the use of mobile wallet; data communications for mobile wallets via the internet; transmission of 
messages and images for the use of the mobile wallet via the internet; transmission and reception of database for the use 
of the mobile wallet information via communication network; cellular telephone communications for mobile wallets; 
providing e-mail services; providing internet chatrooms; data communications via the internet; providing on-line 
electronic bulletin boards; sending of electronic messages; transmission of images and voice via internet; providing 
access to platforms on the Internet, as well as on the mobile Internet; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the 
Internet.

Cl.39;Food delivery; delivery of processed food ordered via online networks; delivery of goods ordered by on-line 
networks and the Internet; courier services [messages or merchandise]; same day delivery services; delivery of goods; 
processed food delivery; refrigerated transportation of food; frozen-food warehousing; providing traffic information via 
mobile applications; logistics services consisting of the storage, transport and delivery of goods; inbound and reverse 
logistics of others; logistics services consisting of the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods; transport, 
storage and packaging of goods; goods warehousing; packaging of goods; provision of tourist travel information; 
arranging and booking of travel; booking of seats for travel; postal, freight and courier services; physical storage of 
electronically-stored data; depot services for the storage of vehicles; rental of warehouses; transportation logistics 
information via computer communication networks.
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-028628 ;Japan 

4261865    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480789]
SanBio Company Limited

8-1, Akashi-Cho, Chuo-Ku Tokyo 104-0044 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Stem cells for medical and veterinary purposes; cells for medical and clinical use; living cells for medical 
purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; biological implants; surgical implants grown from stem cells; implants 
comprising living tissue; transplants [living tissues]; human allograft tissues; processed human donor skins for the 
replacement of soft tissue.

Cl.10;Apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments used for 
cell culture; medical apparatus and instruments; implants consisting of artificial materials; artificial implants and grafts.
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4261885    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480803]
FADE ACOUSTIC CEILINGS EUROPE ApS

Stamholmen 157, st. DK-2650 Hvidovre Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Acoustic insulation articles and materials; acoustical insulation barrier panels; caulking materials; insulating 
materials; acoustical insulation barrier panels; wool (slag -) [insulator]; glass fibre and glass wool; insulation board made 
from mineral wool; insulating paints; barriers for protection against sound; sound-adsorbing ceiling coverings; sound-
absorbing wall coverings; insulating refractory materials; industrial coatings [insulating]; sealing compounds.

Cl.19;Plaster; acoustic coatings (building materials); coatings (building materials); coatings (building materials) in the 
form of acoustic coatings; construction materials of natural stone; building materials made of rock fibres; acoustic panels 
(building materials) of wood for ceilings; ceiling boards, not of metal; spackling compound; coatings (building materials) 
for sound absorption and for improving acoustics.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2018; Application No. : 4501984 ;France 

4261909    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481241]
NEWBORN ANIMAL CARE

1 rue des Frères Pieto Saint-Aaron F-22400 LAMBALLE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary foods for medical use for animals, medicated foodstuffs for animals, biological preparations for veterinary 
use, dietary supplements for animals, protein supplements for animals, dietary substances for medical use for animals, 
dietary fibers for animals, mineral food supplements for animals.

Cl.31;Strengthening food substances for animals, animal feed, animal foodstuffs, beverages for pets and livestock, 
unprocessed cereal grains, animal fattening products, animal meal, fodder for livestock, grains for animal consumption, 
yeast for animal consumption, animal litters, pet food and animal husbandry, cakes for animal consumption.

Cl.44;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2018; Application No. : 4472420 ;France 

4261915    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481418]
TIAMA

1 Chemin des Plattes, Zone Artisanale des Plattes F-69390 VOURLES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial marking machines; marking machines, namely machines for etching, electronic, magnetic, 
electromagnetic or electro-pneumatic marking machines by means of perforation, molding, scoring or micro-percussion; 
glassware manufacturing machines; glass-working machines; machines and apparatus for manufacturing glassware; 
machine tools, machines for stopping, capping, plumbing and rinsing bottles, brewery machines, packaging machines; 
bottle washing machines; machines, robots; parts of machines, parts of robots; apparatus and parts of apparatus for 
glass melting and composition, processing, production, forming, packaging and distribution of glass containers; 
machines and parts of machines for glass melting and composition, processing, production, forming, packaging and 
distribution of glass containers, machines for wrapping and distribution of products in glass containers; conveying and 
handling apparatus, robots and machines; cleaning, washing, polishing and surface treatment apparatus, robots and 
machines; machines for printing designs and decorations on glassware; machines, robots and apparatus for sorting 
packaging or raw, processed or recycled materials; all these products are used for the glass, bottling, glass packaging 
and recycling industries, including the re-use and deposit of glass packaging and wrapping; apparatus and equipment for 
marking, labeling.

Cl.9;Apparatus, equipment and software for identification, tracking and authentication; software for marking, labeling; 
computer software for controlling and checking lasers and machines for marking; apparatus, equipment and software for 
laser engraving; apparatus, equipment and software for reading labels, codes, tags, identifiers; apparatus and 
instruments for inspection and control; apparatus and instruments for the corrective, preventative and predictive 
maintenance of equipment; measuring and testing machines and instruments; apparatus, software and software 
applications for input, collection, transmission, storage, processing, analysis and presentation of data; apparatus, 
software and software applications for inspection, control and regulation of production processes; all these products are 
used for the glass, bottling, glass packaging and recycling industries, including the re-use and deposit of glass packaging 
and wrapping.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of electronic data processing apparatus; installation, servicing and repair of 
machines and machine tools; installation of communication solutions by optical, electric or wireless networks, for 
production equipment, lines and plants; all these services are used for the glass, bottling, glass packaging and recycling 
industries, including the re-use and deposit of glass packaging and wrapping.

Cl.38;Providing communication connections and solutions by optical, electrical or wireless networks, for production 
equipment, lines and plants; dissemination and transmission of data; provision of access to databases; all these services 
are used for the glass, bottling, glass packaging and recycling industries, including the re-use and deposit of glass 
packaging and wrapping.

Cl.42;Technical design, technical research, conducting technical project studies, quality control and scientific and 
industrial research services; programming for computers, technical data analysis, design of databases, database hosting, 
data processing software design, development [design], rental of computer software, software as a service [SaaS], 
maintenance and updating of computer software for input, collection, analysis, transmission, storage, indexing and 
presentation of data; all these services are used for the glass, bottling, glass packaging and recycling industries, 
including the re-use and deposit of glass packaging and wrapping.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 152709 ;Bulgaria 

4261918    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481051]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str. 4, "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical slot machines (gaming machines for 
gambling).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 017999233 ;European Union 

4261938    26/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481099]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; electricity transformers; parts for transformers, in particular coils, cables; electronic load indicating devices; 
electrotechnical, electronic and ceramic component parts and assemblies consisting thereof (included in this class); 
apparatus for measuring, monitoring and analysing operating data from electric goods; data processing programs; 
mobile apps.

Cl.37;Assembly, maintenance and repair of installations, devices and apparatus in the field of energy distribution and 
energy storage.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PaaS); design and development of information and data bases; development of computer 
database software; development and maintenance of computer database software; hosting platforms on the Internet; 
electronic storage services for archiving databases; design of computer database software; installation and maintenance 
of database software.
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 017966521 ;European Union 

4261945    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481113]
Henn GmbH & Co KG.

Steinebach 21 A-6850 Dornbirn Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal hose clamps; couplings of metal for tubing; collars of metal for fastening pipes; fittings of metal for pipes; 
junctions of metal for pipes; pipe extensions of metal; joint connectors (metal -) for pipes; rotating junctions of metal for 
pipes; pipe unions of metal.

Cl.7;Pressing machines; swaging machines for use in the assembly of hoses; swaging machines for use in the 
preparation of hose assemblies; press tools [parts of machines].

Cl.17;Couplings of rubber for tubes; connectors (non-metallic -) for hoses; non-metallic couplings for tubes; non-
metallic coupling sleeves for tubes; elbow joints (non-metallic -) for flexible pipes; tubing connectors [non-metallic] for 
fuel lines; fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic; non-metallic couplings for pipes; non-metal pipe couplings and joints; 
fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; pipe couplings of rubber; seals for pipe connections; pipe unions (non-metallic -); 
junctions, not of metal, for flexible pipes; pipe fittings [junctions] (non-metallic -); fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 997 ;Germany 

4261959    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481141]
Melitta Single Portions GmbH & Co. KG

Marienstraße 88 32425 Minden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Tea urns (Electric); electric tea capsule machines.

Cl.16;Paper, filter paper and goods made therefrom (included in class 16), namely round filters made of paper for 
filtering coffee and tea, empty coffee and tea filter bags.

Cl.21;Glass jugs; coffee and tea filters, non-electric; tableware for tea.

Cl.30;Tea; tea bags, filled; tea capsules.
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Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 36471646 ;China 

4262134    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481641]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT 518129 SHENZHEN 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; audio interfaces; 
electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers (audio apparatus); scales; black boxes (data 
recorders); interactive touch screen terminals; digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic key fobs 
being remote control apparatus; security tokens (encryption devices); fingerprint identifier; human face recognition 
devices; stored program controlled telephone switching apparatus; radios; air analysis apparatus; materials for electricity 
mains (wires, cables); video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; thermal imaging cameras; bathroom scales; 
scales with body mass analyzers; personal digital assistants (PDAs); computer software platforms, recorded or 
downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or 
downloadable; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form 
of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; 
laboratory robots; USB data lines or data cables; USB data lines or data cables for mobile phones; downloadable mobile 
phone software applications; holders for mobile phones; touch screens; television apparatus; electric sockets; 
intercoms; digital door locks; alarm central units; sensors; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; liquid crystal 
displays (LCD) with large screens; electronic diaries; liquid crystal displays (LCD); electronic pens; video image printers; 
portable digital electronic scales; wrist-mounted smartphones; television apparatus for vehicles; laptop computers; 
sleeves for laptops; smartphones; modems; computer styluses; computer programs, downloadable; ultra high-definition 
(UHD) televisions; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; tablet computers; mobile phones; computer hardware; data 
processing apparatus; cell phone straps; computer keyboards; computer programs (downloadable software); electronic 
pens (visual display units); couplers (data processing equipment); interfaces for computers; computer peripheral devices; 
smartglasses; smartwatches; protective films adapted for computer screens; wearable activity trackers; covers for 
smartphones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods); 
computer software, recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; touch screen pens; teaching robots; electric 
plugs; digital photo frames; microphones; computer memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); transponders; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; network communication apparatus; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; mobile 
power source (rechargeable batteries); covers for tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; flat panel 
displays; flexible flat panel displays for computers; notebook computers; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting 
sets (telecommunication); gas testing instruments; bags adapted for laptops; headphones; earphones; virtual reality 
headsets; digital video recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting 
apparatus; camcorders; cameras (photography); mouse (computer peripheral); pedometers; monitoring apparatus, other 
than for medical purposes; video monitors; connected bracelets (measuring instruments); computer programs, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; optical lenses; switchboards.

Cl.35;Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; search engine optimisation for 
sales promotion; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
business information; advertising; sales promotion for others; online advertising on a computer network; commercial 
information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); data search in computer files for others; outsourcing 
services (business assistance); procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses).

Cl.36;Real estate management; insurance information; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card 
payments; exchanging money; electronic funds transfer; online banking; capital investment; providing rebates at 
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participating establishments of others through use of a membership card; securities brokerage; real estate brokerage; 
insurance brokerage; futures brokerage; financial investment brokerage.

Cl.38;Message sending; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to a global computer network (service 
providers); providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; radio broadcasting; 
teleconferencing services; communications by cellular phones; videoconferencing services; video-on-demand 
transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images.

Cl.41;Instruction services; arranging and conducting of conferences; providing online electronic publications, not 
downloadable; entertainment information; health club services (health and fitness training); booking of seats for shows; 
game services provided on-line from a computer network; ticket agency services (entertainment); providing online music, 
not downloadable; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing television programs, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand services; video recording services; providing online videos, not downloadable.

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; computer software design; 
updating of computer software; recovery of computer data; maintenance of computer software; computer systems 
analysis; installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); 
rental of web servers; computer virus protection services; providing search engines for the Internet; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; cloud computing; outsource service 
providers in the field of information technology; unlocking of mobile phones; data encryption services; software as a 
service (SaaS).
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2018; Application No. : 88116554 ;United States of America 

4262139    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481664]
EVO Payments International, LLC

515 Broadhollow Road Melville NY 11747 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business to business commerce services, namely, business administration services for connecting independent 
sales representatives in the field of multi-function point of sale credit and debit card processing equipment and supplies.

Cl.36;Electronic payment and financial transaction and processing and information management services, namely, 
electronic cash transactions and providing electronic processing of credit card, debit card, gift card and loyalty card 
transactions and electronic payments via a global computer network.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 152706 ;Bulgaria 

4262171    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481198]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str. 4, "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical slot machines (gaming machines for 
gambling).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 017962219 ;European Union 

4262197    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481266]
ACCIONA ENERGIA, S. A.

Avd. Ciudad de la Innovación, nº 5 E-31621 Sarriguren / Navarra Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wind installations for producing electricity [wind power plants]; wind apparatus for electricity generation; energy 
generating installations.

Cl.9;Simulation apparatus; simulation devices; environmental test chamber (temperature simulation equipment); 
simulation equipment; simulators; simulation software; simulation software for use on digital computers; apparatus for 
scientific and laboratory research, educational apparatus and simulators; software for system cleaning and optimization; 
data storage devices; data storage programs; sensors used for controlling power plants; photovoltaic installations for 
producing electricity [photovoltaic power plants]; power modules; photovoltaic modules; solar modules; software for 
optimization of computers for deploying parallel applications and performing parallel calculations; photovoltaic apparatus 
for electricity generation; software; energy banks; energy control devices; accumulators for photovoltaic energy; 
apparatus for controlling electrical energy; electrical energy transmission apparatus; electric batteries and solar batteries; 
counters; electronic meters; electric current meters; software for use in remote meter reading; software for use in remote 
meter reading; computer apparatus for remote meter reading; computer software for use in hand-held mobile digital 
electronic devices and other consumer electronic products; fuel consumption meters; apparatus for monitoring electricity 
consumption; downloadable software applications; downloadable computer applications; electrical energy analyzers; 
software for monitoring computer systems; apparatus and instruments for monitoring; devices for testing and quality 
control.

Cl.42;Electronic storage of images; development of data storage systems; design of storage systems; design and 
development of systems for renewable energy generation; creation of control programs for electric function control 
modules and activation modules; development and testing of calculation methods, algorithms and software; design and 
development of wind and photovoltaic systems; technical project study; engineering project studies; technical studies; 
preparation of technical studies; provision of information regarding research and technical project studies relating to the 
use of natural energy (renewable); advisory services relating to product development and software quality improvement; 
consultancy in connection with energy saving and/or energy efficiency; technological analysis relating to the energy and 
power needs of others; technical advice in connection with energy-saving measures; energy auditing; consultancy 
relating to technological services in the field of energy supply; development of energy management systems; design and 
development of energy distribution networks; design and development of software for controlling, regulating and 
monitoring solar and wind energy systems; research in the field of energy; conducting research and technical project 
studies relating to the use of natural energy (renewable); advisory services relating to energy consumption; engineering 
services relating to production of solar and wind energy; certification [quality control]; troubleshooting in the nature of 
diagnosing problems of consumer electronic products; safety testing and consultancy in the field of consumer products; 
safety testing of consumer products; recording data relating to energy consumption in buildings; design and 
development of consumer products; development of software application solutions; temporary use of computer software 
for tracking merchandise and production, distribution and consumption of energy via computer networks, intranets and 
the internet; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking parcels and production, 
distribution and energy consumption on computer networks, intranet networks and the internet; development of energy 
and electricity management systems; development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and 
business portals relating to energy; design of information systems relating to energy management; design and 
development of energy management software; testing, authentications and quality control; temporary electronic storage 
of information and data; electronic data storage; Design of data storage systems; design and development of systems for 
the input, output, processing, display and storage of data.
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4262214    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481315]
Xiaomi Inc.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, No. 68 Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripheral devices; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; electronic sound device in books; 
animated cartoons; cameras [photography]; mouse pads; quantity indicators; measuring instruments; sensors; 
spectacles; electronic calendars.

Cl.14;Necklaces [jewellery]; jewellery charms; wristwatches; watches; clocks and watches, electric; alloys of precious 
metal; jewellery rolls; jewellery boxes; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob].

Cl.28;Games; toys; chess; coin-operated billiard tables; body-building apparatus; skateboards; men's athletic 
supporters [sports articles]; bows for archery; swimming pools [play articles].

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial intermediation services; marketing; personnel management consultancy; relocation 
services for businesses; compilation of information into computer databases; book-keeping; rental of vending machines; 
sponsorship search; rental of sales stands; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of an on-line 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies.
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4263790    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481008]
Guangzhou Zhongdai Decorative Building Materials Co., Ltd.

1705-1708, No. 332, Tonghe Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints; wood coatings [paints]; printing ink; varnishes; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; aluminium paints; ink 
[toners] for photocopiers; coatings [paints]; fireproof paints; anti-rust oils.

Cl.3;Grinding preparations; abrasives; abrasive paper; shoe cream; polish for furniture and flooring; emery cloth; 
cleaning preparations; floor wax; abrasive paper; polishing stones.

Cl.6;Building materials of metal; works of art of common metal; alloys of common metal; gutter pipes of metal; gates of 
metal; manhole covers of metal; scaffolding of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; locks [other than electric] of metal; 
safes [strong boxes]; rods of metal for welding; ladders of metal; windows of metal; steel wire; iron wire; fittings of metal 
for windows; elbows of metal for pipes; small hardware of metal; door fittings of metal; tool boxes of metal [empty]; 
identity plates of metal; metal cages for wild animals.

Cl.7;Foodstuff packaging machine; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; mills for household purposes, other 
than hand-operated; milling machines; cutting machines; stropping machines; sharpening wheels [parts of machines]; 
drilling heads [parts of machines]; machine tools; electric hand drills; riveting machines; chain saws; shears, electric; 
welding machines, electric; soldering apparatus, gas-operated; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; 
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compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; vacuum pumps [machines]; compressed air machines; garbage [waste] 
disposals; door openers, electric; aerating pumps for aquaria; saw benches [parts of machines]; printing machines; juice 
extractors, electric; metalworking machines; punching machines for metalworking; jacks [machines]; blades [parts of 
machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; electric screwdriver; kitchen machines, electric; sharpening 
wheels [parts of machines]; water heaters [parts of machines]; bellows [machines]; hydraulic door closers; meat 
choppers [machines]; computer aided carvers (machines); juice extractors, electric; agricultural machines; agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; mixing machines.

Cl.8;Squares [hand tools]; spanners [hand tools]; axes; needle files; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; saws [hand 
tools]; lifting jacks, hand-operated; hand-operated packing tools; knives; scissors; abrading instruments [hand 
instruments]; riveters [hand tools]; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; garden tools [hand-operated]; gouges [hand 
tools]; planes; rams [hand tools]; rasps [hand tools]; tongs; hand tools, hand-operated; agricultural implements [hand-
operated]; guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; instruments and tools for skinning animals; bits [parts of 
hand tools]; screwdrivers, non-electric.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; monitors [computer programs]; branch boxes [electricity]; counters; detectors; 
junction boxes [electricity]; switches, electric; fire extinguishing apparatus; counterfeit coin detectors; electronic notice 
boards; electronic surveillance apparatus; surveying instruments; material for electricity mains [wires, cables]; semi-
conductors; chips [integrated circuits]; filters for respiratory masks; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; 
eyeglasses; slide-rules; identity cards, magnetic; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; clothing for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; electric door bells; pedometers; handprint checking machines, namely, 
fingerprint scanners; face recognition equipment; weighing machines; measures; beacons, luminous; transponders; 
cameras [photography]; optic fiber cables; coils, electric; electric batteries; protective helmets; life buoys; locks, electric.

Cl.11;Cooking utensils, electric; mixer taps for water pipes; toilet bowls; hydromassage bath apparatus; lighters; 
lighting apparatus and installations; lights for vehicles; refrigerating apparatus and machines; drinking water dispenser; 
cooking apparatus and installations; level controlling valves in tanks; hot water heating installations; electric dish 
sterilizer; hot water bottles; ornamental fountains; bath tubs for sitz baths; heaters for baths.

Cl.12;Fork lift trucks; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; wheelchairs; bicycles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; hand 
cars; baby carriages; electric vehicles; motorcycles; repair outfits for inner tubes.

Cl.18;Bags for sports; travelling trucks; umbrellas; leather leashes; school satchels; pocket wallets; handbags; 
clothing for pets; imitation leather; tool bags of leather [empty]; backpacks.

Cl.19;Plywood; palings, not of metal; steel-reinforced plastic doors and windows; panels of plastic for use in building; 
wood, semi-worked; veneers; resin compound boards for use as building materials; wooden floor boards; water pipes, 
not of metal; aluminium-plastic composite tube (plastic predominating); gates, not of metal; fibreboard; manhole covers, 
not of metal; rubber floor tiles; building glass.

Cl.22;Ropes, not of metal; bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding materials, not of 
rubber, plastics, paper or paperboard; fishing nets; kapok; tarpaulins; hammocks; tents; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
textile, for packaging.

Cl.24;Upholstery fabrics; household linen; coverings of plastic for furniture; cloth; textile material; towels of textile; 
bedspreads; sheets [textile]; table linen [not of paper]; curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.28;Fairground ride apparatus; body-training apparatus; archery implements; table for table tennis; playing balls; golf 
clubs; fishing tackle; billiard cues; rackets; machines for physical exercises; toys; hockey sticks; ornaments for 
Christmas trees [except illumination articles and confectionery].
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 552340 ;Czech Republic 

4263813    09/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481004]
NOVIKO Animal Health s.r.o.

R. Svobodové 1444 CZ-399 01 Milevsko Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Veterinary preparations, food supplements, food supplements for animals, dietetic food supplements for animals, 
vitamin and mineral food supplements, medicines for veterinary purposes, biological preparations for veterinary 
purposes, chemical preparations for veterinary purposes.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals, animal feed, beverages for animals, strengthening animal forage.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2018; Application No. : 3734906 ;Spain 

4263818    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480939]
Indra Sistemas, S.A.

Avda. Bruselas, 33-35 E-28108 Alcobendas, Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic databases; multimedia content; software; firmware; computer operating systems; application software 
for cloud computing services; audiovisual and information technology equipment; equipment for data communication and 
computer networks; data storage devices; equipment and accessories for data processing (electrical or mechanical); 
peripheral devices for computers; computers and computer hardware; parts and components for computers; 
communication equipment; point-to-point communication equipment; broadcasting equipment; antennas for 
telecommunications; duplication apparatus; apparatus for scanning images; ticket dispensers; payment terminals; 
devices for sorting and dispensing money; coin-operated mechanisms; peripheral devices for computers; electric circuits 
and cards; access control devices; instruments for measuring, detecting and monitoring, indicators and controllers; 
sensors and detectors; devices for testing and quality control; apparatus for registering and recording data; radar 
apparatus; simulators; apparatus for scientific research; nautical apparatus and instruments, measuring apparatus, naval 
signaling apparatus, sonars; metal detectors for industrial or military use.

Cl.42;Information technology services; development, design, programming and implementation of software; 
development and design of equipment for computer hardware; software rental and website hosting services; rental of 
computer equipment and installations; consultancy, advice and information relating to computer services; information 
technology security, protection and restoration; data duplication, conversion and encryption services; scientific and 
technological services; engineering services; testing, authentications and quality control; design services; design, 
development, integration and updating of computer solutions (software) for cybersecurity; software updating; creation 
and maintenance of web sites for others; editing of computer programs; advisory services relating to product 
development and software quality improvement; Consultancy relating to computer program design and development; 
advisory services relating to computer programming; advice and development services relating to computer software; 
consultancy services relating to computer programming; development of computer programs for others; software 
installation and maintenance; computer program engineering; design, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
updating of computer programs; development, updating and maintenance of software systems and databases; advisory 
and information services relating to the design and development of computer peripherals; advisory and information 
services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; design and development of hardware 
architecture; consulting services in the field of software as a service [SaaS]; consultancy via cloud networks and 
applications; cloud computing services; cloud hosting provider services; computer services concerning electronic data 
storage; hosting computer sites [web sites]; hosting of digital content on the Internet; (IaaS) infrastructure as a service; 
platform as a service [PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; IT project management; data conversion of computer 
programs and data [not physical conversion]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
duplication of computer programs; computer engineering; computer program engineering; Telecommunications 
engineering; engineering services.
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 20190067 ;Belarus 

4263879    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481607]
Obschestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "AytiReks Grupp Bel"

ul. Fabritsiusa 8B, izolirovannoe pom. ¿5, korp. 1, kab. 40 220007 g. Minsk Belarus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
[supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, sound recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; software; 
computer programs, recorded; 3D spectacles; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke 
boxes]; batteries for electronic cigarettes; high-frequency apparatus; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic 
apparatus for the remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; sound recording 
apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction 
apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check franking; electric apparatus for commutation; 
magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes; intercommunication apparatus; telephone 
apparatus; facsimile machines; magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory devices; encoded identification 
bracelets, magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; camcorders; video baby monitors; video cassettes; 
video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; hands-free kits for telephones; joysticks for use with 
computers, other than for video games; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; 
juke boxes for computers; wearable video display monitors; electronic numeric displays; DNA chips; electronic 
interactive whiteboards; electronic notice boards; identification threads for electric wires; audio interfaces; interfaces for 
computers; cinematographic cameras; identity cards, magnetic; video game cartridges; toner cartridges, unfilled, for 
printers and photocopiers; memory cards for video game machines; encoded magnetic cards; computer keyboards; 
encoded key cards; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; compact 
discs [read-only memory]; wearable computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; magnetic 
tapes; modems; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; sound recording carriers; optical data 
media; electronic sheet music, downloadable; computer hardware; selfie lenses; objectives [lenses] [optics]; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; compact disc players; protective films adapted for computer screens; 
distance recording apparatus; navigational instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and 
instruments; observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational 
apparatus; computer software applications, downloadable; printers for use with computers; computer screen saver 
software, recorded or downloadable; computer game software, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; 
computer operating programs, recorded; processors [central processing units]; electronic publications, downloadable; 
electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; scanners [data processing equipment]; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; connections for electric 
lines; couplings, electric; sonars; television apparatus; cordless telephones; interactive touch screen terminals; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; baby monitors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; 
balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; data 
processing apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; 
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photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image 
files; downloadable music files; animated cartoons; USB flash drives; chips [integrated circuits]; downloadable graphics 
for mobile phones.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; duplication of computer programs; 
computer system analysis; recovery of computer data; industrial design; graphic arts design; computer virus protection 
services; engineering; installation of computer software; interior design; material testing; research and development of 
new products for others; scientific research; technical research; calibration [measuring]; web site design consultancy; 
computer security consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; architectural consultancy; Internet security consultancy; computer software consultancy; data 
security consultancy; technological consultancy; quality control; vehicle roadworthiness testing; updating of computer 
software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting 
unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; 
maintenance of computer software; design of interior decor; digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; platform as a service [PaaS]; providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a web site; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to 
carbon offsetting; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than 
physical conversion; conducting technical project studies; computer system design; design of software; rental of web 
servers; computer rental; rental of computer software; unlocking of mobile phones; hosting computer sites [web sites]; 
server hosting; computer software design; software development in the framework of software publishing; creating and 
designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; creating and maintaining 
web sites for others; computer programming; technical writing; testing of computer software; outsource service 
providers in the field of information technology; packaging design; off-site data backup; computer technology 
consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific laboratory services; cloud computing; styling 
[industrial design]; cartography services; data encryption services; research in the field of physics; electronic data 
storage; surveying; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the Internet; electronic monitoring of 
personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-158224 ;Japan 

4263880    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481606]
ARONKASEI CO., LTD.

2-8-6, Nishi-shimbashi, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Plastics [raw materials]; thermoplastic elastomer resin; thermoplastic elastomer resins for use in manufacturing in 
a wide variety of industries; silicones; compositions for repairing tires [tyres]; plastisols; synthetic resins, unprocessed; 
unprocessed synthetic resins for use in a wide variety of industry and science; artificial resins, unprocessed; 
unprocessed artificial resins for use in a wide variety of industry and science; unprocessed plastics in all forms; 
unprocessed polymer resins.

Cl.17;Plastic semi-worked products; thermoplastic elastomers in the form of pellets; semi-processed acrylic resins; 
semi-processed synthetic resins; sheets of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping; foil of regenerated cellulose, 
other than for wrapping; artificial resins [semi-finished products]; semi-processed foams or films of plastic in the nature 
of filtering materials; semi-processed cellulose acetate; semi-processed plastic substances; viscose sheets, other than 
for wrapping; plastic film, other than for wrapping; anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films]; raw or semi-worked rubber; 
liquid rubber; ebonite [vulcanite]; vulcanite [ebonite] molds [moulds]; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; 
rubber solutions; balata; raw or semi-worked gum; latex rubber; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including 
machine elements]; gaskets; non-metal junctions for pipes; joint packings; waterproof packings; flanges of plastics; 
packings for flanges of plastics; electrical insulating materials; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps for industrial 
packaging containers; semi-processed thermoplastic resins in the form of pellets.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : 88138081 ;United States of America 

4263934    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481560]
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.

1050 Winter Street Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Consumer survey services; business services, namely, adaptation, management, execution, and optimization of 
global marketing initiatives for others; business services, namely, providing an online marketplace for buyers and sellers 
of multilingual tasks and services, namely, translation, product localization, interpretation and transcription services, and 
the provision of tools, technology and/or services in the field of multilingual services on a global computer network; 
advertising the goods and services of others via a web site on a global computer network; providing business 
information, namely, providing information in the field of multilingual professional services via an online two-way system 
for users as part of an online marketplace to evaluate and provide services to parties they have interacted with via the 
online marketplace; invoicing.

Cl.41;Providing language interpreters on-site and via telephone; development of electronic educational materials for 
others in the fields of information technology, avionics, and educational publishing; translation, globalization, and 
localization services whereby computer programs and accompanying documentation, marketing and advertising 
materials, games, and website content are translated into foreign languages and adapted to foreign standards and usage.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, multilingual search engine and key word optimization, multilingual internet search 
query optimization; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable linguistic tools software for purpose of 
translations; computer services, namely, digital content protection; hosting web sites for others; providing temporary use 
of online non-downloadable software used to define the scope of, schedule, track, and fulfill professional service projects, 
and perform and manage translation of content, and to identity, source, negotiate and collaborate with, evaluate and 
provide feedback on vendors of multilingual professional services projects; offering productivity tools and technologies, 
namely, application service provider which provides, hosts, manages, develops, and maintains applications, software, 
web sites, and databases in the field of personal productivity related to assessing, interpreting, translating, localizing or 
globalizing content, code and software; development of technical documentation, namely, technical writing in the fields of 
information technology, avionics, and educational publishing; technical writing for others; testing services, namely, 
testing computer hardware and software for others; offering feedback regarding parties they have interacted with via the 
online marketplace by evaluating the quality of services delivered; providing a linguistic assets database used for the 
purpose of translations.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 109 035 ;Germany 

4265104    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481538]
HNC Healthy Nutrition Company GmbH

Senefelderstr. 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils; household or kitchen containers; shakers; cocktail shakers; drinking bottles; 
drinking vessels; bottles; flasks; insulating flasks; sports bottles; water bottles comprising a water filter; insulated water 
bottles; insulated sports bottles; mugs; insulated drinking cups; insulated coffee cups; insulated tea cups; travel cups; 
vacuum cups; hydration systems, consisting of a drink reservoir, a drinking tube and a mouthpiece; dish holders for use 
in backpacks; resealable paper cups; paper cups comprising a drink opener; resealable drinking bottles; resealable 
drinking cups; resealable insulated drinking bottles; resealable insulated drinking cups.

Cl.29;Processed fruits; dried fruits; prepared fruits; preserved fruits; frozen fruits; cooked fruits; fruit salads; fruit-
based snack food; fruit bars; fruit purée; fruit pulp; fruit chips; fruit pastes; fruit powders; fruit jellies; fruit peel; fruit 
desserts; fruit concentrates; snack bars consisting wholly or predominantly of fruits, fruit concentrates or dried fruits; 
vegetables; dried vegetables; prepared vegetables; preserved vegetables; frozen vegetables; cooked vegetables; 
vegetable-based snack food; vegetable bars; vegetable purée; vegetable pulp; vegetable chips; vegetable pastes; 
vegetable powders; vegetable jellies; vegetable peel; vegetable concentrates; snack bars consisting wholly or 
predominantly of vegetables, vegetable concentrates or dried vegetables; milk and milk products; milk beverages, 
yoghurt beverages, buttermilk beverages, kefir (milk beverage) or mixed milk beverages, milk predominating, including 
containing fruits, vegetables, either singly or in combination; yoghurt; kefir (milk beverage); spreads consisting 
predominantly of eggs or vegetables; spreads mainly based on edible fats; fruit-based spreads; vegetable-based spreads; 
nut-based spreads; marmalade; marmalade preparations; albuminous preparations and protein preparations, other than 
for medical purposes; albuminous foodstuffs; extracts for use in sports nutrition, consisting predominantly of protein; 
foodstuffs, in particular for use in sports nutrition, consisting predominantly of milk protein, with added hydrolysates, 
vital substances, vitamins, minerals, either singly or in combination, including the aforesaid goods in the form of 
powders, granulates, tablets, capsules, pastes, bars and in liquid form, not for medical purposes; prepared nuts; seaweed 
extracts for food; dietetic food, in particular for athletes, based on milk protein in liquid form, not for medical purposes; 
bars and snack food based on fruits and pulses; bars and snack food based on nuts; nut bars; beverage powders 
containing milk, including packaged in individual portions, in particular in capsule or pad form; fruit spreads.

Cl.30;Porridge; muesli; muesli desserts; muesli and energy bars; cereal-based bars; wholegrain bars and wholegrain-
based snack food; muesli-based snack food; cereal-based snack food; cereal preparations; carbohydrate-based 
foodstuffs; preparations made from cereals; extracts for use in sports nutrition, consisting predominantly of 
carbohydrates, not for medical purposes; foodstuffs, in particular for use in sports nutrition, based on carbohydrates with 
added hydrolysates, vital substances, vitamins, minerals, either singly or in combination, including the aforesaid goods in 
the form of powders, granulates, tablets, capsules, pastes, bars and in liquid form, not for medical purposes; seaweed 
(condiment); beverage powders containing coffee, tea, cocoa and/or chocolate, including packaged in individual portions, 
in particular in capsule or pad form; tea; tea blends; tea-based beverages; chilled tea-based beverages; iced tea; fruit tea; 
infusions, not medicinal; fruit coulis (sauces); fructose; fruit bread; ices; ice cream; edible ices; refreshing boiled sweets; 
ice confectionery; ice cream preparations; coffee; coffee mixtures; coffee-based beverages; iced coffee; chilled coffee-
based beverages; frozen yoghurt; chocolate; chocolate mixtures; chocolate-based beverages; drinking chocolate; cocoa 
and cocoa substitutes; cocoa mixtures; cocoa-based beverages; chilled cocoa-based beverages; chocolate spreads; 
honey; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate-based spreads containing nuts; syrup, in particular syrup for making 
foodstuffs; treacle; single-use beverage capsules for making coffee-based beverages, in particular chilled coffee-based 
beverages, iced coffee, tea-based beverages, in particular chilled tea-based beverages, iced tea, fruit tea-based 
beverages, in particular chilled fruit tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, in particular chilled cocoa-based 
beverages, drinking chocolate, caffeinated, tea-containing and cocoa-containing beverages, in particular chilled drinking 
chocolate; single-use beverage concentrate capsules for making coffee-based beverages, in particular chilled coffee-
based beverages, iced coffee, tea-based beverages, in particular chilled tea-based beverages, iced tea, fruit tea-based 
beverages, in particular chilled fruit tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, in particular chilled cocoa-based 
beverages, drinking chocolate, caffeinated, tea-containing and cocoa-containing beverages, in particular chilled drinking 
chocolate; dietetic food, in particular for athletes, based on carbohydrates in liquid form, not for medical purposes.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic cocktails; non-alcoholic fruit beverages; non-alcoholic vegetable beverages; juices, in particular 
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fruit juices and vegetable juices; fruit nectars; smoothies; smoothies enriched with cereals; concentrates for making soft 
drinks; syrups for making beverages; beverages flavoured with herbs and herbal preparations; non-alcoholic carbonated 
beverages; non-alcoholic still beverages; sodas; flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water; flavoured and unfavoured 
still water; bitter beverages; energy drinks; sports drinks; isotonic beverages; spritzers; beers; beer cocktails; protein-
enriched beverages; whey beverages; syrups for beverages; syrups for making beverages; beverage capsules for making 
non-alcoholic beverages; beverage capsules for making non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, sodas, flavoured still water, 
flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water, bitter beverages, energy drinks, sports drinks, isotonic beverages, spritzers, 
juices, in particular fruit juices, vegetable juices or fruit/vegetable juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, 
protein-enriched beverages, whey beverages; single-use beverage concentrate capsules for making non-alcoholic 
carbonated or still beverages, sodas, flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water, flavoured and unflavoured still water, 
bitter beverages, energy drinks, sports drinks, isotonic beverages, spritzers, juices, in particular fruit juices, vegetable 
juices or fruit/vegetable juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, protein-enriched beverages, whey 
beverages; beverage powders; dietetic beverages, not adapted for medical use; isotonic beverage powders for making 
non-alcoholic beverages not for medical purposes; whey beverages.
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Priority claimed from 22/04/2019; Application No. : 88395528 ;United States of America 

4265107    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481534]
Conductor, Inc.

2 Park Avenue, 15th Floor New York NY 10016 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Search engine optimization and business intelligence services for search engine optimization professionals, 
namely, researching, tracking, analyzing, monitoring and optimizing search engine results and website visibility to 
improve inclusion and prominence in Internet search engine results.

Cl.42;Providing on-line search engine intelligence software, namely, non-downloadable software used for tracking, 
analyzing, monitoring, and optimizing search engine results and website visibility to improve inclusion and prominence in 
Internet search engine results.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2019; Application No. : 35743547 ;China 

4265108    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481532]
FUJIAN QINQIN HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

WULI INDUSTRIAL ZONE, JINJIANG CITY, QUANZHOU CITY FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Edible birds' nests; seaweed extracts for food; caviar; fruits, tinned; klipfish [salted and dried cod]; potato crisps; 
potato flakes; onion rings; areca-nut, prepared; potato-based dumplings; milk beverages, milk predominating; albumin 
milk; edible fats; fruit jellies; jellies for food; nuts, prepared; albumen for culinary purposes; sausage casings, natural or 
artificial; tofu patties; fruit-based snack food.

Cl.30;Food flavorings, other than essential oils; gluten prepared as foodstuff; artificial coffee; rice-based snack food; 
coffee beverages with milk; tea; tea-based beverages; fruit jellies [confectionery]; puddings; rice cakes; cereal 
preparations; instant soba noodles; cereal-based snack food; shrimp chips; lobster chips; frozen yoghurt [confectionery 
ices]; cooking salt; soya sauce; seasonings; ferments for pastes.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : 017986677 ;European Union 

4265114    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481520]
Johannes Hübner Fabrik elektrischer Maschinen GmbH

Siemensstr. 7 35394 Gießen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for use in the oil and gas industry, including in ports; motors and engines (except for 
land vehicles); dynamos; direct current gear motors, brake motors (except for land vehicles); electric machines and 
electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for 
steel works machines and rolling mill machines; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, 
in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for use in crane construction; electric machines and 
electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for 
papermaking machines; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular 
adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for textile manufacturing and textile processing machines; electric 
machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous 
signals, for machines used in the chemical industry; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting 
devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for ship equipment; electric machines and electric 
apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for the surface 
mining and deep mining of cement, salt, potash, coal and ores; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of 
adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for rail and traffic operation; electric 
machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous 
signals, for machines for making foodstuffs and for making and filling luxury foods, alcohol and tobacco; electric 
machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous 
signals, for use in driving motor and drive unit technology; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of 
adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for use in metering technology; electric 
machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in particular adjustment using electrical and luminous 
signals, for use in the vehicle industry; electric machines and electric apparatus in the form of adjusting devices, in 
particular adjustment using electrical and luminous signals, for generating wind energy; parts for apparatus for 
locomotion by land, air or water, namely parts for lifting gear, lifts, winches, conveyors.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, overspeed indicators, low-speed indicators, 
accelerators; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data media; data-
processing equipment and computers; peripherals adapted for use with computers; software; electronic analog and 
digital analysis apparatus for measuring and regulating distances, units of time and entry delays; devices for displaying, 
monitoring and positioning work machines and machine tools; tachometers.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; parts for the aforesaid goods, included in this class; 
direct current gear motors and brake motors for land vehicles.

Cl.42;Services in the field of science and technology and research and development related thereto; industrial analysis 
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and research; design and development of computers and computer programs.

Cl.45;Legal advice and representation; licensing of intellectual property and services rendered by lawyers, legal 
assistants and personal advocates, to individuals, groups of individuals, organizations and enterprises for the legal 
promotion of development and research in the fields of natural science and technology.
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4265124    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481515]
JIANGSU CARZONE AUTO PARTS CO., LTD.

2, NO. 7, YONGHUA ROAD, GAOCHUN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, NANJING JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; parking meters; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; electronic control units, for vehicles; protection devices for personal use against accidents; motorcycle 
helmets; accumulators, electric, for vehicles.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; demonstration of goods; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; import-export agency 
services; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; personnel recruitment; rental of sales stands; publicity.

Cl.36;Automobile lease financing; lease-purchase of land vehicles; accident insurance underwriting; capital 
investment; loans [financing]; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; rental of real estate; charitable fund raising.

Cl.37;Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle lubrication [greasing]; vehicle washing; vehicle polishing; anti-rust 
treatment for vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle gas station for vehicle repair and maintenance; 
machinery installation, maintenance and repair; painting services; retreading of tires [tyres].
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Cl.39;Transportation logistics; packaging of goods; rental of navigational systems; car transport; car rental; vehicle 
rental; car parking; storage of goods; parcel delivery; booking of seats for travel.

Cl.42;Vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; computer software design; hosting computer sites [web sites]; 
software as a service; mechanical research; physics [research]; quality testing; research and development of new 
products for others.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000011251 ;Italy 

4265147    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481488]
P&M APPLAUDART SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA

Via Galvani 38 I-01100 VITERBO (VT) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Applications for smartphones and mobile telephones; downloadable applications for mobile phones; computer 
software applications, downloadable; computer software; social software; application software; computer software 
platforms; business management software; data processing programs; computer software for application and database 
integration; computer software for database management; software for online messaging; computer software downloaded 
from the Internet; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer database 
servers; data communications software; computer software to enable the searching of data; computer software for 
controlling and managing access server applications; computer programs for accessing and using the Internet; computer 
programs for network management; computer programmes for use in telecommunications; games software; education 
software; computer telephony software; interactive multimedia computer programs; databases (electronic); electronic 
bulletin boards; computer networks; computer hardware; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable 
graphics for mobile phones; downloadable music files; smartwatches; electronic publications, downloadable; 
downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; audio recordings; audio visual recordings; video recordings; 
compact disc players; information technology and audiovisual equipment; optical discs; pre-recorded videos; blank 
magnetic data carriers; sound recording discs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; audio- and video-receivers; data storage devices; talking books; compact disc cases; DVD cases; bags adapted 
for laptops; cell phone covers; cell phone straps.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, excluding the transport thereof, namely 
computer software, social software, application software, computer software platforms, computer software downloaded 
from the Internet, computer database servers, computer software to enable the searching of data, computer programmes 
for use in telecommunications, databases (electronic), electronic bulletin boards, games software, education software, 
applications for smartphones and mobile telephones, computer hardware, downloadable electronic publications, blank 
magnetic data carriers, sound recording discs, compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media, information 
technology and audiovisual equipment, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, data 
storage devices, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; on-line retail and wholesale store 
services of computer software, social software, application software, computer software platforms, computer software 
downloaded from the Internet, computer database servers, computer software to enable the searching of data, computer 
programmes for use in telecommunications, databases (electronic), electronic bulletin boards, games software, education 
software, applications for smartphones and mobile telephones, computer hardware, downloadable electronic 
publications, blank magnetic data carriers, sound recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media, information technology and audiovisual equipment, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images, data storage devices; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business 
merchandising display services; sales promotion for others; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for 
commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; advertising, including on- line advertising on a computer network; 
administration of sales promotion incentive programs; promotional marketing; promotion services; sales promotion; 
promoting the goods and services of others by means of a preferred customer program; advertising of the goods of other 
vendors, enabling customers to conveniently view and compare the goods of those vendors; business records keeping; 
business records management; business management; business administration; office functions.
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4265151    14/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1481475]
ACPS Automotive GmbH

Steinbeisstrasse 6 71706 Markgröningen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Lifting jacks, hand-operated.

Cl.9;Control devices for vehicle parts, vehicle components, vehicle attachments, vehicle accessories and vehicle 
couplings; devices for detecting the operating and load conditions of vehicle parts, vehicle components, vehicle 
attachments, vehicle accessories and vehicle couplings; sensors for detecting the operating and load conditions of 
vehicle parts, vehicle components, vehicle attachments, vehicle accessories and vehicle couplings.

Cl.12;Vehicle parts, in particular body and frame parts, supplemental suspensions and parts therefor; vehicle 
accessories and vehicle attachments and components therefor being parts and fittings for land vehicles; trailer hitches 
for vehicles; stabilisers to inhibit the roll and/or pitch of vehicle trailers; stabilisers to ensure balance (for vehicle trailers); 
contact-breaking elements for vehicle trailers; tow bars for vehicles; luggage racks and container systems for attachment 
to vehicle roofs or vehicle bonnets or vehicle tails and their parts; luggage racks and container systems as well as seat 
back organizers for interiors of cars and their parts; front protection equipment, side protection equipment, external 
wheel supports, windstop equipment for vehicles in this class; wind deflectors, roll bars for vehicles; electric parts for 
land vehicles as far as they are within in this class.

Cl.18;Bags, travelling cases, luggages, industrial packaging containers not of metal [storage, transport], all included in 
this class.
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4265158    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481468]
BorsodChem Zrt.

Bolyai tér 1 H-3700 Kazincbarcika Hungary

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for industrial, scientific and photographic, agricultural, horticultural and forestry purposes; 
raw artificial resins, raw artificial plastics; fertilisers; fire extinguishing chemical compositions; metal tempering and 
welding chemical preparations; chemical preparations for food preservation; tanning substances; adhesives used in 
industry.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; hygienic preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances for 
medical purposes, baby food; plasters, materials for dressing; material for filling teeth, dental impression materials; 
disinfectant; pesticides; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; computer programming.

Cl.43;Catering (providing of food and drink); temporary accommodation.

Cl.44;Medical services; beauty care; veterinary and agricultural services.

Cl.45;Legal services.
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4265167    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481467]
GUANG DONG WINSING COMPANY LIMITED

NO. 4, CAOFANGWEI, NANHUA EAST ROAD, HAIZHU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games; apparatus for games; fairground ride apparatus; controllers for game consoles; toy watches; toy 
telescopes; dolls; toys; theatrical masks; remote-controlled toy vehicles; novelties for evening party, dances [party 
favors, favours]; checkers [games]; chess games; backgammon games; playing cards; balls for games; body-building 
apparatus; bows for archery; machines for physical exercises; skipping ropes; toy whistles; skateboards; swimming 
pools [play articles]; toy vehicle plastic tracks; gloves for games; in-line roller skates; Christmas trees of synthetic 
material; explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; fishing tackle; twirling batons; scratch cards for playing lottery.

Cl.41;Instruction services; arranging and conducting of conferences; bookmobile services; publication of texts, other 
than publicity texts; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; production of shows; production of music; 
videotaping; production of radio and television programmes; dubbing; cinema presentations; amusement park services; 
providing amusement arcade services; toy rental; games equipment rental; modelling for artists.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2018; Application No. : 35173436 ;China 

4265194    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481746]
YANTAI THRIKING GLASS CO., LTD.

NO.2 CHAOSHUI VILLAGE, YEDZ 276000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Roofing waterproof membranes in roll form; bitumen; building glass; plating membrane glass; insulating glass 
for building; window glass other than vehicle window glass; window glass for building; alabaster glass; safety glass; 
glass granules for marking out roads.

Cl.20;Hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; mirror tiles; silvered glass [mirrors]; moldings for picture frames; mouldings 
for picture frames; picture frame brackets; picture rods [frames]; mirrors [looking glasses]; furniture fittings not of metal; 
picture frames.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2018; Application No. : 721874 ;Switzerland 

4267774    22/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481917]
INAIT SA

Avenue du Tribunal-Fédéral 34 CH-1005 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial robots; all these products can be used in particular within the fields of brain-inspired engineering, 
engineering, bioengineering and electrical engineering, education, mathematics, neuroscience, medicine, robotics, 
artificial intelligence, deep learning, machine learning, telecommunications, computer programming, calculation and 
scientific calculation, advertising and commerce, business intelligence and technology-based monitoring, administration, 
manufacturing, retail sales, means of transport, insurance, financial and legal services, security and surveillance, IT and 
cloud infrastructure, data analysis and processing, design of specialized and commodity computer hardware, electronic 
apparatus, middleware, firmware, software and web applications, business and IT workflows, embedded computing 
devices, sensors, IT and cloud infrastructure, robots, network, data processing and calculation and analysis equipment.

Cl.9;Computer hardware, electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, software and web applications, embedded 
computing devices, sensors; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; data processing, calculation and analysis 
equipment capable of understanding and analyzing general human and computer-based queries, augmenting knowledge 
of existing data and information, formulating responses and suggestions based on inference that can integrate elements 
such as natural language automatic processing, computational linguistics, pattern recognition, anomaly detection, 
information search and retrieval, data analysis and processing, computer vision, machine and deep learning and artificial 
intelligence; electronic publications, multimedia material and manuals recorded on media sold with computer hardware 
and electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, software and web applications, embedded computing devices, sensors; 
IT and cloud infrastructure; data processing and calculation and analysis equipment; all these products can be used in 
particular within the fields of brain-inspired engineering, engineering, bioengineering and electrical engineering, 
education, mathematics, neuroscience, medicine, robotics, artificial intelligence, deep learning, machine learning, 
telecommunications, computer programming, calculation and scientific calculation, advertising and commerce, business 
intelligence and technology-based monitoring, administration, manufacturing, retail sales, means of transport, insurance, 
financial and legal services, security and surveillance, IT and cloud infrastructure, data analysis and processing, design 
of specialized and commodity computer hardware, electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, software and web 
applications, business and IT workflows, embedded computing devices, sensors, IT and cloud infrastructure, robots, 
network, data processing and calculation and analysis equipment.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions; business management consulting; business 
development services; business communication; market research; data processing and analysis services; business 
management analysis or business consultancy services; advertising and publicity services; providing information on 
commercial sales; office functions, namely filing, in particular of documents, electronic forms or magnetic tapes; analysis 
of business data; all these services can be used in particular within the fields of advertising and commerce, 
administration, manufacturing, retail sales, means of transport, insurance, financial and legal services, security and 
surveillance, data analysis and processing.

Cl.37;Consultancy relating to maintenance of computer systems (hardware); all these services can be used in particular 
within the fields of brain-inspired engineering, engineering, bioengineering and electrical engineering, education, 
mathematics, neuroscience, medicine, robotics, artificial intelligence, deep learning, machine learning, 
telecommunications, computer programming, calculation and scientific calculation, advertising and commerce, business 
intelligence and technology-based monitoring, administration, manufacturing, retail sales, means of transport, insurance, 
financial and legal services, security and surveillance, IT and cloud infrastructure, data analysis and processing, design 
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of specialized and commodity computer hardware, electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, software and web 
applications, business and IT workflows, embedded computing devices, sensors, IT and cloud infrastructure, robots, 
network, data processing and calculation and analysis equipment.

Cl.41;Education; training; online training; correspondence courses; publication of multimedia material on-line; 
publication of technical education materials; arranging and conducting of seminars and congresses; all these services 
can be used in particular within the fields of brain-inspired engineering, engineering, bioengineering and electrical 
engineering, education, mathematics, neuroscience, medicine, robotics, artificial intelligence, deep learning, machine 
learning, telecommunications, computer programming, calculation and scientific calculation, advertising and commerce, 
business intelligence and technology-based monitoring, administration, manufacturing, retail sales, means of transport, 
insurance, financial and legal services, security and surveillance, IT and cloud infrastructure, data analysis and 
processing, design of specialized and commodity computer hardware, electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, 
software and web applications, business and IT workflows, embedded computing devices, sensors, IT and cloud 
infrastructure, robots, network, data processing and calculation and analysis equipment.

Cl.42;Consultancy relating to design and development of computer systems; consultancy relating to maintenance of 
computer systems (software); analysis of technical data by computers; installation, updating and maintenance of 
computer software; computer programming for others; computer software design, computer programming or 
maintenance of computer software; analysis of computer systems; rental of computers; providing computer programs 
designed to the specifications of others; testing or research services on machines, apparatus and instruments; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; 
providing temporary use of web-based applications for calculation; providing computer programs on data networks; 
hosting and rental of memory space; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; all 
these services can be used in particular within the fields of brain-inspired engineering, engineering, bioengineering and 
electrical engineering, education, mathematics, neuroscience, medicine, robotics, artificial intelligence, deep learning, 
machine learning, telecommunications, computer programming, calculation and scientific calculation, advertising and 
commerce, business intelligence and technology-based monitoring, administration, manufacturing, retail sales, means of 
transport, insurance, financial and legal services, security and surveillance, IT and cloud infrastructure, data analysis and 
processing, design of specialized and commodity computer hardware, electronic apparatus, middleware, firmware, 
software and web applications, business and IT workflows, embedded computing devices, sensors, IT and cloud 
infrastructure, robots, network, data processing and calculation and analysis equipment.
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4267776    26/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481927]
Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "Ambra Impeks"

vul. Pushkinska, 36, office 421 m. Odesa 65012 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; paintbrushes; instructional and 
teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked 
bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making 
materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain 
and earthenware.

Cl.22;Ropes and string; nets; tents and tarpaulins; awnings of textile or synthetic materials; sails; sacks for the 
transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber 
or plastics; raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; oils and fats for food.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains 
and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; 
live animals; foodstuffs and beverages for animals; malt.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.
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Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2018; Application No. : 549776 ;Czech Republic 

4267786    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481975]
Advanced Materials - JTJ s.r.o.

Kamenné Žehrovice 23 CZ-273 01 Kamenné Žehrovice Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Photocatalysts, chemical coatings for protection for buildings [other than paints or oils], detergents for use in 
manufacturing processes, chemicals for use in agriculture, horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, 
insecticides and parasiticides, chemicals for use in forestry, except fungicides, insecticides and parasiticides, chemical 
preparations to prevent mildew, chemical preparations for antimicrobial protection of trees and shrubs.

Cl.2;Anti-fouling paints, odor removal paints, sanitary paints (lacquers), protective coatings for roofing (paints), 
coatings for metal and non-metallic pipelines for ventilation and air conditioning (except insulation coatings), paints, 
protective preparations for metals, wood preservatives, coatings, preservatives, anti-graffiti coatings [paint], bactericidal 
coatings, clear protective coatings for vehicles, coating compositions for preserving masonry [paints or oils], 
undercoating for vehicle chassis, paints for use in preventing mould, paints for exterior and interior facades of houses; 
paints for building partitions, covers, cellars and coatings [building materials].

Cl.5;Antibacterial preparations, disinfectants, antibacterial sprays, antiseptics, bactericides, disinfectants for swimming 
pools, germicides, microbicides for wastewater treatment, chemical preparations for treat mildew.

Cl.19;Coatings [building materials], coatings [building materials] for concrete road barriers, sheds, stables, portable 
buildings for animals, building panels.
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Priority claimed from 15/06/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 014 796 ;Germany 

4267789    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1481451]
Evonik Digital GmbH

Rellinghauser Strasse 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; promotion, advertising and marketing via on-line websites; 
providing advice relating to the marketing of chemical products, high-performance materials and semi-finished products 
made of plastic; commercial and consumer information services about auctioneering, rental of automatic vending 
machines, brokerage, organising business contacts, collective buying, business evaluation, preparation of competitions, 
agency business, import and export services, negotiation and brokerage, ordering, price comparison, procurement 
services, for others, subscription services; price analysis services; provision of online price comparison services; cost 
price analysis; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties, in particular through online 
shops; electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for 
advertising and sales purposes; retail- and wholesale services relating to chemicals, pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations, high-performance materials and semi-finished products made of plastic; business assistance, management 
and administrative services; business analysis, research and information services; rental of objects in connection with 
the providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid 
services, included in this class; compilation of scientific information.

Cl.42;IT services, namely development, programming and implementation of computer software, development of 
computer software, hosting, software as a service (SaaS) and rental of computer software, rental of computer hardware 
and facilities, IT consultancy and information, IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer 
data, data duplication and conversion, data coding, computer analysis and diagnostics, research and development, and 
implementation of computers and computer systems, computer project management, data mining, digital watermarks, 
computer services, namely computer design services, computer development services, computer engineering services, 
computer site design services, computer aided industrial analysis services, computer aided industrial design services; 
technological services relating to computers, computer network services, updating of memory banks of computer 
systems, data migration, updating of websites, for others, monitoring of computer systems by remote access; scientific 
and technological services; technical consultancy relating to product development; technical consultancy in the field of 
the manufacture of chemicals, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, high-performance materials and semi-finished 
products made of plastic; chemistry consultation; engineering consultancy services; preparation of scientific reports; 
testing, authentication and quality control; material testing; chemistry services; engineering; bacteriological or chemical 
laboratory services; physics [research]; design services; rental of objects in connection with the providing of the 
aforesaid services, included in this class consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in 
this class.
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4267791    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1481961]
Maanshan Iron & Steel Company Ltd

No.8, West Jiuhua Road, Maanshan City Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-machined or semi-machined ordinary metals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); metals in powder form; metal laths; alloy steel; casting steel; big billet 
(metallurgy); ordinary metal alloys, iron sand, steel sand (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); angle iron; metal tube; metal construction material; tyre steel strips (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); hardware; metal flange 
trays; containers; metal vessels (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); metal welding rods; compressed gas or liquid air bottles (metal vessels); steel wires; steel plates.

Cl.12;Train wheel; train wheel hub; car chassis; rolling stock axle; wheel; wheel hub; land vehicle speed-down gear; 
land vehicle link pole (non-engine components).
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2018; Application No. : 88207233 ;United States of America 

4267959    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481328]
WCI One, LLC

6555 West Barton Avenue Los Angeles CA 90038 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; 
software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content to mobile and smart digital electronic devices and consumer 
goods; software for searching, indexing, organizing, and recommending audiovisual and multimedia content; mobile 
applications for accessing and streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications 
networks; downloadable motion pictures, television shows and short-form audiovisual programs featuring fiction and 
non-fiction stories on a variety of topics provided via a video-on-demand service; downloadable motion pictures, 
television shows, and short-form audiovisual programs in the fields of action-adventure, animation, anime, biography, 
classics, comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, fantasy, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, news, 
general interest, reality television, romance, science fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns.

Cl.41;Online entertainment and educational services in the nature of development, creation, production, post-
production, distribution, of multimedia entertainment content in the fields of current events, entertainment, sports, 
comedy, drama, music, live events, and music videos; entertainment services in the nature of series, movies, and short-
form audiovisual content in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, comedy, crime, 
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documentary, drama, faith, family, fantasy, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, news, general interest, reality 
television, romance, science fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; providing information, via a website, on the 
subjects of motion pictures, television programming, and short-form episodic and non-episodic content, current events, 
entertainment, sports, comedy, drama, music, and music videos; providing information, reviews, and recommendations 
regarding movies, television shows, and short-form episodic and non-episodic content via a website, and video-on-
demand transmission services; providing non-downloadable films, television shows, and episodic and non-episodic 
content via a video-on-demand transmission service.
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4267961    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1481950]
Maanshan Iron & Steel Company Ltd

No.8, West Jiuhua Road, Maanshan City Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Non-machined or semi-machined ordinary metals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); metals in powder form; metal laths; alloy steel; casting steel; big billet 
(metallurgy); ordinary metal alloys, iron sand, steel sand (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); angle iron; metal tube; metal construction material; tyre steel strips (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); hardware; metal flange 
trays; containers; metal vessels (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); metal welding rods; compressed gas or liquid air bottles (metal vessels); steel wires; steel plates.

Cl.12;Train wheel; train wheel hub; car chassis; rolling stock axle; wheel; wheel hub; land vehicle speed-down gear; 
land vehicle link pole (non-engine components).
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-028627 ;Japan 

4267962    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481438]
SanBio Company Limited

8-1, Akashi-Cho, Chuo-Ku Tokyo 104-0044 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Stem cells for medical and veterinary purposes; cells for medical and clinical use; living cells for medical 
purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; biological implants; surgical implants grown from stem cells; implants 
comprising living tissue; transplants [living tissues]; human allograft tissues; processed human donor skins for the 
replacement of soft tissue.

Cl.10;Apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments used for 
cell culture; medical apparatus and instruments; implants consisting of artificial materials; artificial implants and grafts.
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4267987    06/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465408]
Vingroup Joint Stock Company

No. 7, Bang Lang 1 Street, Vinhomes Riverside Ecological Urban Area, Viet Hung Ward, Long Bien District Hanoi City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Washing machines [laundry]; vacuum cleaners; machines and apparatus for cleaning [electric]; kitchen grinders, 
electric; ironing machines.

Cl.9;Telephone apparatus; portable telephones; computer software; artificial intelligence software; virtual reality 
software; televisions.

Cl.11;Refrigerators; air-conditioning apparatus; thermos [electric]; rice cooker [electric]; air purifying apparatus; water 
purifying apparatus; roasters; electric fans for personal use; coffee machines, electric; cooking utensils, electric; hair 
dryers; fireplaces [domestic]; stoves [heating apparatus]; kettles, electric; electric lamps; microwave ovens [cooking 
apparatus].

Cl.21;Vacuum bottles for hot water; kettles, non-electric; utensils for household purposes.

Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for telephones, telephone apparatus, telecommunication equipment, 
apparatus for mobile telecommunication management; retail services or wholesale services for computer software; retail 
services or wholesale services for electrical appliances including washing machines, refrigerators, televisions, air- 
conditioner, thermos, rice cooker [electric], air purifying apparatus, water purifying apparatus, roasters, fans, coffee 
machines, cooking utensils, hair dryers, stoves [heating apparatus], kettles, electric lamps, microwave ovens, vacuum 
cleaners, machines and apparatus for cleaning [electric].

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of equipment specialized for mobile communications, paging and card-
operated telephones and of electrical appliances including washing machines, refrigerators, televisions, air-conditioner, 
thermos, rice cooker [electric], air purifying apparatus, water purifying apparatus, roasters, fans, coffee machines, 
cooking utensils, hair dryers, stoves [heating apparatus], kettles, electric lamps, microwave ovens, vacuum cleaners, 
machines and apparatus for cleaning [electric].

Cl.38;Communications by cellular phones, card-operated telephones; paging services [telephone]; information about 
telecommunication; telecommunication consultancy; providing user access to global computer networks.

Cl.42;Technical design of telecommunication networks including mobile communications, paging and card-operated 
telephones; research, design and development of computer software.
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4268033    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1357122]
Strellson AG

Sonnenwiesenstrasse 21 CH-8280 Kreuzlingen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Badges of precious metals, agates, amulets (jewelry), pins (jewelry), bracelets (jewelry), watch straps, 
wristwatches, ingots of precious metals, charms, yellow amber ornaments, brooches (jewelry), busts of precious metals, 
chronographs (watches), chronometers, chronoscopes, diamonds, boxes of precious metals, threads of precious metals 
(jewelry), precious stones, electric clocks, ivory jewelry, cases for timepieces, figurines (statuettes) of precious metals, 
clock cases, watch glasses, gold threads (jewelry), silver threads, semi-precious stones, necklaces (jewelry), hat 
ornaments of precious metals, jewelry, ornaments (jewelry), boxes of precious metals, chains (jewelry), watch chains, cuff 
links, tie clips, tie pins, works of art of precious metals, medals, medallions (jewelry), coins, ornamental pins, earrings, 
pearls (jewelry), platinum, pearls made of ambroin, rings (jewelry), key rings, jewelry caskets, shoe ornaments of precious 
metals, spun silver, silver ornaments (jewelry), sundials, spinels (precious stones), statuettes of precious metals, 
stopwatches, rhinestones (imitation of precious stones), pocket watches, watches, clocks (timepieces), cases for 
timepieces, alarm clocks, jewelry cases (caskets).

Cl.25;Suits, layettes (clothing), bathing suits, bathing trunks, bathrobes, bathing caps, bath sandals, bath slippers, 
bandanas (scarves), imitation leather clothing, clothing for motorists, clothing, paper clothing, iron fittings for shoes, 
leotards (bodysuits), brassieres, belts (clothing), Clothing for gymnastics, gymnastic shoes, half-boots, scarves, gloves 
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(clothing), slippers, shirts, trousers, suspenders, hats, jackets, jersey (clothing), pockets for clothing, ready-made 
clothing, headgear, camisoles, corsets, neckties, bibs (not of paper), leather clothing, underwear, coats, corselets, 
dressing gowns (robes), muffs, caps, outerclothing, ear muffs (clothing), combinations (clothing), Bedroom slippers, 
parkas, pelerines, furs (clothing), petticoats, pullovers, cyclists' clothing, raincoats, skirts, Sandals, sashes for wear, 
pajamas, veils (clothing), wimples (clothing), breeches for wear, lace boots, shoes, footwear, overalls, ski boots, 
underpants, socks, sock suspenders, boots for sports, Boots, lace-up boots, headbands (clothing), esparto shoes or 
sandals, shawls, beach clothes, Beach shoes, garters, stockings, tights, sweaters, teeshirts, togas, knitwear (clothing), 
singlets, topcoats (clothing), underclothing (underwear), underpants, underwear, wet suits for water-skiing, vests, 
hosiery.
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4268897    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483166]
SHENZHEN PINDAO FOOD & BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.

PINDAO FOOD & BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT CO., LTD., 2ND FLOOR, AREA 1-2, HAPPY VALLEY COMMERCIAL STREET, 
HUAQIAO CITY, NANSHAN DISTRICT SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Milk tea, non-milk based.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit extracts; preparations for making beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; 
vegetable juices [beverages]; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; 
fruit juices; lemonades; plant-based beverages.

Cl.35;Outdoor advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management 
of hotels; providing business information via a web site; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; marketing; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
advertising; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy.

Cl.43;Teahouse services; rental of meeting rooms; snack-bar services; mobile catering services; food and drink 
catering; bar services; café services; rental of transportable buildings; cafeteria services; canteen services.
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4268919    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483129]
SAKATA INKUSU KABUSHIKIGAISHA (SAKATA INX CORPORATION)

1-23-37, Edobori, Nishi-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 550-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Industrial packaging containers of paper; plastic film for packaging; bags of paper or plastic for packaging; 
absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff 
packaging; food wrapping plastic film for household use; food wrapping plastic film for industrial use; garbage bags of 
plastic; wrappers [stationery]; printed matter.

Cl.20;Packaging containers of plastic; labels of plastic; packaging containers of plastic with film seal covers.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 030 321 ;Germany 

4269412    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483066]
Rittal GmbH & Co. KG

Auf dem Stützelberg 35745 Herborn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Attachment devices of metal, namely retaining angles; positioning and movement devices of metal, namely bases 
and rollers; mounting devices and auxiliary mounting devices, fixed or movable, of metal, namely swing frames, 
compartment bases; partitions of metal.

Cl.9;Cabinets, namely electric switch cabinets, network cabinets and server cabinets of metal and/or plastic; racks and 
housings adapted for information technology, electronics installations, electronics, computers, interactive terminal 
systems and data transmission, also air-conditioned and/or earthquake-proof and/or vandalism-proof and/or explosion-
proof; signalling devices for monitoring and security of switch cabinets, in particular of network cabinets, server cabinets, 
racks and housings; covers of metal, glass or plastic, namely specially adapted doors, glass doors, perforated doors, 
screen, metal partitions for covering switch cabinets, network cabinets, server cabinets, IT-specific racks and housings; 
closure devices of metal or plastic specially adapted for switch cabinets, network cabinets, server cabinets, IT-specific 
racks and housings, namely electric door locks and electric locking elements; auxiliary cabling devices of metal or 
plastic, namely cable clamp rails, cable openings and profiled rubber clamps specially adapted for electrical cabling; 
power supplies, namely socket boards, plug-in units for holding server assemblies.

Cl.19;Positioning and movement devices of plastic, namely bases in the nature of building materials.
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Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 40201904060R ;Singapore 

4270433    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482508]
GREY ORANGE PTE LTD.

20 Bendemeer Road, 03-12 BS Bendemeer Center Singapore 339914 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial robots; robots for use in industry; robots for industrial use; robotic handling apparatus; robots for 
transferring workpieces; robotic mechanisms for conveying, transportation, loading and lifting; automatic distribution 
machines; automatic handling machines; automated machines for loading materials; sorting machines for industry; 
apparatus for materials handling, automatic materials handling apparatus; machines for handling materials, materials 
handling conveyors; robotic apparatus for handling materials; machine tools; robotic sorting apparatus.

Cl.9;Computer software; downloadable computer software; software for portable computing devices; downloadable 
computer software for automation purposes; integrated software packages; artificial intelligence apparatus; humanoid 
robots with artificial intelligence; software for handling and sorting machines, apparatus and installations; software for 
controlling driverless transport, handling and sorting robots; measurement apparatus; measurement devices; monitoring 
apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electronic vehicle guidance systems for warehouses; electric apparatus for 
controlling the operations of machines; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; electronic 
apparatus for controlling the operation of machines; installations for the remote control of industrial operations; remote 
control devices for industrial operations, electric or electronic; display apparatus, electrical or electronic.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair services for machines, automated installations and robots for transporting, 
handling and sorting.

Cl.42;Software as a Service; design and development of software; development of software application for automation 
of industrial processes; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management, 
eCommerce, store retail, factory warehouses and logistics; providing online non-downloadable software for use in 
logistics, supply chain management, eCommerce, store retail, factory warehouses and logistics; computer aided 
engineering design and drawing services; engineering services relating to robotics; design and implementation of 
software and technology solutions for the purpose of arrangement of goods in a warehouse; engineering design services; 
custom design and engineering of warehouses.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 1112536 ;New Zealand 

4270483    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482049]
THE WAREHOUSE LIMITED

26 The Warehouse Way, Northcote 0627 Auckland New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing services; 
business and market research; mail order sales services; import-export agencies; marketing; sales promotion for others; 
retail and wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; providing an 
online market for buyers and sellers of goods and services; all the aforementioned services being in relation to consumer 
goods; all the foregoing also being available or accessible online or via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 1112605 ;New Zealand 

4270490    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482051]
THE WAREHOUSE LIMITED

26 The Warehouse Way, Northcote 0627 Auckland New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing services; 
business and market research; mail order sales services; import-export agencies; marketing; sales promotion for others; 
retail and wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; providing an 
online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; all the aforementioned services being in relation to 
consumer goods; all the foregoing also being available or accessible online or via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2018; Application No. : 1385046 ;Benelux 

4270567    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482142]
ArcelorMittal, Société Anonyme

24-26, Boulevard d'Avranches L-1160 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals products used in industry; bacterial substances for industrial and scientific use; bacterial substances 
and preparations, other than for medical and veterinary use; preparations and cultures for microorganisms, other than for 
medical and veterinary purposes; alcohols; alcohol for fuel manufacture; gas resulted from industry; carbon monoxide; 
ethanol; polypropylene.

Cl.4;Ethanol; fuel; fuel gas; alcohol fuels; ethyl fuels; gaseous fuels; liquid fuels; smokeless fuels; biofuels; motor 
fuels; additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; steel, unwrought or semi- wrought; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron for 
direct reduction and directly reduced iron.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials, gasses and waste.

Cl.40;Treatment of gas; chemical processing; production of energy; recycling; production and processing of 
microorganisms and bacteria; processing and production of fuels and ethanol; processing of components of waste fuel; 
processing of industrial gases.

Cl.42;Engineering services in the field of environmental technology, energy technology and energy efficiency; research 
and development in the field of biotechnology; engineering services in the field of blast furnaces and steel plants.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : 725274 ;Switzerland 

4270577    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482149]
Livinguard AG

Bahnhofstrasse 12 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Sanitary products for medicine; plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; 
fungicides; hygienic preparations and articles; absorbent articles intended for personal hygiene, namely sanitary napkins, 
absorbent sanitary articles; sanitary towels; panty liners (sanitary articles); sanitary tampons; sanitary tampons; sanitary 
pads; hygienic diapers for incontinent people; babies' diapers of textile; babies' diapers of paper; adult diapers; diapers 
for babies; babies' diaper-pants; paper liners for diapers; medical articles, namely cooling pads for medical use, first-aid 
boxes; sanitary protection products; bandages for dressings; adhesive skin patches for medical purposes; adhesive 
plasters for medical purposes; compresses; compresses used as dressings; medicated compresses; wipes for medical 
use, namely pre-moistened medicated wipes, tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions, tissues impregnated with 
antibacterial preparations, tissues impregnated with insect repellents, sterilizing wipes for medical purposes, disinfectant 
wipes for medical purposes.

Cl.10;Medical bedding articles, namely pads (pouches) for preventing pressure sores, pressure relieving mattresses, 
covers for medical purposes, pads and cushions for pressure relief, cushions for medical purposes, support mattresses 
for medical purposes, sheets for medical purposes, mattresses for medical purposes; draw-sheets for sick beds; surgical 
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drapes; face masks for medical use; surgical masks; facial protection masks for medical use; antibacterial protection 
masks for medical use; antibacterial protective masks for surgical use; surgical gowns; gowns for doctors; medical 
gowns; patient examination gowns; surgical gowns; surgical clothing; medical clothing; protective clothing for medical 
use; protective clothing for surgical use; sterile clothing for surgical use; socks for diabetics; elastic stockings for 
medical use; compression socks for medical or therapeutic use; materials and products for suturing and for closing 
wounds, namely suture materials for medical use, thread for medical use, suture needles, adhesive sutures, surgical 
staples; equipment for transferring patients, namely, devices for turning patients, air cushions for medical use, support 
posts for lifting patients, lifting slings for lifting patients.

Cl.11;Sanitary apparatus and installations; filters for industrial and household use; water supply installations; fluid 
filters for industrial installations; air treatment equipment; water filtering apparatus; filters for drinking water; water 
treatment filters; water purification filters; water filtering apparatus for household purposes; water filtering installations; 
water filters; water purification installations; water purification apparatus; air filtering installations; filters for air purifiers; 
air filters for air-conditioning systems; filters for air-conditioning apparatus; air filters for household purposes; air filters 
for industrial purposes.

Cl.16;Paper; plastic film and bags for wrapping and packaging; plastic materials for packaging; bags and other goods 
for packaging purposes, namely cardboard containers, plastic bags for packaging, paper pouches for packaging, garbage 
bags of paper or plastic, boxes of paper; pouches for packaging made of plastic; bags and other packaging materials, 
wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastic; hand towels of paper; paper hygienic hand towels; table napkins of 
paper; paper towels for household use; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; filtering materials of paper.

Cl.20;Boxes, cases, not of metal; bedding except linen; mattresses; pillows; cushions; packaging containers of plastic; 
plastic parts for packaging containers, namely container closures of plastic materials, fitted plastic inserts for use as 
container liners of plastic, labels of plastic for containers of plastic; non-metal containers for liquids, other than for 
household or kitchen use; flexible plastic containers for the transport of liquids.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; brushes (except paintbrushes); cleaning material; hand-operated 
cleaning instruments; brooms; mops; cloths for cleaning; dusters; cosmetic utensils for the bathroom and toilet, namely, 
chamber pots, pots for babies, portable baths for babies, bath brushes, bath sponges, brushes for cleaning the skin, 
combs, soap dispensers, dishes for soap, soap holders, paper towel dispensers, toilet paper dispensers, water bowls 
(pots) not being parts of sanitary installations; plastic bottles; plastic water bottles sold empty; bottles; empty spray 
bottles; flexible bottles (empty).

Cl.24;Fabrics and substitutes thereof; household linen; kitchen linen and table linen; bath linen; fabrics; filtering 
materials (textiles); coated textiles; fabrics for textile use; textile products; textile materials; single textile pieces intended 
for the manufacture of protective clothing; bed linen and blankets; bed spreads; comforters [bedding]; sheets; bed 
blanket; pillowcases; tablecloths not of paper; table napkins of textile; curtains; dust sheets; hand towels of textile; 
towels of textile materials; mosquito nets; handkerchiefs of textile; fabrics for changing babies; household textile articles, 
namely shower curtains, dish cloths, terry towels; face towels of textile; cloths intended for washing the body other than 
for medical use; dish towels for drying.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; laboratory coats; uniforms for nurses; paper hats for nurses; underwear; 
brassieres; socks; overalls; rain capes; parkas; tee-shirts; trousers; jackets; vests; combinations (clothing).

Cl.40;Chemical treatment of textiles; treatment of materials using chemicals; treatment of fabrics for determining their 
antimicrobial properties; treatment of textiles and fabrics; applying finishes to textiles.

Cl.42;Chemical laboratory services; chemistry services.
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4271355    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482290]
SDCIC CONSTRUCTION GROUP SHARES CO., LTD

NO.6 GUANGLAN ROAD, FUTIAN FREE TRADE ZONE, FUTIAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY 518000 GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Building construction supervision; repair information; construction; decorative painting services; upholstering 
repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; electric appliance installation and repair; 
installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; furniture maintenance; burglar alarm installation and repair; 
construction consultancy.

Cl.42;Industrial design; construction drafting; design of interior decor; computer software design.
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4271431    14/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483052]
Oxkem Limited

117 Loverock Road Reading RG30 1DZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Vanadium chemicals; vanadium sulphate; vanadium electrolyte; vanadium oxalate; trivalent chromium compounds; 
chromium nitrate; chromium trinitrate; chromium chloride; chromium trichloride; chromium acetate; chromium triacetate; 
chromium citrate; chromium tricitrate; chromium sulphate; chromium trisulphate; chromium phosphate; chromium 
triphosphate; chromium propionate; aluminium compounds; aluminium adhesives for industrial purposes; aluminium 
hydroxy chloride; zirconium nitrate; zirconium lactate; sodium zirconium lactate; zirconium sulphate; oxdri (terms 
considered incomprehensible by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); oxtan (terms 
considered incomprehensible by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); chromium fatty 
acid complexes; malonic acid; chloral hydrate; chromium glycolate; chemical accelerants; chemical additives; chemical 
additives for borehole stabilisation in oil well drilling; chemical additives for drilling fluids; chemical additives for drilling 
muds; chemical additives for oil well drilling fluid; chemical additives for paint; chemical additives for paints and surface 
coatings; chemical additives for use in industry; chemical additives for use in manufacture; chemical additives for use in 
the production of coatings; chemical additives for use in the production of inks; chemical additives to drilling muds; 
chemical additives to polymers; chemical agents for coating textiles, furs, leather, non-wovens and fabrics; chemical 
agents for hardening wood; chemical agents for impregnating textiles, furs, leather, non-wovens and fabrics; chemical 
agents for manufacturing dyestuffs; chemical agents for the flame-retardant coating of textiles; chemical anchoring 
compounds; chemical and organic compositions and substances for treatment of leather and textile; chemical auxiliaries 
for the paper industry; chemical auxiliaries for the textile industry; chemical bonding agents [other than for household or 
stationery use]; chemical compositions for finishing textiles; chemical compositions for making paper; chemical 
compositions for treating textiles; chemical compositions for use in the manufacture of pigments; chemical compositions 
for use in well drilling and well maintenance; chemical compositions for water treatment; chemical compositions for 
waterproofing articles of fabric; chemical compounds for use in the manufacture of polymers; chemical fracturing fluids 
for use in the oil and gas industry; chemical impregnating substances for leather; chemical impregnating substances for 
textiles; chemical intensifiers for paper; chemical plating solutions; chemical preparations for use in paper making; 
chemical products for drilling fluids; chemical products for drilling mud; chemical products for sizing; chemical products 
for tanning hides; chemical products for tanning skins; chemical products for the manufacture of binders; chemical 
products for the manufacture of protective coatings; chemical products for the preparation of enamels; chemical 
products for use in science [other than medical or veterinary]; chemical substances for analysis in laboratories; chemical 
substances for use in finishing processes in the textile industry; chemical substances for use in manufacture; chemical 
substances for use in metal finishing and metal treatment; chemical substances for use in metallurgy; chemical 
substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations for industrial purposes; chemicals for impregnating textile 
fabrics; chemicals for impregnating textiles; chemicals for industrial purposes; chemicals for treating textile fabrics; 
chemicals for treating water; chemicals for use as auxiliaries in electroplating; chemicals for use in electrography; 
chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in industry and science; chemicals for use in manufacture; chemicals for 
use in metal plating; chemicals for use in metal treatment; chemicals for use in metalworking; chemicals for use in nickel 
plating processes; chemicals for use in the automotive industry; chemicals for use in the drilling of wells; chemicals for 
use in the electroplating industry; chemicals for use in the formation of oil wells; chemicals for use in the manufacture of 
dyestuffs; chemicals for use in the manufacture of inks; chemicals for use in the manufacture of paper; chemicals for use 
in the manufacture of printing ink; chemicals for use in the oil drilling industry; chemicals for use in the oil industry; 
chemicals for use in the paper industry; chemicals for use in the petrochemicals industry; chemicals for use in the 
tanning industry; chemicals for use in the treatment of textile fabrics [other than for laundry purposes]; chemicals for use 
in the treatment of water; chemicals for use in treating hides; chemicals for use in treating leather; chemicals for use in 
treating metal surfaces; chemicals for use in treating skins; chemicals used in industry; chemicals used in laboratory 
analyses, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; chemicals used in science; chemicals used in the manufacture 
of fabric or textiles; chemicals used in the manufacture of paper; chrome alum; chrome salts; chromic acid; chromic 
anhydride; chromic salts; chromium based compositions for use in the production of chromium metal; chromium 
chloride; chromium oxide; chromium oxides; chromium plating compositions.

Cl.2;Chemical additives for use in boilers to inhibit corrosion; chemicals for preventing corrosion.

Cl.3;Chemicals for use in immersion baths [other than medical or veterinary].
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Cl.42;Chemical analysis; chemical analysis services; chemical analysis services for use in evaluation; chemical 
analysis services for use in the testing of material; chemical engineering; chemical laboratories; chemical laboratory 
services; chemical research; chemical research and analysis; chemical research and analysis services; chemical 
research laboratory services; chemical research services.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 4490490 ;France 

4271435    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482598]
IMCHECK THERAPEUTICS

180 avenue du Prado F-13008 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; medical and veterinary preparations; biotechnological preparations for 
medical use; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use; sanitary products for medical purposes; vaccines; 
antibiotics; adjuvants for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for treatment of diseases and 
disorders; biological substances for human medical diagnostics and analysis; diagnostic reagents for medical use; 
clinical medical reagents; chemical reagents for medical use; diagnostic biomarking reagents for medical use; cultures 
and preparations of microorganisms for medical use; bacterial preparations for medical use; bacteriological preparations 
for medical use; biological preparations for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations for medical use; stem cells for 
medical use; chemical preparations for medical use; enzyme preparations for medical use; immunostimulants; yeast for 
pharmaceutical use; blood plasma; dietetic substances and foods for medical use; food for babies for medical use; 
dietetic preparations; nutritional supplements; probiotic supplements; plasters for medical use; materials for dressings 
for medical purposes; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants for medical use; disinfectants for 
medical or sanitary use (other than soaps); bath preparations for medical use; sanitary panties or napkins; medicinal 
herbs; herbal teas; parasiticides for medical use.

Cl.41;Organization and conducting of conferences; organization and conduct of seminars and colloquiums; 
organization and conducting of symposiums; organization of exhibitions; organization of meetings in the field of 
education and training; training courses concerning research and development; organization of award ceremonies; 
editing of medical publications; publication of printed matter; publication of texts other than advertising texts; electronic 
publication of books and journals online.

Cl.42;Scientific and technical research services; evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology 
provided by engineers; information service concerning scientific research; medical research; biological research; clinical 
research; research in the field of pharmaceutical products; research in the field of chemistry and biochemistry; 
biotechnological research; genetic research; research and development for products in the medical field; providing 
scientific research services; scientific research services on behalf of third parties; analysis of human tissues for medical 
research; research and development in the field of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology; research in the field of molecular 
science; scientific research in the field of genetics; toxicity tests for scientific research purposes; advice with respect to 
research in the field of immunology and immunotherapy; analysis and research services in laboratories; scientific 
laboratory services; medical research laboratory services; provision of information in connection with medical and 
scientific research in the field of pharmaceutical products and clinical trials; conduct of medical, pharmaceutical and 
scientific study programs; conduct of clinical analyses and studies; laboratory testing services; clinical trials; clinical trial 
services for medicines, molecules and medical devices; providing information with respect to medical research.

Cl.44;Laboratory analysis services with respect to the treatment of persons; medical laboratory services for sample 
analysis; medical analysis services with respect to the treatment of persons provided by laboratories; medical services; 
medical diagnostic and therapy services; veterinary services; pharmacy advice; immunotherapy treatments; preparation 
and dispensing of medication; cancer screening services; providing medical information in the field of oncology and 
immunotherapy treatments; providing medical information, assistance and advice services; medical information; 
information relating to health; advisory services relating to health.
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4271437    01/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482310]
Flowers Shining Everywhere Inc

Box 369 - 2182 Harburn Road Haliburton Ontario K0M 1S0 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Beauty serums; body lotions; body scrub; cologne; cosmetic creams; deodorants for body care; essential oils; hair 
tonic; incense; lip balm; perfumes; shampoos; toothpaste; non-medicated anti-aging serum; reed diffusers comprised of 
scented oils in a container and including reeds; face moisturizers.

Cl.4;Candles.

Cl.30;Chocolate.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : UK00003328385 ;United Kingdom 

4271454    25/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482363]
ROK Group International Limited

ROK House, Kingswood Business Park, Holyhead Road Albrighton, Wolverhampton WV7 3AU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile telephones; smart phones.

Cl.36;Insurance services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.39;Recovery of vehicles [transport].

Cl.44;Telemedicine services.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 4490496 ;France 

4271487    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482607]
IMCHECK THERAPEUTICS

180 avenue du Prado F-13008 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; medical and veterinary preparations; biotechnological preparations for 
medical use; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use; sanitary products for medical purposes; vaccines; 
antibiotics; adjuvants for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for treatment of diseases and 
disorders; biological substances for human medical diagnostics and analysis; diagnostic reagents for medical use; 
clinical medical reagents; chemical reagents for medical use; diagnostic biomarking reagents for medical use; cultures 
and preparations of microorganisms for medical use; bacterial preparations for medical use; bacteriological preparations 
for medical use; biological preparations for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations for medical use; stem cells for 
medical use; chemical preparations for medical use; enzyme preparations for medical use; immunostimulants; yeast for 
pharmaceutical use; blood plasma; dietetic substances and foods for medical use; food for babies for medical use; 
dietetic preparations; nutritional supplements; probiotic supplements; plasters for medical use; materials for dressings 
for medical purposes; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants for medical use; disinfectants for 
medical or sanitary use (other than soaps); bath preparations for medical use; sanitary panties or napkins; medicinal 
herbs; herbal teas; parasiticides for medical use.
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Cl.41;Organization and conducting of conferences; organization and conduct of seminars and colloquiums; 
organization and conducting of symposiums; organization of exhibitions; organization of meetings in the field of 
education and training; training courses concerning research and development; organization of award ceremonies; 
editing of medical publications; publication of printed matter; publication of texts other than advertising texts; electronic 
publication of books and journals online.

Cl.42;Scientific and technical research services; evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology 
provided by engineers; information relating to scientific research; medical research; biological research; clinical 
research; research in the field of pharmaceutical products; research in the field of chemistry and biochemistry; 
biotechnological research; genetic research; research and development for products in the medical field; providing 
scientific research services; scientific research services on behalf of third parties; analysis of human tissues for medical 
research; research and development in the field of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology; research in the field of molecular 
science; scientific research in the field of genetics; toxicity tests for scientific research purposes; advice with respect to 
research in the field of immunology and immunotherapy; analysis and research services in laboratories; scientific 
laboratory services; medical research laboratory services; provision of information in connection with medical and 
scientific research in the field of pharmaceutical products and clinical trials; conduct of medical, pharmaceutical and 
scientific study programs; conduct of clinical analyses and studies; laboratory testing services; clinical trials; clinical trial 
services for medicines, molecules and medical devices; providing information with respect to medical research.

Cl.44;Laboratory analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical laboratory services for sample 
analysis; medical analysis services with respect to the treatment of persons provided by laboratories; medical services; 
medical diagnostic and therapy services; veterinary services; pharmacy advice; immunotherapy treatments; preparation 
and dispensing of medication; cancer screening services; providing medical information in the field of oncology and 
immunotherapy treatments; providing medical information, assistance and advice services; medical information; 
information relating to health; advisory services relating to health.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 88113552 ;United States of America 

4271488    09/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482609]
Alliance One International, Inc.

8001 Aerial Center Parkway Morrisville NC 27560-8414 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer systems for tracking and tracing agricultural products and inputs.

Cl.42;Computer services for tracking and tracing agricultural products and inputs (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.44;Consulting and advice services in the field of agriculture, namely, providing data, information and 
recommendations to growers and farmers; providing agricultural information via a website on a global computer network; 
providing traceability services and systems for agricultural products and inputs (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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4271522    09/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482640]
Sandvik Machining Solutions AB

Sandviken SE-811 81 Sandviken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for the purpose of assisting in the design, engineering and manufacture of goods 
for industrial purposes; wireless routers, usb dongles being wireless network adaptors, wireless network adaptors, all for 
use in connection with the same purposes.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud 
computing network for the purpose of assisting in the design, engineering and manufacture of goods for industrial 
purposes.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

2341730 2341730 - (1752-0) The correct proprietor name to be read as M/S Chem-Trend Limited 
Partnership, 

2341732 2341732 - (1752-0) The correct proprietor name to be read as m/s Chem-Trend Limited 
Partnership. 

3009911 3009911 - (1897-0) 
clerical error in the proprietor name corrected as per TM 1 to be MR. VIPUL MEHRA. 

3215594 3215594 - (1911-0) 
clerical error in the goods description corrected TO BE - LUGGAGE; BAGS, CASES, 
TRUNKS, TRAVELING BAGS, SUITCASES HANDBAGS, COSMETIC CASES, SAMPLE 
CASES, HOLDALLS, TOILET CASES, TOILET BAGS, WHEEL AND HANDLE ASSEMBLIES 
FOR LUGGAGE , PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID ARTICLES IN 
INTERNATIONAL CLASS-18 
ALSO LEGAL STATUS ADDED AS PER TM 1. 

3216944 3216944 - (1911-0) 
A Washington Corporation-LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM 1. 

3292563 3292563 - (1898-0) NAME TO BE CORRECTED TO READ AS B.L.G. INTERNATIONAL HING 
PRIVATE LIMITED 

4039012 4039012 - (1914-0) 
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE 
OF THE SAME - condition removed as it was not mentioned in TM A. 

4039369 4039369 - (1914-0) 
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE 
OF THE SAME.-condition removed as it was not mentioned in TM A. 

4039370 4039370 - (1914-0) 
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE 
OF THE SAME- condition removed as it was not mentioned in TM A. 

4052717 4052717 - (1914-0)The disclaimer condition “Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the same” is removed as the same is mentioned inadvertently. 

4213461 4213461 - (1913-0) 
The applicant claims the colour combination of Orange and White as shown in the 
representation as the distinctive feature of the mark - colour condition added as per TM A. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

400699 733767 907630 1059888 1144640

1151847 1163987 1165609 1224689 1308277

1421487 1453729 1515901 1541911 1644850

1667788 1669827 1704186 1731574 1731575

1734515 1791305 1804275 1818039 1887916

1942970 1949596 1958973 1970277 2021286

2035616 2051017 2074893 2128535 2170496

2178610 2251783 2262376 2263060 2266325

2279606 2281203 2281871 2281872 2284681

2286933 2304260 2306944 2309337 2317756

2322175 2330026 2331846 2338212 2340505

2340506 2341457 2344025 2344891 2347379

2353875 2361363 2377215 2382449 2395770

2397095 2397750 2401726 2404501 2412218

2420364 2424998 2425700 2433471 2433600

2438855 2440347 2440996 2442663 2452310

2452316 2452538 2453548 2457880 2459507

2464128 2465350 2468652 2469796 2469798

2469804 2469809 2470093 2470094 2471556

2477243 2478063 2480378 2483451 2484581

2484582 2485457 2487557 2488537 2504321

2504323 2509374 2512887 2512888 2515798

2523467 2525455 2527093 2527114 2527809

2527812 2528584 2528586 2529903 2531066

2533145 2534230 2534270 2535142 2535892

2538101 2540933 2541179 2541180 2543615

2543734 2546960 2549897 2551162 2553049

2555595 2559140 2559970 2562882 2563173

2563458 2565045 2565650 2567289 2569212

2569261 2569271 2569649 2569987 2570617

2573193 2573201 2573213 2573571 2575382

2578526 2581137 2582536 2584583 2584934

2584936 2588097 2588146 2593301 2593429

2594040 2594270 2594271 2595392 2595394

2595395 2596408 2596451 2596773 2599067

2599068 2599549 2599555 2599774 2600139
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2601330 2602520 2606790 2610163 2610169

2611531 2615116 2615951 2616925 2625548

2625875 2626339 2627882 2628428 2630171

2630172 2631136 2631797 2633564 2637264

2640171 2640629 2643833 2646690 2646692

2649290 2652953 2653479 2653904 2654082

2655009 2657968 2658101 2658640 2658641

2659505 2661914 2662049 2665287 2670188

2671183 2672322 2675193 2675194 2676990

2677476 2683571 2686393 2687825 2687879

2691176 2691746 2691747 2692734 2693553

2698229 2699254 2700317 2700909 2702486

2704289 2705418 2705516 2705517 2709175

2710403 2713809 2714341 2715705 2718598

2721486 2722097 2722269 2722598 2723490

2724109 2724352 2725512 2735164 2738064

2738977 2738979 2740554 2743580 2743583

2743594 2744000 2745554 2748540 2751013

2751469 2753114 2753635 2755665 2755695

2756341 2756746 2757895 2758552 2758730

2762193 2762569 2763037 2763215 2764225

2764560 2764562 2765956 2766233 2766276

2766277 2767214 2767376 2770838 2770845

2773387 2774583 2777206 2778755 2778833

2779941 2780763 2780816 2781340 2784446

2785983 2786703 2787504 2789462 2791236

2792991 2796382 2796600 2796837 2800177

2800280 2800588 2801307 2801390 2801391

2801448 2801725 2802135 2802771 2802775

2802961 2803963 2804341 2804476 2804926

2805447 2805505 2805835 2805964 2806396

2806782 2806872 2807447 2807477 2808054

2808323 2808390 2808417 2809176 2809321

2809904 2811282 2811500 2811833 2811863

2812115 2812116 2812170 2813529 2813614

2814336 2814679 2814971 2815886 2816162
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2816309 2816775 2816781 2817540 2818854

2819175 2819740 2819919 2820668 2820864

2820937 2821048 2821051 2821149 2822918

2822919 2823309 2823310 2823679 2823984

2824783 2825832 2826557 2826889 2828116

2828163 2828289 2828842 2828926 2829571

2829752 2829788 2829881 2830072 2830087

2830095 2830399 2831668 2831670 2832189

2832396 2832667 2832733 2833197 2833495

2834737 2834738 2834898 2836887 2837255

2838251 2839522 2841352 2841354 2842495

2842525 2842660 2844186 2844497 2844766

2844787 2845390 2846432 2847031 2847590

2847599 2848283 2848290 2849282 2850304

2851763 2852194 2852399 2853207 2854705

2855924 2856313 2860322 2860631 2860672

2861384 2861395 2862962 2863069 2865837

2866474 2868603 2869619 2869621 2870162

2870163 2870169 2870490 2871130 2872299

2874251 2875309 2875426 2876071 2877470

2877519 2878293 2882290 2882291 2882383

2883954 2884697 2884700 2885130 2885268

2885706 2885849 2889499 2889611 2889661

2891133 2891699 2891716 2891795 2892581

2892731 2892732 2893246 2895216 2895983

2896819 2897447 2898046 2898048 2898939

2898940 2900437 2900469 2900470 2900471

2901260 2901852 2902251 2903586 2908020

2908895 2909412 2909449 2911493 2911605

2912838 2913092 2913860 2913945 2914551

2914554 2914855 2915702 2916443 2916519

2916927 2918188 2918189 2919344 2919447

2919449 2919455 2920461 2921504 2921595

2922745 2922862 2923902 2924129 2925248

2925440 2925691 2926331 2926381 2926662

2927635 2927638 2928482 2928483 2928518
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2929477 2929484 2929752 2929765 2929766

2929768 2929771 2931793 2931902 2931903

2932037 2933108 2934070 2934440 2934514

2934520 2936275 2936905 2936911 2937118

2938370 2939214 2941929 2946618 2946842

2947305 2947336 2947451 2947573 2947930

2948483 2948644 2949607 2949608 2950035

2950194 2950948 2951206 2951442 2952005

2952180 2952797 2954339 2954830 2955293

2955573 2956861 2956864 2956868 2956870

2957262 2957457 2958139 2958536 2959594

2959649 2959780 2960307 2960802 2960837

2961001 2961263 2961939 2962362 2962924

2962925 2962956 2963363 2963368 2963715

2964601 2965429 2966130 2966194 2966755

2966781 2967662 2967977 2967978 2968093

2968095 2968227 2968366 2968382 2968442

2968610 2968628 2968799 2968852 2968966

2969008 2969016 2969099 2969145 2969199

2969328 2969559 2969599 2969690 2969694

2969727 2969747 2969783 2969849 2969896

2969915 2969917 2969918 2969920 2969921

2970073 2970176 2970179 2970180 2970306

2970391 2970644 2970653 2970655 2970790

2970805 2970808 2970966 2971176 2971193

2971196 2971202 2971231 2971232 2971253

2971342 2971378 2971479 2971480 2971740

2971776 2971793 2972081 2972238 2972308

2972401 2972409 2972449 2972486 2972487

2972489 2972640 2972661 2972676 2972729

2972730 2972731 2972736 2972737 2972791

2973499 2973598 2973737 2973756 2973757

2973803 2973897 2973961 2974118 2974122

2974242 2974251 2974252 2974608 2974679

2974683 2974685 2974735 2974786 2974939

2975005 2975217 2975224 2975258 2975568
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2975661 2975714 2975848 2976230 2976248

2976287 2976293 2976322 2976357 2976425

2976476 2976525 2976527 2976529 2976530

2976572 2976587 2976640 2976641 2976657

2976861 2977079 2977080 2977081 2977084

2977085 2977114 2977474 2977656 2977989

2978435 2978531 2978536 2978572 2978574

2978578 2978579 2978936 2979117 2979289

2979291 2979323 2979361 2979489 2979491

2979583 2979584 2979703 2979840 2979842

2979844 2979846 2979928 2979941 2980225

2980227 2980229 2980231 2980232 2980265

2980267 2980270 2980272 2980273 2980275

2980286 2980914 2981039 2981046 2981383

2981400 2981401 2981466 2981738 2981739

2981741 2981747 2981755 2981758 2981874

2981901 2981909 2981961 2981992 2982088

2982453 2982547 2982561 2982562 2982563

2982572 2982578 2982579 2982580 2982635

2982641 2982758 2982852 2982971 2982976

2982982 2982990 2982994 2982995 2982996

2982997 2982998 2982999 2983000 2983001

2983002 2983003 2983004 2983005 2983016

2983120 2983343 2983351 2983554 2983824

2983860 2983861 2983863 2984125 2984126

2984127 2984133 2984170 2984342 2984412

2984413 2984427 2984725 2984745 2984759

2984798 2984902 2984905 2985041 2985130

2985437 2985522 2985576 2985593 2985602

2985635 2985637 2985762 2986106 2986171

2986183 2986184 2986751 2986833 2986965

2986966 2987177 2987178 2987179 2987403

2987404 2987414 2987415 2987418 2987419

2987576 2987864 2987919 2987923 2987924

2987927 2987928 2987961 2988050 2988152

2988202 2988336 2988354 2988489 2988496
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2988497 2988508 2988525 2988617 2988660

2988949 2989127 2989338 2989382 2989383

2989388 2989476 2989477 2989484 2989548

2989641 2989665 2989697 2990297 2990438

2990592 2990593 2990718 2990853 2991049

2991213 2991383 2991745 2991953 2992078

2992226 2992227 2992228 2992258 2992259

2992260 2992378 2992420 2992425 2992651

2992656 2992714 2992725 2992734 2992736

2992737 2992738 2992742 2992744 2992749

2992752 2992754 2992755 2992758 2993050

2993474 2993475 2993543 2993557 2993558

2993726 2993764 2993770 2993787 2993962

2994862 2994863 2994917 2994919 2994921

2994922 2995258 2995389 2995481 2995482

2995570 2995640 2995833 2995848 2996474

2996502 2996541 2996632 2996633 2996682

2996691 2997170 2997224 2997472 2997491

2997498 2997500 2997504 2997527 2997529

2997530 2997531 2997605 2997646 2997648

2997738 2997741 2997742 2997831 2997981

2998012 2998153 2998164 2998234 2998237

2998242 2998989 2999065 2999160 2999164

2999193 2999827 2999897 2999902 3000227

3000241 3000718 3000719 3000778 3000854

3000857 3001097 3001100 3001101 3001568

3001589 3001595 3001600 3001606 3001613

3001836 3001887 3002146 3002220 3002555

3002598 3002602 3002606 3002608 3002612

3002617 3002618 3002626 3002636 3002699

3002758 3002770 3003007 3003030 3003192

3003218 3003321 3003424 3003463 3003661

3003899 3004179 3004225 3004820 3004823

3004831 3004852 3004857 3004867 3004884

3004887 3004888 3004889 3004907 3004913

3004915 3004922 3004923 3004924 3004925
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3004928 3005044 3005524 3005762 3005997

3006033 3006035 3006082 3006312 3006643

3006644 3006677 3006736 3006737 3006988

3007190 3007195 3007196 3007295 3007451

3007629 3007630 3007632 3007809 3007867

3007938 3007946 3008206 3008362 3008363

3008364 3008372 3008373 3008374 3008591

3008666 3008762 3008820 3008855 3008867

3008868 3008886 3008889 3008893 3008973

3008974 3009080 3009081 3009544 3009733

3009734 3009770 3009866 3009867 3009871

3009877 3010306 3010315 3010318 3010726

3010728 3010773 3010860 3010888 3010894

3010917 3010988 3011154 3011218 3011660

3011944 3012135 3012152 3012189 3012191

3012198 3012481 3012538 3012541 3012552

3012581 3012583 3012600 3012744 3012745

3013179 3013181 3013183 3013243 3013495

3013501 3013718 3013859 3014184 3014192

3014228 3014453 3014466 3014468 3014762

3014915 3015266 3015270 3015282 3015288

3015739 3015783 3015795 3015992 3015993

3015996 3015998 3016067 3016307 3016308

3016311 3016316 3016575 3016634 3016831

3016832 3016844 3016901 3016903 3016905

3017168 3017172 3017173 3017174 3017279

3017312 3017411 3017483 3017692 3017700

3017746 3017759 3017767 3017822 3017923

3017938 3017964 3018020 3018023 3018135

3018138 3018186 3018335 3018339 3018340

3019052 3019176 3019215 3019430 3019634

3019705 3019708 3019715 3019716 3019720

3019724 3019727 3019908 3019942 3019943

3019944 3019953 3020014 3020157 3020192

3020427 3020461 3020476 3020477 3020478

3020604 3020618 3020701 3020929 3020930
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3021026 3021144 3021145 3021146 3021149

3021263 3021284 3021338 3021341 3021343

3021388 3021392 3021601 3021610 3021703

3021812 3021813 3021869 3022106 3022326

3022327 3022328 3022329 3022346 3022416

3022446 3022592 3022685 3022696 3022743

3022744 3022745 3022746 3022747 3022748

3022749 3022903 3023006 3023655 3023775

3023851 3023859 3023893 3023951 3023952

3023953 3023960 3023983 3023984 3023985

3024061 3024196 3024280 3024347 3024666

3024668 3024670 3024913 3024920 3024922

3024926 3024946 3025054 3025179 3025480

3025482 3025946 3025950 3025955 3025957

3025958 3025960 3025961 3026219 3026340

3026341 3026347 3026578 3026707 3026759

3026846 3026852 3027112 3027116 3027392

3027646 3027939 3028025 3028168 3028814

3028842 3029009 3029010 3029065 3029134

3029138 3029142 3029290 3029295 3029709

3029800 3029883 3030126 3030426 3030633

3031073 3031074 3031077 3031645 3031647

3031711 3031712 3031798 3031903 3031905

3031907 3031913 3031915 3031952 3032108

3032597 3032699 3032704 3032707 3032710

3032715 3032716 3032717 3032720 3032732

3032733 3032734 3033042 3033043 3033159

3033307 3033673 3034052 3034158 3034390

3034391 3034534 3034623 3034625 3034626

3034627 3034730 3034816 3035116 3035397

3035648 3035843 3035925 3036123 3036125

3036168 3036235 3036236 3036238 3036254

3036255 3036919 3037081 3037320 3037350

3037523 3037537 3037548 3037550 3037712

3037978 3038163 3038369 3038448 3038449

3038583 3038646 3038749 3038891 3039067
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3039070 3039199 3039200 3039201 3039202

3039203 3039204 3039205 3039346 3039502

3039517 3039519 3039785 3039808 3039810

3039811 3039815 3040092 3040318 3040320

3040326 3040331 3040399 3040403 3040411

3040413 3040414 3040417 3040721 3040821

3041167 3041250 3041989 3041994 3042161

3042192 3042202 3042221 3042701 3042703

3042722 3042726 3043059 3043064 3043072

3043073 3043299 3044289 3044943 3047246

3048208 3049846 3051074 3051701 3052600

3052624 3052674 3053001 3053955 3055553

3057995 3058811 3059960 3061498 3063018

3064306 3064311 3064510 3065024 3066552

3066872 3067335 3068782 3068783 3068784

3068786 3068793 3068794 3068796 3068797

3069423 3069892 3071572 3072350 3073335

3073376 3075633 3076008 3076099 3076346

3076929 3078008 3078017 3078269 3078910

3079960 3080787 3085837 3086236 3088016

3088782 3089492 3090014 3090201 3090711

3091110 3092802 3092887 3092905 3093788

3095534 3096612 3096617 3096862 3096863

3096868 3096871 3096872 3096873 3096874

3096875 3096876 3096879 3097394 3097395

3097399 3097400 3097669 3100749 3100752

3102736 3102739 3103755 3104135 3104341

3104775 3106178 3107099 3108370 3108673

3109115 3109976 3110294 3110357 3115152

3115153 3115897 3116297 3118929 3119225

3119561 3120342 3120357 3124338 3124344

3125457 3126806 3127722 3128679 3129377

3129388 3129394 3130695 3132700 3134591

3134778 3135298 3136080 3136193 3136513

3138348 3139284 3139870 3141102 3141737

3144598 3145486 3148350 3148850 3149788
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3150222 3151723 3152413 3152694 3154404

3154689 3155356 3156469 3156569 3157207

3158049 3158091 3159337 3159454 3160229

3161601 3163255 3163822 3164238 3165627

3166289 3166725 3166727 3170657 3172346

3172355 3172859 3174465 3175151 3175447

3175478 3176521 3178842 3178863 3178877

3178904 3178953 3181104 3181936 3181975

3183040 3184160 3184162 3185194 3186697

3187088 3187590 3188443 3189260 3190472

3192071 3192286 3193741 3194701 3195109

3195243 3196083 3196084 3196906 3197719

3200037 3200056 3200198 3200545 3203453

3203454 3203456 3203460 3203462 3204581

3204582 3205644 3207857 3208599 3209572

3211707 3211710 3212746 3213069 3213071

3213645 3213871 3214242 3215149 3215519

3218001 3219921 3219976 3220509 3221114

3221567 3221947 3221951 3222571 3222652

3223309 3223310 3223331 3223353 3223470

3223471 3223550 3223644 3225146 3225699

3226372 3226879 3227165 3229738 3230089

3230389 3230876 3230961 3230964 3231003

3231017 3232886 3232897 3232899 3233567

3233772 3233850 3234029 3234044 3235994

3236966 3238578 3238907 3239561 3240577

3241365 3241391 3242244 3242784 3244911

3247621 3247949 3248338 3248599 3248603

3248613 3248617 3250515 3250590 3250976

3252643 3252912 3253215 3253216 3253976

3254155 3254525 3254760 3255059 3255814

3256591 3256594 3256672 3257094 3258427

3258729 3259218 3259383 3259956 3260512

3261318 3261326 3261683 3262442 3262796

3263009 3264001 3264485 3265119 3265128

3268124 3268202 3268996 3269019 3269319
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3269579 3269965 3270012 3271542 3272444

3274566 3274753 3275056 3276232 3276289

3276804 3276814 3276819 3277480 3278437

3278626 3279879 3279881 3279924 3280761

3281185 3281725 3282257 3283536 3285098

3285105 3288574 3288775 3289245 3289324

3290797 3291077 3291775 3292545 3292741

3295935 3297393 3298531 3300640 3302564

3304143 3306665 3309183 3309493 3312430

3312850 3313441 3313989 3313990 3314525

3314528 3314669 3314982 3315093 3315119

3315123 3316349 3318050 3323501 3324016

3325329 3326620 3327543 3328591 3329086

3329289 3330178 3330322 3330344 3330352

3330845 3330908 3331332 3331341 3331645

3331767 3331863 3331980 3332643 3332998

3333465 3334262 3334334 3334335 3334336

3334698 3335011 3335128 3337162 3337198

3337422 3337900 3337914 3338255 3339276

3339285 3339633 3340592 3340628 3340725

3341268 3341325 3341326 3341329 3342076

3342077 3342079 3342184 3342189 3342228

3342394 3342407 3342760 3343066 3343100

3343467 3343963 3344102 3344103 3344631

3345024 3345713 3345714 3346087 3346575

3346592 3346774 3347905 3350148 3350151

3350152 3350170 3350175 3351078 3351348

3351714 3351738 3352211 3352610 3353597

3354256 3354800 3355064 3355164 3355165

3355166 3355175 3355176 3355831 3355922

3356081 3356732 3356735 3356736 3356760

3357228 3357231 3357352 3357408 3357434

3357556 3358178 3359380 3359820 3359821

3359956 3360606 3360831 3360832 3360833

3360834 3362153 3362352 3362372 3362531

3362958 3363006 3363027 3363818 3363855
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3364205 3364422 3364651 3364834 3364893

3364997 3365022 3365652 3365840 3365985

3366075 3366462 3366521 3366577 3366578

3366587 3366590 3366666 3366786 3367279

3367315 3367381 3367406 3367722 3368292

3368423 3368780 3368826 3368890 3368894

3368895 3369021 3369023 3369179 3369640

3370435 3370686 3370708 3370923 3371471

3372329 3372549 3372879 3372950 3373007

3373359 3374063 3374234 3374451 3374559

3374630 3374633 3374635 3374636 3374762

3374856 3374919 3376167 3376529 3376535

3376536 3376537 3376549 3376555 3376557

3376770 3377105 3377179 3377247 3377436

3377441 3377443 3377451 3377613 3377825

3378565 3378567 3378620 3378621 3378746

3378749 3379215 3379222 3379223 3379751

3379985 3380239 3380323 3380328 3380963

3381496 3381846 3382198 3382401 3382486

3382828 3383247 3383362 3383365 3383385

3383402 3383585 3383936 3384000 3384182

3384330 3384509 3384620 3384628 3384825

3385216 3385326 3385517 3385714 3385806

3386151 3386227 3386491 3386495 3386747

3386916 3387146 3387148 3387332 3387346

3387405 3387406 3387407 3387408 3387422

3387440 3387441 3387763 3387765 3387766

3387771 3387826 3387828 3387851 3388497

3388501 3388633 3389485 3389489 3390030

3390439 3390574 3390835 3390870 3391452

3391919 3391979 3392033 3392034 3392281

3392502 3392712 3392741 3392742 3392745

3393077 3393477 3393921 3393926 3393941

3393947 3394352 3394513 3395003 3395028

3395207 3395763 3395819 3395822 3397159

3397246 3397544 3397560 3397569 3397572
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3397580 3398077 3398199 3398768 3398770

3399131 3399135 3399136 3399137 3399142

3399279 3399393 3399415 3399576 3399852

3400033 3400386 3400569 3400575 3400576

3400578 3400582 3400738 3401569 3402491

3402774 3403426 3403428 3403433 3403452

3403454 3403580 3403742 3403773 3403786

3403945 3404039 3404150 3404151 3404152

3404154 3404251 3404294 3404367 3404959

3405062 3405933 3406497 3406735 3407276

3407281 3407555 3407851 3408128 3408129

3408294 3408295 3408410 3408414 3408416

3408417 3408496 3408692 3408886 3408893

3409907 3410039 3410172 3410212 3410467

3411899 3411989 3411990 3412075 3412078

3412081 3412086 3412087 3412096 3412097

3412099 3412108 3412109 3412113 3412291

3413708 3413953 3414567 3414570 3414579

3414581 3414588 3414589 3414591 3414592

3414593 3414594 3414596 3414598 3414601

3414612 3414933 3415082 3415255 3415534

3416116 3416121 3416122 3416123 3416660

3416953 3417714 3417931 3418236 3418402

3418425 3418745 3419115 3419186 3419252

3419260 3419416 3419424 3419665 3419832

3419877 3419980 3420121 3420898 3420902

3420904 3420905 3420906 3420967 3420969

3420970 3420971 3421072 3421135 3421326

3421356 3421532 3421558 3421740 3421741

3421829 3421947 3422099 3422536 3422537

3422542 3422738 3422811 3422813 3422844

3423216 3423242 3423245 3423338 3423430

3423615 3423616 3423617 3423813 3423991

3424054 3424064 3424244 3424299 3424763

3425418 3425517 3425518 3425519 3425520

3425637 3425815 3425816 3425825 3425827
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3425835 3425836 3427124 3427237 3427248

3427475 3427572 3427629 3427874 3428048

3428266 3428295 3428372 3428991 3429079

3429149 3429151 3429354 3429431 3429866

3430009 3430041 3430309 3430615 3430651

3430799 3430800 3430814 3430921 3431158

3431256 3431311 3431315 3431318 3431320

3431323 3431324 3431381 3431382 3431569

3431656 3431692 3431725 3431740 3431947

3432517 3432559 3432970 3433037 3433330

3433379 3433396 3433776 3433922 3434272

3434388 3434501 3434528 3434695 3434696

3434698 3434878 3435437 3435592 3435594

3435695 3435799 3435800 3435804 3435843

3435846 3435848 3436214 3436749 3436857

3437375 3437604 3437608 3437891 3437911

3438062 3438132 3438302 3438409 3438492

3438496 3438499 3438567 3438968 3439008

3439081 3439221 3439223 3439246 3439250

3439254 3439287 3439288 3439289 3439294

3439656 3439658 3439663 3439779 3439864

3440270 3440271 3440398 3440512 3440640

3440698 3440754 3440869 3441075 3441076

3441440 3441474 3441481 3441503 3441504

3441752 3441868 3441948 3441955 3441980

3442016 3442406 3443274 3443326 3443474

3443475 3443476 3443481 3443880 3443989

3444089 3444113 3444281 3444326 3444609

3444638 3444641 3444686 3444689 3444989

3444990 3444999 3445000 3445007 3445303

3445462 3445694 3445697 3445737 3445742

3445762 3445986 3445987 3446168 3446170

3446245 3446327 3446555 3446576 3446887

3446944 3447178 3447409 3447555 3447914

3448038 3448128 3448441 3448559 3448775

3448776 3448866 3449086 3449094 3449243
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3449398 3449657 3449659 3449813 3449821

3450045 3450219 3450312 3450326 3450450

3450451 3450596 3450763 3451257 3451805

3451806 3451809 3451810 3451871 3452055

3452057 3452362 3452363 3452465 3452655

3452667 3452669 3452778 3452921 3452952

3453143 3453148 3453154 3453157 3453158

3453225 3453282 3453920 3453926 3454156

3454157 3454321 3454800 3454963 3454978

3454990 3455067 3455346 3455362 3455384

3455490 3455577 3455625 3455626 3455633

3455790 3455920 3455958 3456087 3456164

3456389 3456584 3456687 3456692 3456723

3456725 3456726 3456735 3456737 3456738

3456739 3456741 3456742 3456743 3456849

3456942 3456945 3456947 3457502 3457754

3457939 3457970 3457971 3457972 3458280

3458364 3458396 3458494 3458797 3458956

3459388 3459418 3459705 3459706 3460248

3460564 3460593 3461167 3461256 3461258

3461290 3461870 3461939 3461940 3462439

3462554 3462584 3462600 3463530 3463764

3463771 3463772 3463907 3464308 3464310

3464333 3464334 3464335 3464336 3464337

3464686 3464732 3465007 3465422 3465429

3465722 3465838 3465914 3465915 3465948

3466056 3466059 3466516 3467217 3467228

3467417 3467424 3467507 3467540 3467625

3467668 3467679 3467769 3467898 3467985

3468005 3468222 3468269 3468443 3468659

3469591 3469610 3469661 3469747 3470380

3471122 3471408 3471456 3472033 3472256

3472412 3472729 3472934 3472953 3473206

3473644 3473645 3473647 3473694 3474094

3474525 3474527 3474557 3474718 3475223

3475366 3475433 3475994 3476338 3476471
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3476512 3476611 3476925 3477068 3477071

3477240 3477242 3477243 3477683 3477735

3478537 3478835 3478836 3478981 3479272

3479597 3479704 3479936 3479937 3479938

3479939 3480131 3480259 3480420 3480959

3481843 3482833 3482842 3482843 3482844

3483851 3484170 3484597 3485201 3485202

3485518 3486414 3486817 3486836 3487123

3487184 3487491 3487493 3488231 3488494

3488497 3489144 3489168 3489655 3491349

3491903 3491907 3492194 3492532 3493315

3493317 3493318 3493530 3493562 3493707

3494774 3494855 3495554 3497926 3498165

3498337 3498695 3498717 3499063 3499317

3499616 3499706 3500076 3500077 3500093

3500104 3500106 3500110 3500111 3500112

3500113 3501883 3501986 3502097 3502101

3504038 3504399 3504456 3504457 3505648

3505784 3505859 3506967 3506968 3506969

3507037 3507333 3507550 3507560 3507561

3507566 3507568 3507572 3507767 3508382

3508451 3508531 3508818 3509082 3509108

3509128 3509271 3509443 3509449 3509640

3510382 3510578 3510933 3510937 3511657

3512463 3512469 3513093 3513108 3513713

3513854 3514077 3514403 3515169 3515271

3515277 3515903 3516167 3517120 3517760

3518629 3518903 3519509 3519743 3519758

3520127 3520785 3521154 3522382 3522756

3523058 3523473 3523553 3524385 3524840

3524841 3524966 3525173 3525392 3525621

3525837 3526587 3527972 3528955 3529056

3529538 3530424 3530864 3530947 3531852

3531924 3532162 3532163 3532362 3533016

3533353 3533796 3533892 3534202 3534266

3534304 3535076 3536810 3538467 3541176
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3541593 3541615 3541778 3541831 3541971

3542092 3542094 3542658 3542939 3543320

3543357 3543358 3543359 3543464 3543944

3544042 3544278 3544286 3544367 3544368

3544371 3544397 3544471 3544584 3544689

3545080 3546529 3546572 3546595 3546759

3546768 3546833 3546946 3547023 3547373

3547470 3547471 3547643 3548356 3549185

3549590 3550218 3550264 3551354 3551846

3552408 3552416 3552467 3552796 3553130

3553700 3553939 3554033 3554529 3555473

3555671 3555786 3556092 3556226 3556721

3556887 3557030 3557870 3558488 3558988

3558989 3559220 3559999 3560000 3560860

3560903 3561308 3561667 3561695 3562175

3562300 3563660 3565230 3565269 3565730

3568277 3568416 3568895 3569035 3569063

3570950 3570951 3570952 3570953 3571551

3571787 3571914 3571926 3572288 3572642

3572699 3572700 3572701 3572734 3572786

3573070 3573095 3573191 3573580 3574330

3574520 3574895 3574898 3575046 3575047

3575112 3575113 3575217 3575678 3575683

3575735 3575743 3575821 3575858 3575999

3576000 3576157 3576675 3576679 3576680

3576681 3576682 3576685 3576686 3576687

3577041 3577183 3577653 3577654 3577655

3577698 3577744 3579613 3579616 3579617

3579620 3579912 3579913 3579914 3580191

3580467 3580709 3580721 3580958 3580973

3580976 3580980 3580982 3580983 3581169

3581196 3581198 3581244 3581987 3582290

3582295 3582510 3582564 3582579 3583387

3583448 3583476 3583491 3584582 3585501

3585644 3585652 3585673 3585694 3585765

3585835 3585970 3586005 3586007 3586008
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3586013 3586112 3586390 3586393 3586394

3586412 3586413 3586424 3586426 3586427

3586428 3586431 3586552 3586563 3586570

3587159 3587514 3587782 3587825 3587829

3588393 3588400 3588586 3588593 3588873

3588888 3588987 3589502 3589509 3589815

3590045 3590046 3590255 3590440 3590553

3590572 3590573 3590575 3590616 3590642

3590732 3591638 3591835 3591858 3591859

3591860 3591861 3591862 3592284 3592666

3592865 3592919 3593224 3593375 3593892

3594051 3594390 3594391 3594392 3594393

3594537 3594545 3594548 3594564 3594636

3594784 3594804 3595170 3595347 3595398

3595399 3595608 3595609 3595611 3595653

3595864 3595963 3595964 3595972 3596001

3596003 3596006 3596085 3596446 3596771

3596837 3597157 3597856 3597857 3597973

3598353 3598551 3599104 3599106 3599110

3599420 3599542 3599661 3599662 3599664

3599880 3600031 3600165 3600458 3600663

3600675 3600758 3600760 3600902 3600957

3600984 3600990 3601032 3601246 3601435

3601464 3601615 3601819 3601820 3602275

3602278 3602280 3602282 3602285 3602288

3602289 3602573 3602575 3602916 3602976

3602979 3602983 3602984 3603146 3603347

3603385 3603587 3604440 3604702 3604705

3604707 3604837 3604978 3604980 3604982

3604985 3604986 3604987 3604988 3605092

3605427 3605430 3605431 3605647 3605719

3606018 3606321 3606323 3606857 3606858

3606948 3606949 3606966 3607026 3607192

3607194 3607386 3607457 3607460 3607475

3607777 3607779 3608797 3608902 3608907

3608908 3608932 3608934 3608935 3608938
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3608956 3608979 3609175 3609552 3609625

3609869 3609870 3609871 3609873 3609874

3609876 3610120 3610157 3610194 3610274

3610324 3610361 3610362 3611200 3611579

3611582 3611584 3612487 3612491 3612492

3612493 3612570 3612586 3612635 3613248

3613287 3613446 3614185 3614254 3614278

3614495 3614814 3614815 3614842 3615275

3615276 3615425 3615429 3615433 3615657

3615720 3615721 3615852 3615856 3615857

3616823 3617048 3617100 3617184 3617186

3617242 3617262 3617315 3617568 3617816

3617897 3617961 3618155 3618286 3618450

3618549 3618653 3619371 3619591 3619594

3619595 3619662 3619780 3619806 3619873

3620205 3620272 3620952 3620956 3621315

3621510 3621724 3621743 3621744 3621769

3622575 3622608 3622612 3622983 3622999

3623000 3623510 3624145 3624433 3624473

3624668 3625007 3625084 3625121 3625382

3625419 3625599 3625696 3625700 3625905

3626242 3626246 3626248 3626249 3626283

3626308 3626697 3626951 3628099 3628511

3628821 3628823 3629005 3629297 3629319

3629324 3629327 3629430 3629434 3629689

3629707 3630443 3630623 3630677 3631026

3631288 3631501 3633044 3633045 3633184

3633334 3633545 3633700 3633990 3634355

3634357 3634394 3635279 3635511 3636075

3636110 3636111 3636359 3636629 3636650

3636667 3636746 3637208 3637210 3637243

3637525 3637527 3637973 3638132 3638259

3638262 3638289 3638292 3638316 3638498

3638515 3638537 3638542 3638543 3638811

3639297 3639298 3639300 3639301 3639341

3640134 3640296 3640320 3640389 3640555
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3641345 3641349 3641352 3641354 3641356

3641491 3642126 3642225 3642505 3642520

3642521 3642534 3643175 3643424 3643685

3643738 3643900 3643939 3644104 3644169

3644170 3644195 3644577 3644598 3644599

3644831 3644892 3644990 3645009 3645188

3645193 3645376 3645387 3645400 3645409

3645411 3645412 3645413 3645651 3645652

3645653 3645657 3645664 3645665 3645668

3645805 3645961 3645966 3645972 3645973

3645982 3646656 3646921 3646922 3646927

3646967 3646982 3647065 3647067 3647824

3648133 3648233 3648234 3648627 3648646

3648909 3648980 3649133 3649368 3649575

3649617 3650242 3650258 3650259 3650326

3650485 3650709 3650710 3650743 3650915

3651434 3651441 3651500 3651567 3651793

3651873 3651967 3651968 3652089 3652441

3652504 3652575 3652915 3653043 3653579

3653741 3653980 3653981 3654889 3654891

3654892 3654927 3654930 3655348 3655489

3655507 3655778 3656052 3656054 3657063

3657213 3657217 3657220 3657342 3657367

3657369 3657370 3657455 3657457 3657470

3657472 3657682 3657995 3658017 3658104

3658247 3658661 3658663 3658850 3658860

3659320 3660135 3660147 3660148 3660149

3660189 3660196 3660199 3660200 3660205

3660415 3660416 3660417 3661092 3661508

3661509 3661511 3661631 3661697 3661698

3661706 3661729 3661732 3661836 3661941

3661942 3661948 3661949 3661950 3661954

3661957 3661960 3662036 3662501 3662575

3662649 3662650 3662652 3662653 3662655

3662656 3662726 3662846 3663298 3663484

3663616 3663717 3664415 3664424 3664426
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3665279 3665280 3665289 3665290 3665463

3665787 3665999 3666160 3666620 3666623

3666624 3666937 3666939 3666941 3666944

3666956 3666957 3666958 3666959 3666960

3666964 3666983 3667009 3667011 3667012

3667271 3667733 3667734 3667736 3667737

3667743 3667746 3667751 3667752 3667753

3667755 3667928 3668275 3668288 3668643

3668896 3668938 3668982 3668988 3668989

3669015 3669327 3669409 3669452 3669455

3669457 3669965 3670223 3670224 3670228

3670558 3670642 3670769 3670841 3670974

3671857 3671937 3671939 3671940 3671942

3671943 3671945 3671946 3671949 3672050

3672123 3672124 3672138 3672249 3673323

3673623 3673624 3674565 3675150 3675151

3675152 3675153 3675420 3675865 3675873

3675941 3675943 3675945 3676092 3676093

3676328 3676731 3676807 3677047 3677082

3677083 3677084 3677330 3677339 3677344

3677550 3677844 3678312 3678657 3679060

3679061 3679484 3679601 3679648 3679665

3679790 3679791 3679847 3680018 3680020

3680104 3680265 3680369 3680422 3680538

3680540 3680862 3680965 3681023 3681076

3681689 3682020 3682069 3682072 3682121

3682178 3682393 3683133 3683191 3683193

3683321 3683825 3683860 3684429 3684433

3684434 3684850 3685223 3685228 3685610

3686297 3686813 3686814 3686872 3686880

3686921 3686922 3688306 3688524 3688604

3688605 3688710 3688711 3688712 3688775

3688941 3689121 3689326 3689348 3689350

3689355 3689608 3689723 3689890 3690215

3690486 3690537 3690666 3690761 3690805

3690868 3690904 3691094 3691147 3691236
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3691261 3691895 3691897 3692045 3692552

3692646 3692668 3692883 3692996 3693630

3693701 3693702 3693705 3694066 3694120

3694546 3695686 3695687 3697267 3705918

3705919 3706040 3707856 3707886 3708543

3713158 3713497 3713724 3714521 3716202

3717836 3718546 3721008 3721204 3721205

3721206 3721209 3721210 3721336 3721704

3721705 3721710 3721711 3721712 3723055

3723835 3723838 3725821 3725822 3725824

3729189 3729942 3731197 3731208 3731323

3733152 3733153 3733163 3733164 3733165

3733609 3734040 3735597 3736930 3736932

3738336 3738342 3738343 3738940 3738978

3738983 3742940 3744255 3744256 3747497

3747850 3747852 3749320 3749330 3750070

3750557 3750559 3750576 3751027 3751028

3752104 3752148 3754107 3754221 3754480

3754524 3757086 3757087 3758526 3758527

3760681 3762095 3762096 3762133 3764967

3765199 3765430 3766766 3767277 3767278

3767283 3767768 3767769 3768376 3771578

3771579 3771580 3771582 3772968 3773948

3803798 3837077 3889270 3894177 3930283

3932608 3932609 3936887 3951997 3952525

3958084 3964659 3965766 3972525 3974432

3977030 3977291 3982490 3985512 3987899

3992246 3992345 3992419 3998918 3999013

3999705 4000583 4000587 4000909 4002530

4004046 4006515 4007948 4008361 4008882

4008917 4009222 4009435 4009436 4010382

4010544 4010591 4012831 4012925 4015302

4015889 4016266 4016516 4018474 4018537

4022096 4022319 4022475 4022539 4023294

4025393 4026301 4026511 4026989 4027269

4027977 4028988 4029156 4030274 4030555
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4030779 4030980 4031132 4031162 4031791

4031876 4031942 4032072 4032079 4032232

4032430 4032451 4032641 4033509 4033982

4034322 4034431 4035106 4035405 4035778

4035805 4035895 4035896 4035897 4036036

4036159 4036203 4036380 4036382 4036383

4036386 4036416 4036417 4036445 4036456

4036987 4037022 4037593 4037929 4038030

4038390 4038748 4039283 4039372 4039448

4039582 4039588 4039661 4039728 4039762

4039779 4039855 4039877 4039944 4039946

4039947 4040159 4040162 4040167 4040382

4040412 4040423 4040424 4040514 4040585

4040597 4040713 4040900 4040965 4041000

4041024 4041058 4041115 4041135 4041349

4041350 4041390 4041432 4041459 4041531

4041532 4041533 4041534 4041591 4041685

4041687 4041862 4041923 4041951 4041987

4042027 4042065 4042111 4042118 4042157

4042172 4042187 4042201 4042230 4042239

4042245 4042253 4042263 4042324 4042420

4042479 4042482 4042509 4042510 4042594

4042595 4042878 4042879 4042880 4042897

4042898 4042985 4043330 4043674 4043740

4043966 4044307 4044345 4044398 4044499

4044848 4045010 4045011 4045319 4045333

4045403 4045405 4045406 4045506 4045523

4045555 4045644 4045692 4045803 4045805

4045861 4045934 4046022 4046072 4046274

4046345 4046463 4046464 4046466 4046680

4046786 4046797 4046923 4046924 4046994

4047221 4047223 4047354 4047789 4048188

4048341 4048421 4049068 4049133 4049134

4049135 4049465 4049466 4049662 4049827

4049875 4049997 4050009 4050016 4050125

4050367 4050464 4050492 4050505 4050506
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4050507 4050536 4050578 4050638 4050699

4050723 4050725 4050727 4050737 4050739

4050742 4050765 4050779 4050780 4050781

4050782 4050923 4050924 4050996 4051073

4051101 4051189 4051890 4051892 4051964

4052146 4052147 4052171 4052388 4052780

4052931 4053748 4053790 4055106 4055136

4055148 4056169 4056344 4056357 4056727

4057114 4057118 4057456 4058020 4059021

4059141 4059260 4059361 4059488 4060660

4061040 4061191 4065846 4067085 4067879

4068143 4068297 4069911 4071214 4071396

4071711 4073060 4075997 4078045 4078589

4079434 4079435 4079436 4079437 4079703

4080360 4080813 4080934 4081642 4081824

4082018 4083352 4084327 4084789 4084823

4085137 4085915 4085916 4086777 4087100

4087130 4087419 4087509 4087664 4088092

4088266 4088560 4088616 4088760 4088763

4088770 4088771 4089087 4089179 4089409

4089417 4089421 4089427 4089428 4089929

4089977 4089978 4089980 4089982 4089984

4089989 4090118 4090191 4090199 4090357

4090358 4090359 4090360 4090361 4090362

4090363 4090364 4090399 4090444 4090445

4091094 4091123 4091124 4091194 4091195

4091196 4091198 4091203 4091605 4091838

4091872 4091874 4092247 4092248 4092487

4092639 4092678 4092682 4093094 4093624

4093878 4093939 4093941 4094783 4094839

4094913 4095116 4095503 4095587 4095589

4095592 4095854 4096049 4096065 4096067

4096378 4096395 4096470 4096700 4096730

4096741 4097246 4097271 4097337 4097357

4097358 4097360 4097362 4097477 4097637

4097639 4097804 4097955 4098058 4098066
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4098233 4098238 4098243 4098867 4098868

4098870 4098877 4099013 4099050 4099071

4099084 4099086 4099099 4099101 4099146

4099165 4099180 4099182 4099184 4099186

4099187 4099231 4099296 4099346 4099347

4099348 4099349 4099350 4099352 4099425

4099450 4099467 4099468 4099519 4099520

4099523 4099585 4099595 4099599 4099600

4099752 4099831 4099835 4099911 4099914

4099983 4100031 4100224 4100300 4100342

4100435 4100502 4100503 4100504 4100505

4100554 4100558 4100575 4100581 4100582

4100715 4100768 4100950 4101131 4101136

4101276 4101278 4101280 4101281 4101474

4101477 4101480 4101481 4101533 4101585

4101587 4101590 4101596 4101597 4101605

4101674 4101848 4101862 4101882 4101893

4101916 4101943 4101946 4101950 4101952

4101953 4102037 4102038 4102040 4102042

4102044 4102096 4102099 4102193 4102212

4102332 4102333 4102334 4102395 4102409

4102440 4102551 4102559 4102560 4102561

4102578 4102583 4102587 4102614 4102616

4102619 4102631 4102654 4102655 4102658

4102787 4102789 4102794 4102795 4102804

4102836 4102848 4102872 4102873 4102876

4102903 4102904 4102906 4102927 4102929

4102931 4102932 4102935 4102937 4102938

4102949 4102950 4102951 4102953 4102954

4102955 4102956 4102975 4102980 4103039

4103060 4103138 4103142 4103143 4103151

4103153 4103187 4103220 4103226 4103231

4103245 4103246 4103266 4103273 4103285

4103297 4103315 4103316 4103319 4103323

4103338 4103342 4103345 4103359 4103365

4103373 4103385 4103398 4103427 4103431
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4103449 4103450 4103456 4103458 4103459

4103460 4103478 4103479 4103500 4103504

4103509 4103514 4103515 4103516 4103522

4103526 4103532 4103552 4103683 4103772

4103774 4103777 4103822 4103831 4103833

4103836 4103837 4103838 4103840 4103841

4103848 4103853 4103855 4103908 4104031

4104032 4104033 4104056 4104084 4104116

4104173 4104180 4104182 4104188 4104189

4104198 4104204 4104208 4104220 4104236

4104238 4104242 4104265 4104292 4104297

4104339 4104346 4104354 4104376 4104438

4104439 4104441 4104444 4104445 4104448

4104457 4104467 4104500 4104501 4104503

4104506 4104532 4104535 4104540 4104543

4104544 4104548 4104555 4104558 4104559

4104610 4104626 4104627 4104631 4104633

4104637 4104662 4104665 4104668 4104670

4104672 4104673 4104674 4104675 4104677

4104695 4104707 4104744 4104806 4104816

4104838 4104840 4104842 4104879 4104942

4104943 4104992 4104996 4105000 4105008

4105033 4105087 4105114 4105117 4105119

4105122 4105148 4105155 4105156 4105157

4105158 4105162 4105166 4105167 4105171

4105172 4105190 4105191 4105195 4105263

4105266 4105267 4105268 4105305 4105307

4105319 4105328 4105329 4105336 4105344

4105345 4105346 4105347 4105348 4105351

4105352 4105355 4105357 4105359 4105368

4105451 4105452 4105455 4105458 4105462

4105463 4105464 4105471 4105489 4105491

4105511 4105522 4105523 4105524 4105530

4105532 4105533 4105534 4105541 4105544

4105549 4105589 4105605 4105614 4105616

4105674 4105675 4105680 4105684 4105686
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4105687 4105688 4105689 4105690 4105694

4105713 4105720 4105721 4105723 4105724

4105729 4105752 4105753 4105755 4105756

4105758 4105772 4105774 4105775 4105776

4105788 4105792 4105832 4105833 4105836

4105852 4105853 4105854 4105855 4105856

4105857 4105859 4105860 4105865 4105867

4105871 4105873 4105943 4105949 4105953

4105961 4105996 4105999 4106007 4106024

4106025 4106029 4106052 4106053 4106058

4106059 4106062 4106064 4106069 4106070

4106073 4106076 4106078 4106104 4106108

4106125 4106126 4106159 4106161 4106162

4106163 4106165 4106181 4106236 4106244

4106247 4106249 4106252 4106265 4106269

4106272 4106275 4106278 4106279 4106292

4106294 4106295 4106296 4106298 4106301

4106302 4106304 4106322 4106337 4106343

4106344 4106347 4106349 4106353 4106354

4106355 4106356 4106380 4106394 4106397

4106403 4106407 4106408 4106409 4106410

4106413 4106414 4106415 4106416 4106429

4106431 4106439 4106449 4106453 4106455

4106457 4106460 4106464 4106467 4106468

4106491 4106495 4106515 4106536 4106540

4106541 4106542 4106545 4106546 4106587

4106590 4106591 4106598 4106602 4106630

4106631 4106641 4106642 4106643 4106646

4106648 4106649 4106651 4106652 4106655

4106656 4106657 4106682 4106689 4106691

4106692 4106693 4106694 4106695 4106696

4106697 4106698 4106699 4106700 4106717

4106719 4106727 4106734 4106735 4106736

4106737 4106738 4106739 4106742 4106743

4106746 4106747 4106748 4106755 4106756

4106761 4106765 4106766 4106767 4106768
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4106769 4106777 4106791 4106792 4106793

4106794 4106816 4106820 4106821 4106822

4106823 4106824 4106825 4106826 4106837

4106838 4106839 4106840 4106841 4106842

4106843 4106844 4106845 4106846 4106847

4106848 4106850 4106851 4106853 4106854

4106856 4106857 4106858 4106859 4106860

4106862 4106863 4106872 4106876 4106877

4106879 4106890 4106896 4106903 4106912

4106915 4106925 4106926 4106927 4106933

4106934 4106935 4106937 4106938 4106939

4106940 4106941 4106944 4106946 4106959

4106962 4106965 4106966 4106967 4106986

4106990 4106991 4106996 4107003 4107006

4107018 4107019 4107020 4107021 4107026

4107028 4107034 4107035 4107042 4107054

4107062 4107066 4107072 4107078 4107083

4107091 4107108 4107111 4107123 4107131

4107137 4107138 4107142 4107144 4107151

4107164 4107165 4107166 4107170 4107171

4107176 4107177 4107178 4107185 4107187

4107205 4107206 4107207 4107214 4107218

4107226 4107228 4107229 4107240 4107241

4107244 4107250 4107263 4107264 4107267

4107268 4107273 4107282 4107288 4107298

4107301 4107304 4107310 4107313 4107314

4107315 4107317 4107319 4107323 4107324

4107326 4107329 4107330 4107331 4107332

4107336 4107337 4107342 4107344 4107362

4107391 4107399 4107412 4107421 4107435

4107436 4107437 4107438 4107441 4107450

4107452 4107459 4107465 4107467 4107469

4107477 4107479 4107480 4107481 4107482

4107486 4107489 4107491 4107496 4107514

4107515 4107516 4107517 4107521 4107522

4107560 4107561 4107579 4107580 4107582
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4107584 4107588 4107589 4107590 4107598

4107599 4107600 4107602 4107626 4107635

4107640 4107641 4107642 4107643 4107645

4107646 4107650 4107651 4107665 4107666

4107667 4107668 4107670 4107673 4107675

4107676 4107677 4107678 4107679 4107680

4107681 4107696 4107698 4107699 4107700

4107701 4107717 4107727 4107732 4107741

4107744 4107746 4107757 4107759 4107785

4107789 4107790 4107791 4107792 4107797

4107802 4107808 4107809 4107810 4107811

4107816 4107818 4107822 4107829 4107831

4107835 4107836 4107839 4107864 4107869

4107881 4107901 4107902 4107903 4107905

4107906 4107909 4107912 4107915 4107916

4107925 4107927 4107930 4107933 4107936

4107937 4107942 4107945 4107955 4107957

4107968 4107970 4107971 4107972 4107973

4107974 4107975 4107978 4107986 4107996

4107997 4108000 4108001 4108004 4108005

4108007 4108025 4108026 4108034 4108038

4108040 4108044 4108060 4108061 4108062

4108064 4108079 4108080 4108082 4108083

4108085 4108088 4108089 4108092 4108099

4108101 4108104 4108110 4108112 4108131

4108132 4108133 4108137 4108142 4108143

4108145 4108157 4108164 4108180 4108198

4108200 4108205 4108210 4108218 4108223

4108224 4108225 4108228 4108229 4108232

4108233 4108235 4108251 4108254 4108258

4108259 4108260 4108267 4108270 4108271

4108272 4108277 4108298 4108309 4108313

4108314 4108315 4108318 4108319 4108322

4108327 4108330 4108332 4108333 4108334

4108339 4108341 4108345 4108354 4108355

4108357 4108358 4108362 4108364 4108374
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4108396 4108400 4108409 4108411 4108414

4108415 4108416 4108423 4108457 4108463

4108466 4108480 4108482 4108494 4108495

4108500 4108504 4108506 4108507 4108508

4108510 4108515 4108516 4108517 4108519

4108527 4108531 4108532 4108533 4108543

4108544 4108545 4108546 4108547 4108548

4108550 4108551 4108555 4108557 4108559

4108560 4108561 4108564 4108570 4108571

4108573 4108574 4108575 4108585 4108601

4108608 4108609 4108610 4108613 4108619

4108628 4108630 4108665 4108667 4108677

4108679 4108681 4108682 4108684 4108685

4108687 4108690 4108692 4108697 4108698

4108699 4108700 4108701 4108702 4108705

4108706 4108710 4108712 4108716 4108719

4108720 4108722 4108723 4108724 4108725

4108726 4108738 4108740 4108742 4108743

4108755 4108756 4108760 4108764 4108765

4108766 4108772 4108774 4108775 4108776

4108779 4108784 4108785 4108786 4108788

4108794 4108797 4108798 4108799 4108816

4108817 4108818 4108819 4108820 4108821

4108832 4108833 4108837 4108838 4108839

4108887 4108888 4108889 4108892 4108904

4108906 4108907 4108912 4108913 4108921

4108922 4108925 4108930 4108931 4108938

4108941 4108942 4108944 4108980 4108995

4108999 4109008 4109014 4109017 4109018

4109019 4109025 4109026 4109027 4109029

4109030 4109033 4109035 4109037 4109038

4109041 4109048 4109055 4109058 4109060

4109065 4109068 4109069 4109070 4109071

4109124 4109125 4109143 4109150 4109159

4109162 4109182 4109193 4109199 4109200

4109205 4109219 4109220 4109221 4109222
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4109255 4109266 4109268 4109269 4109270

4109291 4109311 4109319 4109320 4109324

4109325 4109330 4109331 4109335 4109354

4109355 4109358 4109359 4109361 4109370

4109379 4109382 4109389 4109397 4109427

4109433 4109434 4109436 4109437 4109449

4109450 4109468 4109469 4109471 4109472

4109473 4109478 4109487 4109490 4109495

4109506 4109507 4109508 4109509 4109510

4109512 4109515 4109517 4109518 4109530

4109540 4109543 4109548 4109564 4109565

4109576 4109577 4109580 4109594 4109596

4109605 4109606 4109607 4109611 4109616

4109620 4109625 4109626 4109646 4109669

4109671 4109672 4109673 4109681 4109730

4109758 4109760 4109767 4109768 4109771

4109772 4109782 4109812 4109813 4109822

4109823 4109832 4109839 4109840 4109841

4109855 4109856 4109866 4109868 4109877

4109879 4109880 4109918 4109927 4109933

4109936 4109968 4109975 4109989 4109990

4109991 4110002 4110009 4110010 4110020

4110044 4110046 4110111 4110184 4110185

4110202 4110213 4110214 4110231 4110232

4110235 4110261 4110264 4110272 4110279

4110280 4110281 4110287 4110290 4110310

4110322 4110326 4110337 4110349 4110350

4110351 4110353 4110354 4110355 4110389

4110396 4110432 4110438 4110466 4110467

4110479 4110485 4110490 4110494 4110514

4110516 4110517 4110518 4110520 4110521

4110523 4110531 4110534 4110542 4110613

4110635 4110636 4110650 4110691 4110692

4110701 4110725 4110730 4110733 4110762

4110772 4110799 4110842 4110845 4110847

4110866 4110869 4110870 4110872 4110882
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4110888 4110892 4110894 4110896 4110897

4110914 4110955 4110960 4110961 4110962

4110963 4110965 4110966 4110973 4110991

4110992 4111003 4111035 4111039 4111053

4111058 4111068 4111071 4111073 4111077

4111078 4111080 4111081 4111084 4111128

4111141 4111142 4111156 4111170 4111188

4111243 4111245 4111250 4111271 4111275

4111278 4111297 4111307 4111308 4111314

4111317 4111318 4111324 4111384 4111404

4111408 4111412 4111415 4111416 4111417

4111418 4111420 4111422 4111423 4111426

4111429 4111445 4111481 4111510 4111511

4111532 4111533 4111535 4111539 4111540

4111544 4111589 4111590 4111591 4111595

4111600 4111602 4111603 4111604 4111605

4111606 4111607 4111609 4111625 4111632

4111642 4111648 4111649 4111654 4111696

4111781 4111782 4111783 4111784 4111788

4111793 4111794 4111796 4111797 4111812

4111813 4111874 4111891 4111893 4111894

4111895 4111899 4111902 4111903 4111907

4111918 4111931 4111933 4111939 4111940

4111973 4111974 4111975 4111976 4111977

4111979 4112002 4112003 4112005 4112007

4112019 4112040 4112046 4112048 4112059

4112060 4112061 4112064 4112071 4112080

4112081 4112090 4112097 4112100 4112101

4112103 4112105 4112106 4112107 4112108

4112115 4112116 4112120 4112121 4112155

4112156 4112159 4112161 4112164 4112165

4112184 4112185 4112205 4112211 4112222

4112227 4112230 4112231 4112232 4112233

4112257 4112264 4112269 4112270 4112294

4112305 4112310 4112311 4112313 4112319

4112326 4112330 4112333 4112334 4112356
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4112465 4112467 4112520 4112522 4112528

4112545 4112548 4112586 4112670 4112673

4112674 4112675 4112676 4112682 4112710

4112719 4112792 4112793 4112795 4112812

4112823 4112827 4112830 4112831 4112832

4112833 4112862 4112907 4112916 4112918

4112919 4112954 4112962 4113032 4113039

4113066 4113090 4113093 4113096 4113102

4113141 4113161 4113165 4113175 4113176

4113184 4113188 4113194 4113197 4113198

4113199 4113200 4113203 4113205 4113214

4113218 4113219 4113220 4113221 4113225

4113226 4113229 4113231 4113233 4113236

4113257 4113258 4113265 4113268 4113270

4113271 4113272 4113273 4113276 4113293

4113294 4113298 4113300 4113302 4113304

4113314 4113330 4113355 4113359 4113361

4113368 4113369 4113385 4113393 4113423

4113438 4113521 4113522 4113540 4113554

4113555 4113556 4113557 4113558 4113559

4113562 4113563 4113564 4113565 4113568

4113577 4113594 4113600 4113604 4113607

4113608 4113609 4113613 4113616 4113617

4113619 4113620 4113623 4113626 4113628

4113676 4113677 4113679 4113680 4113681

4113682 4113683 4113684 4113685 4113687

4113774 4113780 4113782 4113788 4113803

4113804 4113805 4113806 4113809 4113810

4113827 4113856 4113857 4113865 4113866

4113867 4113869 4113870 4113871 4113874

4113876 4113877 4113903 4113904 4113908

4113923 4113924 4113925 4113966 4113978

4113979 4113981 4113992 4114017 4114035

4114049 4114055 4114079 4114081 4114082

4114095 4114096 4114097 4114100 4114104

4114160 4114164 4114170 4114175 4114176
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 

4114180 4114253 4114258 4114277 4114278

4114279 4114282 4114286 4114332 4114347

4114354 4114355 4114399 4114419 4114420

4114479 4114483 4114485 4114490 4114502

4114559 4114563 4114566 4114589 4114613

4114614 4114615 4114617 4114641 4114642

4114652 4114664 4114671 4114675 4114700

4114702 4114706 4114710 4114734 4114771

4114772 4114821 4114828 4114836 4114838

4114878 4114888 4114937 4114938 4114964

4114967 4114975 4114981 4114982 4114993

4115024 4115026 4115058 4115062 4115068

4115130 4115137 4115138 4115153 4115187

4115204 4115213 4115215 4115216 4115217

4115218 4115219 4115220 4115221 4115228

4115375 4115377 4115378 4115379 4115383

4115420 4115425 4115430 4115431 4115626

4115725 4115755 4115758 4115874 4116034

4116054 4116103 4116105 4116127 4116270

4116280 4116281 4116571 4116572
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

109335 34 10/04/2019

109337 31 10/04/2019

109338 30 10/04/2019

109340 5 10/04/2019

114206 12 09/10/2019

121233 34 24/04/2020

157197 9 19/01/2019

158167 10 31/03/2019

160092 5 18/08/2019

160093 5 18/08/2019

160094 5 18/08/2019

160095 5 18/08/2019

160098 5 18/08/2019

160099 5 18/08/2019

160100 5 18/08/2019

160101 5 18/08/2019

160102 5 18/08/2019

160104 34 18/08/2019

160130 1 20/08/2019

160131 21 20/08/2019

161466 1 16/11/2019

194952 5 10/03/2019

197350 2 09/08/2019

197606 11 22/08/2019

198935 5 09/11/2019

209111 17 24/05/2014

209154 1 26/05/2014

209155 17 26/05/2014

242644 7 13/06/2009

244321 2 18/09/2019

244502 5 23/09/2019

244556 8 27/09/2019

244794 7 10/10/2019

244958 9 19/10/2019

245829 11 02/12/2019

246079 5 18/12/2019

247104 7 07/02/2020

296856 30 13/06/2019

298182 34 05/08/2019

298183 34 05/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

298601 6 21/08/2019

298619 5 22/08/2019

298736 1 28/08/2019

299000 5 05/09/2019

299001 5 04/09/2019

299457 25 21/09/2019

299813 9 07/10/2019

300579 3 08/11/2019

300817 34 20/11/2019

300828 5 20/11/2019

300836 5 20/11/2019

300998 5 26/11/2019

301092 34 30/11/2019

306868 1 14/07/2020

315259 7 28/05/2014

315261 11 28/05/2014

315262 12 28/05/2014

315263 12 28/05/2014

315264 16 28/05/2014

315265 16 28/05/2014

365174 7 20/08/2018

366180 30 16/09/2018

372437 16 18/02/2019

375585 25 04/05/2019

377837 30 02/07/2019

379652 28 17/08/2019

379653 28 17/08/2019

380494 3 05/09/2019

380715 30 11/09/2019

381036 25 18/09/2019

381440 12 28/09/2019

381475 30 29/09/2019

381716 5 03/10/2019

382835 16 07/11/2019

383866 8 05/12/2019

384524 24 23/12/2019

388765 9 14/04/2020

393779 1 03/08/2020

404233 30 13/04/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

406553 17 09/06/2014

496284 6 19/08/2019

496330 21 22/08/2019

496591 5 26/08/2019

497016 5 01/09/2019

497023 5 01/09/2019

497050 5 01/09/2019

497058 5 01/09/2019

497060 5 01/09/2019

497065 5 01/09/2019

497068 5 01/09/2019

497070 5 01/09/2019

497076 5 01/09/2019

497088 5 01/09/2019

497106 5 01/09/2019

497107 5 01/09/2019

497109 5 01/09/2019

498092 3 20/09/2019

499294 9 12/10/2019

499942 5 26/10/2019

499943 5 26/10/2019

499944 5 26/10/2019

501124 5 22/11/2019

501480 34 29/11/2019

504952 33 07/02/2020

504954 33 07/02/2020

515221 34 17/08/2019

517245 30 22/09/2019

517260 30 22/09/2019

518983 12 26/10/2019

519933 5 17/11/2019

524747 30 20/02/2020

525091 9 23/02/2020

531131 25 06/06/2014

559787 1 04/10/2011

566587 16 30/01/2012

574910 25 10/06/2012

574911 25 10/06/2012

575625 16 19/06/2012
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

583513 16 22/10/2019

584116 10 03/11/2019

586160 12 03/12/2012

586161 12 03/12/2012

586162 12 03/12/2012

599833 30 18/06/2013

603242 7 03/08/2013

603243 7 03/08/2013

603244 7 03/08/2013

603957 7 12/08/2013

626085 9 22/04/2014

634753 7 22/07/2014

638131 9 25/08/2018

642780 99 11/10/2014

656424 11 22/02/2015

656424 11 22/02/2015

661892 10 07/04/2015

661892 10 07/04/2015

665980 5 17/05/2005

672084 25 06/07/2019

672087 25 06/07/2019

672088 25 06/07/2019

672089 25 06/07/2019

672091 25 06/07/2019

672542 30 10/07/2019

674512 11 26/07/2015

677147 16 17/08/2019

677162 12 17/08/2019

677373 16 21/08/2019

677375 24 21/08/2019

677376 25 21/08/2019

677380 23 21/08/2019

677381 25 21/08/2019

677390 26 21/08/2019

677746 7 23/08/2019

678011 11 25/08/2019

678197 11 28/08/2019

679766 5 12/09/2019

679948 14 13/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

681614 20 26/09/2019

681619 7 26/09/2019

682903 1 09/10/2019

683618 5 13/10/2019

683619 5 13/10/2019

683620 5 13/10/2019

683934 1 17/10/2019

683936 3 17/10/2019

683937 4 17/10/2019

683938 5 17/10/2019

683939 6 17/10/2019

683940 7 17/10/2019

683942 10 17/10/2019

683943 12 17/10/2019

683944 13 17/10/2019

683946 15 17/10/2019

683948 17 17/10/2019

683949 18 17/10/2019

683950 19 17/10/2019

683952 21 17/10/2019

683953 22 17/10/2019

683955 24 17/10/2019

683958 27 17/10/2019

683961 30 17/10/2019

683964 33 17/10/2019

683965 34 17/10/2019

684386 1 20/10/2019

684387 1 20/10/2019

684388 1 20/10/2019

684389 1 20/10/2019

684390 1 20/10/2019

684392 1 20/10/2019

684394 1 20/10/2019

684881 1 30/10/2019

690870 18 18/12/2019

690871 18 18/12/2019

690872 21 18/12/2019

690879 22 18/12/2019

690881 17 18/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

690885 16 18/12/2019

691272 9 20/12/2015

692856 3 29/12/2019

692863 3 29/12/2019

692864 3 29/12/2019

692866 3 29/12/2019

708958 7 09/07/2020

742506 31 01/10/2016

755379 12 07/04/2014

768122 34 13/10/2007

800707 9 01/05/2018

801507 7 08/05/2018

813559 5 05/08/2008

814830 9 17/08/2018

822539 30 12/10/2008

823764 5 20/10/2018

836410 24 13/01/2019

841550 17 17/02/2019

844842 9 11/03/2019

849947 9 07/04/2019

850240 34 08/04/2019

850241 34 08/04/2019

850242 34 08/04/2019

850243 34 08/04/2019

850244 34 08/04/2019

854663 3 05/05/2019

855146 3 07/05/2019

857425 10 21/05/2019

860582 33 11/06/2019

865221 3 12/07/2019

865230 12 12/07/2019

865232 14 12/07/2019

865237 19 12/07/2019

865238 20 12/07/2019

865239 21 12/07/2019

865245 27 12/07/2019

865248 30 12/07/2019

865252 34 12/07/2019

865255 3 12/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

865261 9 12/07/2019

865271 19 12/07/2019

865289 3 12/07/2019

865301 15 12/07/2019

865305 19 12/07/2019

865308 22 12/07/2019

865311 25 12/07/2019

865313 27 12/07/2019

865316 30 12/07/2019

865323 4 12/07/2019

865326 7 12/07/2019

865328 9 12/07/2019

865333 14 12/07/2019

865334 15 12/07/2019

865883 3 15/07/2019

865887 7 15/07/2019

865888 8 15/07/2019

865891 11 15/07/2019

865892 12 15/07/2019

865894 14 15/07/2019

865896 16 15/07/2019

865899 19 15/07/2019

865901 21 15/07/2019

865903 23 15/07/2019

865908 28 15/07/2019

865911 31 15/07/2019

865916 2 15/07/2019

865917 3 15/07/2019

865933 19 15/07/2019

865934 20 15/07/2019

865938 24 15/07/2019

865941 27 15/07/2019

865945 31 15/07/2019

865950 2 15/07/2019

865960 12 15/07/2019

865964 16 15/07/2019

865966 18 15/07/2019

865968 20 15/07/2019

865969 21 15/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

865973 25 15/07/2019

865975 27 15/07/2019

865982 34 15/07/2019

865984 2 15/07/2019

865989 7 15/07/2019

865991 9 15/07/2019

865994 12 15/07/2019

865996 14 15/07/2019

866006 24 15/07/2019

866007 25 15/07/2019

866008 26 15/07/2019

866010 28 15/07/2019

866011 29 15/07/2009

866013 31 15/07/2019

866014 32 15/07/2019

866016 34 15/07/2019

870524 21 10/08/2019

870998 7 12/08/2019

871419 5 16/08/2019

871469 24 16/08/2019

871548 31 17/08/2019

871549 31 17/08/2019

871553 8 17/08/2019

871564 8 17/08/2019

871565 8 17/08/2019

871571 8 17/08/2019

871579 7 17/08/2019

871580 7 17/08/2019

871731 7 17/08/2019

871850 30 18/08/2019

871910 5 18/08/2019

871911 5 18/08/2019

871912 5 18/08/2019

871913 5 18/08/2019

871914 5 18/08/2019

871915 5 18/08/2019

871916 5 18/08/2019

871917 5 18/08/2019

872008 32 18/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

872022 12 18/08/2019

872146 16 19/08/2019

872217 12 19/08/2019

872224 30 19/08/2019

872235 9 19/08/2019

872236 8 19/08/2019

872246 5 19/08/2019

872345 7 20/08/2019

872379 1 20/08/2019

872380 4 20/08/2019

872381 1 20/08/2019

872382 4 20/08/2019

872453 6 20/08/2019

872454 6 20/08/2019

872603 1 23/08/2019

872604 1 23/08/2019

872667 25 23/08/2019

872883 1 24/08/2019

872884 13 24/08/2019

872948 3 24/08/2019

872949 9 24/08/2019

872950 14 24/08/2019

872951 18 24/08/2019

872952 25 24/08/2019

873015 3 25/08/2019

873016 18 25/08/2019

873017 25 25/08/2019

873351 25 26/08/2019

873451 5 27/08/2019

874309 5 01/09/2019

874310 5 01/09/2019

874312 5 01/09/2019

874313 5 01/09/2019

874482 3 02/09/2019

874638 5 02/09/2019

874725 16 02/09/2019

874759 19 03/09/2019

875209 9 07/09/2019

876624 32 15/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

876625 29 15/09/2019

877840 9 22/09/2019

878785 24 28/09/2019

878970 16 29/09/2019

878971 16 29/09/2019

878972 16 29/09/2019

880072 5 05/10/2019

880489 16 07/10/2019

880611 9 08/10/2019

881083 25 11/10/2019

881084 25 11/10/2019

881614 5 13/10/2019

881617 5 13/10/2019

881618 5 13/10/2019

881621 5 13/10/2019

882224 11 15/10/2019

882225 11 15/10/2019

883024 30 22/10/2019

883032 24 22/10/2019

883344 7 25/10/2019

883444 1 26/10/2019

883807 24 27/10/2019

885210 9 03/11/2019

885281 12 04/11/2019

886635 3 15/11/2019

886684 5 15/11/2019

888705 24 29/11/2019

888706 24 29/11/2019

888721 16 29/11/2019

888797 5 29/11/2019

889899 6 06/12/2019

889902 7 06/12/2019

889987 5 06/12/2019

898302 32 17/01/2020

898303 31 17/01/2020

898304 30 17/01/2020

898305 29 17/01/2020

899786 9 25/01/2020

899896 12 25/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

900058 10 27/01/2020

902254 25 07/02/2020

902455 12 08/02/2020

903811 25 16/02/2020

904902 9 21/02/2020

904903 9 21/02/2020

905010 3 21/02/2020

912374 30 24/03/2010

915656 5 03/04/2020

915657 5 03/04/2020

916922 3 10/04/2020

925441 3 17/05/2020

936058 9 30/06/2020

936072 16 03/07/2020

938210 3 10/07/2020

939087 25 13/07/2020

939088 24 13/07/2020

939089 25 13/07/2020

939090 24 13/07/2020

939091 25 13/07/2020

939092 24 13/07/2020

940978 24 20/07/2020

941368 25 21/07/2020

945905 25 08/08/2020

946594 5 09/08/2020

946595 5 09/08/2020

969015 31 08/11/2010

969019 31 08/11/2010

983310 34 11/01/2011

998429 30 21/03/2011

1026237 1 12/07/2011

1048197 9 28/09/2011

1082647 29 22/02/2012

1197618 7 08/05/2013

1234335 7 10/09/2013

1236631 41 15/09/2013

1263028 30 27/01/2014

1284786 30 18/05/2014

1288462 34 07/06/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1288564 17 07/06/2014

1288865 5 08/06/2014

1288866 5 08/06/2014

1290625 37 17/06/2014

1292932 11 28/06/2014

1299279 36 29/07/2014

1299281 37 29/07/2014

1299283 36 29/07/2014

1299286 37 29/07/2014

1299287 36 29/07/2014

1299290 42 29/07/2014

1302240 5 12/08/2014

1305139 34 26/08/2014

1311787 30 28/09/2014

1315671 9 15/10/2014

1318097 30 29/10/2014

1318170 39 29/10/2014

1367861 34 30/06/2015 11:39:00

1644653 34 22/01/2018

1671323 41 01/04/2018

1722174 14 18/08/2018

1731892 25 15/09/2018

1746982 99 22/10/2018

1751841 6 07/11/2018

1755525 10 19/11/2018

1755637 6 19/11/2018

1755640 6 19/11/2018

1758394 7 27/11/2018

1781509 1 04/02/2019

1786384 21 17/02/2019

1788153 41 23/02/2019

1788357 41 23/02/2019

1788361 41 23/02/2019

1788937 3 24/02/2019

1790483 5 27/02/2019

1794912 7 13/03/2019

1794913 44 13/03/2019

1802250 21 01/04/2019

1803533 99 08/04/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1803534 99 08/04/2019

1804100 5 09/04/2019

1804102 32 09/04/2019

1804106 5 09/04/2019

1804107 5 09/04/2019

1804108 3 09/04/2019

1804109 29 09/04/2019

1804110 30 09/04/2019

1804111 32 09/04/2019

1804112 3 09/04/2019

1804113 29 09/04/2019

1804116 3 09/04/2019

1804117 29 09/04/2019

1804118 30 09/04/2019

1804119 32 09/04/2019

1805295 32 13/04/2019

1805961 34 14/04/2019

1806713 4 15/04/2019

1809146 5 21/04/2019

1816480 30 11/05/2019

1817118 99 12/05/2019

1818789 39 15/05/2019

1819134 35 18/05/2019

1824027 4 01/06/2019

1825964 99 05/06/2019

1826583 12 08/06/2019

1832554 9 24/06/2019

1833354 29 26/06/2019

1837050 44 07/07/2019

1846395 41 03/08/2019

1846396 42 03/08/2019

1846570 7 03/08/2019

1847186 9 04/08/2019

1847516 4 05/08/2019

1847517 4 05/08/2019

1847673 42 06/08/2019

1848030 9 06/08/2019

1848054 42 06/08/2019

1848289 37 07/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1848290 36 07/08/2019

1848291 36 07/08/2019

1848292 37 07/08/2019

1848442 42 07/08/2019

1848462 25 07/08/2019

1848521 34 07/08/2019

1848643 41 10/08/2019

1848644 37 10/08/2019

1848645 35 10/08/2019

1848646 41 10/08/2019

1848647 35 10/08/2019

1848648 37 10/08/2019

1849045 35 10/08/2019

1849046 41 10/08/2019

1849047 35 10/08/2019

1849048 41 10/08/2019

1849343 33 11/08/2019

1849437 11 11/08/2019

1849463 35 11/08/2019

1849470 9 11/08/2019

1849985 30 12/08/2019

1850002 24 12/08/2019

1850165 7 12/08/2019

1850376 35 13/08/2019

1850380 35 13/08/2019

1850825 42 14/08/2019

1850833 25 14/08/2019

1850988 35 17/08/2019

1851041 5 17/08/2019

1851080 9 17/08/2019

1851090 7 17/08/2019

1851092 20 17/08/2019

1851093 20 17/08/2019

1851141 30 17/08/2019

1851185 17 17/08/2019

1851186 17 17/08/2019

1851187 17 17/08/2019

1851189 17 17/08/2019

1851242 22 17/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1851250 3 17/08/2019

1851256 7 17/08/2019

1851258 11 17/08/2019

1851259 16 17/08/2019

1851260 21 17/08/2019

1851261 35 17/08/2019

1851262 42 17/08/2019

1851263 7 17/08/2019

1851265 11 17/08/2019

1851266 16 17/08/2019

1851267 21 17/08/2019

1851268 35 17/08/2019

1851269 42 17/08/2019

1851297 16 17/08/2019

1851351 9 17/08/2019

1851352 11 17/08/2019

1851353 16 17/08/2019

1851354 35 17/08/2019

1851355 42 17/08/2019

1851359 35 17/08/2019

1851389 12 17/08/2019

1851437 25 17/08/2019

1851438 25 17/08/2019

1851460 16 17/08/2019

1851469 41 17/08/2019

1851470 41 17/08/2019

1851512 39 18/08/2019

1851539 5 18/08/2019

1851540 10 18/08/2019

1851541 10 18/08/2019

1851544 10 18/08/2019

1851549 10 18/08/2019

1851550 10 18/08/2019

1851551 10 18/08/2019

1851552 10 18/08/2019

1851554 10 18/08/2019

1851564 5 18/08/2019

1851594 7 18/08/2019

1851596 5 18/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1851598 5 18/08/2019

1851619 6 18/08/2019

1851620 6 18/08/2019

1851622 6 18/08/2019

1851657 35 18/08/2019

1851658 36 18/08/2019

1851725 41 18/08/2019

1851771 32 18/08/2019

1851772 32 18/08/2019

1851773 21 18/08/2019

1851794 41 18/08/2019

1851810 25 18/08/2019

1851824 9 18/08/2019

1851825 20 18/08/2019

1851829 10 18/08/2019

1851833 10 18/08/2019

1851840 17 18/08/2019

1851847 11 18/08/2019

1851918 99 18/08/2019

1851920 99 18/08/2019

1851921 99 18/08/2019

1851922 99 18/08/2019

1851923 99 18/08/2019

1851924 99 18/08/2019

1851931 9 18/08/2019

1851983 9 18/08/2019

1852083 19 19/08/2019

1852187 29 19/08/2019

1852188 29 19/08/2019

1852259 9 19/08/2019

1852305 20 19/08/2019

1852306 30 19/08/2019

1852360 35 19/08/2019

1852361 35 19/08/2019

1852394 99 19/08/2019

1852417 6 19/08/2019

1852425 30 19/08/2019

1852472 11 19/08/2019

1852555 35 20/08/2019
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1852556 42 20/08/2019

1852563 35 20/08/2019

1852660 5 20/08/2019

1852661 5 20/08/2019

1852662 25 20/08/2019

1852671 35 20/08/2019

1852672 12 20/08/2019

1852675 28 20/08/2019

1852735 42 20/08/2019

1852752 11 20/08/2019

1852765 37 20/08/2019

1852779 41 20/08/2019

1852780 41 20/08/2019

1852784 35 20/08/2019

1852788 41 20/08/2019

1852801 5 20/08/2019

1852802 5 20/08/2019

1852803 5 20/08/2019

1852804 5 20/08/2019

1852805 5 20/08/2019

1852806 5 20/08/2019

1852807 5 20/08/2019

1852808 5 20/08/2019

1852809 5 20/08/2019

1852810 5 20/08/2019

1852811 5 20/08/2019

1852812 5 20/08/2019

1852813 5 20/08/2019

1852814 5 20/08/2019

1852815 5 20/08/2019

1852816 5 20/08/2019

1852892 5 21/08/2019

1852894 31 21/08/2019

1852917 3 21/08/2019

1852918 3 21/08/2019

1852919 3 21/08/2019

1852920 3 21/08/2019

1852921 3 21/08/2019

1852922 3 21/08/2019
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1852923 3 21/08/2019

1852924 3 21/08/2019

1852925 3 21/08/2019

1852926 3 21/08/2019

1852927 3 21/08/2019

1852928 3 21/08/2019

1852929 3 21/08/2019

1852930 3 21/08/2019

1852931 3 21/08/2019

1852932 3 21/08/2019

1852933 3 21/08/2019

1852934 3 21/08/2019

1852935 3 21/08/2019

1852936 3 21/08/2019

1852964 41 21/08/2019

1852966 5 21/08/2019

1852991 5 21/08/2019

1852992 5 21/08/2019

1853020 11 21/08/2019

1853022 99 21/08/2019

1853039 11 21/08/2019

1853102 33 21/08/2019

1853137 5 21/08/2019

1853174 5 21/08/2019

1853176 5 21/08/2019

1853177 5 21/08/2019

1853178 5 21/08/2019

1853179 5 21/08/2019

1853181 5 21/08/2019

1853182 10 21/08/2019

1853183 3 21/08/2019

1853200 99 21/08/2019

1853239 5 21/08/2019

1853242 12 21/08/2019

1853243 21 21/08/2019

1853253 19 21/08/2019

1853280 38 21/08/2019

1853281 36 21/08/2019

1853352 11 21/08/2019
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1853364 9 21/08/2019

1853369 9 21/08/2019

1853374 1 21/08/2019

1853375 9 21/08/2019

1853383 36 21/08/2019

1853414 35 21/08/2019

1853443 7 22/08/2019

1853477 29 24/08/2019

1853500 36 24/08/2019

1853503 9 24/08/2019

1853523 5 24/08/2019

1853524 5 24/08/2019

1853527 6 24/08/2019

1853672 33 24/08/2019

1853676 42 24/08/2019

1853697 40 24/08/2019

1853798 25 24/08/2019

1853804 9 24/08/2019

1853822 36 24/08/2019

1854043 8 24/08/2019

1854056 25 24/08/2019

1854081 35 24/08/2019

1854150 99 25/08/2019

1854151 99 25/08/2019

1854325 41 25/08/2019

1854327 25 25/08/2019

1854453 20 25/08/2019

1854456 20 25/08/2019

1854531 6 25/08/2019

1854534 8 25/08/2019

1854541 9 25/08/2019

1854544 6 25/08/2019

1854546 9 25/08/2019

1854548 8 25/08/2019

1854565 5 25/08/2019

1854566 9 25/08/2019

1854567 41 25/08/2019

1854568 42 25/08/2019

1854590 99 25/08/2019
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1854680 30 25/08/2019

1854866 35 26/08/2019

1854914 21 26/08/2019

1854915 16 26/08/2019

1854916 9 26/08/2019

1854917 3 26/08/2019

1854918 11 26/08/2019

1854919 7 26/08/2019

1855043 41 26/08/2019

1855044 42 26/08/2019

1855072 5 26/08/2019

1855075 5 26/08/2019

1855083 5 26/08/2019

1855084 5 26/08/2019

1855094 5 26/08/2019

1855097 5 26/08/2019

1855098 5 26/08/2019

1855100 5 26/08/2019

1855102 5 26/08/2019

1855103 5 26/08/2019

1855108 5 26/08/2019

1855110 5 26/08/2019

1855112 5 26/08/2019

1855163 33 26/08/2019

1855167 33 26/08/2019

1855211 42 26/08/2019

1855289 5 26/08/2019

1855290 5 26/08/2019

1855291 5 26/08/2019

1855329 99 26/08/2019

1855330 99 26/08/2019

1855331 99 26/08/2019

1855348 7 26/08/2019

1855392 11 26/08/2019

1855588 41 27/08/2019

1855589 25 27/08/2019

1855607 30 27/08/2019

1855619 42 27/08/2019

1855629 32 27/08/2019
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1855677 35 27/08/2019

1855760 99 27/08/2019

1855761 99 27/08/2019

1855854 35 28/08/2019

1855857 21 28/08/2019

1855933 9 28/08/2019

1856040 1 28/08/2019

1856119 5 28/08/2019

1856196 99 28/08/2019

1856243 10 28/08/2019

1856244 10 28/08/2019

1856245 10 28/08/2019

1856247 10 28/08/2019

1856261 5 28/08/2019

1856262 5 28/08/2019

1856263 5 28/08/2019

1856265 5 28/08/2019

1856293 18 28/08/2019

1856411 5 31/08/2019

1856412 5 31/08/2019

1856413 10 31/08/2019

1856729 35 31/08/2019

1856737 41 31/08/2019

1856748 44 31/08/2019

1856811 31 31/08/2019

1857021 5 01/09/2019

1857022 5 01/09/2019

1857024 5 01/09/2019

1857105 30 01/09/2019

1857473 42 02/09/2019

1857478 20 02/09/2019

1857557 36 02/09/2019

1857558 36 02/09/2019

1857582 43 02/09/2019

1857949 5 03/09/2019

1857952 5 03/09/2019

1857980 5 03/09/2019

1858277 24 03/09/2019

1858285 9 03/09/2019
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1858286 9 03/09/2019

1858359 5 03/09/2019

1858445 10 04/09/2019

1858498 20 04/09/2019

1858563 5 04/09/2019

1858599 3 04/09/2019

1858634 30 04/09/2019

1858679 7 04/09/2019

1858693 37 04/09/2019

1858731 9 04/09/2019

1858732 11 04/09/2019

1858787 9 04/09/2019

1858788 11 04/09/2019

1858873 12 04/09/2019

1858876 35 04/09/2019

1859142 9 07/09/2019

1859143 16 07/09/2019

1859144 25 07/09/2019

1859145 41 07/09/2019

1859180 9 07/09/2019

1859181 16 07/09/2019

1859182 25 07/09/2019

1859183 41 07/09/2019

1859448 5 07/09/2019

1859449 5 07/09/2019

1859648 99 07/09/2019

1859649 99 07/09/2019

1859680 6 07/09/2019

1859686 6 07/09/2019

1860216 12 08/09/2019

1860262 34 08/09/2019

1860263 35 08/09/2019

1860264 34 08/09/2019

1860586 99 09/09/2019

1860670 99 09/09/2019

1860753 37 09/09/2019

1861151 31 10/09/2019

1861199 3 10/09/2019

1861210 99 10/09/2019
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1861240 29 10/09/2019

1861241 30 10/09/2019

1861242 31 10/09/2019

1861243 32 10/09/2019

1861244 42 10/09/2019

1861257 3 11/09/2019

1861329 35 11/09/2019

1861515 7 11/09/2019

1861516 12 11/09/2019

1861830 9 11/09/2019

1861831 9 11/09/2019

1861832 9 11/09/2019

1861833 39 11/09/2019

1861834 39 11/09/2019

1861835 39 11/09/2019

1861836 42 11/09/2019

1861837 42 11/09/2019

1861838 42 11/09/2019

1861847 12 11/09/2019

1861848 35 11/09/2019

1861849 12 11/09/2019

1861850 12 11/09/2019

1861851 12 11/09/2019

1861899 19 11/09/2019

1861900 19 11/09/2019

1861901 19 11/09/2019

1861902 19 11/09/2019

1862346 42 14/09/2019

1862347 41 14/09/2019

1862348 40 14/09/2019

1862349 35 14/09/2019

1862350 9 14/09/2019

1862437 5 14/09/2019

1862439 5 14/09/2019

1862440 31 14/09/2019

1862536 29 14/09/2019

1862717 7 15/09/2019

1862718 42 15/09/2019

1862955 29 15/09/2019
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1863265 5 16/09/2019

1863376 2 16/09/2019

1863545 99 16/09/2019

1863687 2 17/09/2019

1863737 5 17/09/2019

1863738 5 17/09/2019

1863739 5 17/09/2019

1863740 5 17/09/2019

1863759 9 17/09/2019

1863900 9 17/09/2019

1863901 41 17/09/2019

1863902 42 17/09/2019

1863914 23 17/09/2019

1863915 26 17/09/2019

1863933 34 17/09/2019

1864148 5 18/09/2019

1864193 18 18/09/2019

1864368 9 18/09/2019

1864459 34 18/09/2019

1864500 99 18/09/2019

1865046 7 22/09/2019

1865047 8 22/09/2019

1865336 11 22/09/2019

1865338 11 22/09/2019

1865339 11 22/09/2019

1865340 11 22/09/2019

1865389 2 22/09/2019

1865608 5 22/09/2019

1865636 1 22/09/2019

1865834 20 23/09/2019

1865882 31 23/09/2019

1865883 31 23/09/2019

1865914 11 23/09/2019

1866305 34 23/09/2019

1866311 5 23/09/2019

1866312 5 23/09/2019

1866313 5 23/09/2019

1866314 5 23/09/2019

1866332 21 24/09/2019
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1866582 35 24/09/2019

1866603 20 24/09/2019

1866736 30 24/09/2019

1867098 25 25/09/2019

1867157 33 25/09/2019

1867344 7 25/09/2019

1867345 7 25/09/2019

1867348 7 25/09/2019

1867559 9 29/09/2019

1867988 3 29/09/2019

1868003 16 29/09/2019

1868079 11 29/09/2019

1868104 42 30/09/2019

1868147 9 30/09/2019

1868148 9 30/09/2019

1868149 7 30/09/2019

1868150 7 30/09/2019

1868151 4 30/09/2019

1868152 4 30/09/2019

1868153 1 30/09/2019

1868154 1 30/09/2019

1868348 9 30/09/2019

1868349 11 30/09/2019

1868406 99 30/09/2019

1868407 99 30/09/2019

1868458 1 30/09/2019

1868587 25 30/09/2019

1868861 6 01/10/2019

1869031 33 01/10/2019

1869032 32 01/10/2019

1869533 99 05/10/2019

1869534 30 05/10/2019

1869648 1 05/10/2019

1869696 42 05/10/2019

1869938 31 06/10/2019

1871334 6 08/10/2019

1871335 2 08/10/2019

1871336 1 08/10/2019

1871562 16 09/10/2019
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1871625 3 09/10/2019

1871626 5 09/10/2019

1871668 17 09/10/2019

1871802 29 09/10/2019

1872169 32 12/10/2019

1873263 16 14/10/2019

1873285 99 14/10/2019

1873649 42 15/10/2019

1873787 99 15/10/2019

1874129 6 16/10/2019

1874188 7 16/10/2019

1874521 2 20/10/2019

1874617 29 20/10/2019

1874705 5 20/10/2019

1874709 5 20/10/2019

1874715 5 20/10/2019

1874717 5 20/10/2019

1874721 5 20/10/2019

1875450 44 22/10/2019

1875451 44 22/10/2019

1876001 9 23/10/2019

1876436 7 26/10/2019

1876498 35 26/10/2019

1876499 42 26/10/2019

1876548 99 26/10/2019

1876550 99 26/10/2019

1876705 9 27/10/2019

1876706 16 27/10/2019

1876707 38 27/10/2019

1876708 41 27/10/2019

1876942 5 27/10/2019

1877259 5 28/10/2019

1878205 1 29/10/2019

1878391 25 30/10/2019

1878660 35 30/10/2019

1878666 19 30/10/2019

1879079 31 03/11/2019

1880066 44 04/11/2019

1880240 5 04/11/2019
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1880241 5 04/11/2019

1881101 5 06/11/2019

1881299 39 06/11/2019

1881422 10 06/11/2019

1881423 10 06/11/2019

1881424 10 06/11/2019

1881425 10 06/11/2019

1881427 10 06/11/2019

1881429 10 06/11/2019

1881431 5 06/11/2019

1881433 10 06/11/2019

1881434 5 06/11/2019

1881436 10 06/11/2019

1881554 29 09/11/2019

1881624 6 09/11/2019

1882148 99 09/11/2019

1882223 21 10/11/2019

1882654 36 10/11/2019

1882777 5 10/11/2019

1883585 5 12/11/2019

1883704 99 12/11/2019

1884814 7 16/11/2019

1884978 7 16/11/2019

1885203 35 17/11/2019

1885204 35 17/11/2019

1885911 30 18/11/2019

1886114 5 19/11/2019

1886897 35 20/11/2019

1886898 41 20/11/2019

1887305 25 23/11/2019

1888064 37 24/11/2019

1888066 5 24/11/2019

1888441 9 25/11/2019

1888442 35 25/11/2019

1888644 32 25/11/2019

1889387 9 27/11/2019

1889388 16 27/11/2019

1889389 38 27/11/2019

1889390 41 27/11/2019
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1889540 9 27/11/2019

1889541 20 27/11/2019

1889542 25 27/11/2019

1889543 35 27/11/2019

1889953 99 30/11/2019

1889954 99 30/11/2019

1889955 99 30/11/2019

1889971 35 30/11/2019

1890397 9 01/12/2019

1890569 25 02/12/2019

1890749 99 02/12/2019

1890795 44 02/12/2019

1891235 99 03/12/2019

1892121 16 04/12/2019

1892122 38 04/12/2019

1892123 41 04/12/2019

1892124 9 04/12/2019

1892699 99 07/12/2019

1892981 40 08/12/2019

1892982 35 08/12/2019

1892984 20 08/12/2019

1893011 5 08/12/2019

1893130 25 08/12/2019

1893439 33 08/12/2019

1893440 33 08/12/2019

1893566 7 09/12/2019

1893567 37 09/12/2019

1893568 42 09/12/2019

1893569 9 09/12/2019

1893570 42 09/12/2019

1893571 7 09/12/2019

1893572 37 09/12/2019

1893863 9 09/12/2019

1893864 16 09/12/2019

1893865 38 09/12/2019

1893866 41 09/12/2019

1893867 16 09/12/2019

1893869 35 09/12/2019

1893870 41 09/12/2019
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1894077 11 09/12/2019

1894079 11 09/12/2019

1894080 9 09/12/2019

1894666 1 11/12/2019

1894667 3 11/12/2019

1894668 5 11/12/2019

1896598 12 16/12/2019

1896660 9 16/12/2019

1897066 34 17/12/2019

1897295 9 17/12/2019

1898726 5 21/12/2019

1898729 5 21/12/2019

1898730 5 21/12/2019

1898731 5 21/12/2019

1898876 36 21/12/2019

1899233 31 22/12/2019

1900140 99 22/12/2019

1900952 44 24/12/2019

1901118 5 24/12/2019

1901119 5 24/12/2019

1901655 10 29/12/2019

1902024 9 29/12/2019

1902638 35 30/12/2019

1902639 6 30/12/2019

1902640 6 30/12/2019

1903096 7 30/12/2019

1904272 35 01/01/2020

1904273 42 01/01/2020

1905923 16 06/01/2020

1905924 35 06/01/2020

1905925 36 06/01/2020

1905926 38 06/01/2020

1906331 6 07/01/2020

1906332 9 07/01/2020

1906333 20 07/01/2020

1906334 35 07/01/2020

1906335 37 07/01/2020

1906336 42 07/01/2020

1906366 34 07/01/2020
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1906476 5 07/01/2020

1906480 5 07/01/2020

1907217 20 11/01/2020

1907218 20 11/01/2020

1907364 7 11/01/2020

1907365 7 11/01/2020

1907642 99 11/01/2020

1908571 37 13/01/2020

1908573 35 13/01/2020

1908574 16 13/01/2020

1908658 35 13/01/2020

1913163 7 25/01/2020

1914025 9 27/01/2020

1914026 42 27/01/2020

1915033 29 30/01/2020

1915034 30 30/01/2020

1915035 32 30/01/2020

1915599 99 03/02/2020

1916352 34 04/02/2020

1916637 35 04/02/2020

1920267 31 10/02/2020

1920268 34 10/02/2020

1920678 6 10/02/2020

1920966 6 11/02/2020

1920968 11 11/02/2020

1921254 99 11/02/2020

1921283 12 11/02/2020

1921284 6 11/02/2020

1922006 14 15/02/2020

1922336 9 15/02/2020

1924814 99 19/02/2020

1925987 99 22/02/2020

1927257 41 24/02/2020

1927258 16 24/02/2020

1927766 7 25/02/2020

1930215 34 04/03/2020

1930216 34 04/03/2020

1930692 7 04/03/2020

1932282 99 08/03/2020
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1932322 24 08/03/2020

1935785 16 15/03/2020

1936448 21 15/03/2020

1943252 37 29/03/2020

1944846 34 01/04/2020

1944859 9 01/04/2020

1947247 33 07/04/2020

1949033 99 12/04/2020

1951735 35 16/04/2020

1951737 35 16/04/2020

1952317 23 19/04/2020

1956352 7 26/04/2020

1956942 31 28/04/2020

1956943 30 28/04/2020

1956944 31 28/04/2020

1956945 31 28/04/2020

1958154 39 29/04/2020

1958854 5 30/04/2020

1959708 11 03/05/2020

1959710 9 03/05/2020

1963171 7 10/05/2020

1965405 29 14/05/2020

1965408 5 14/05/2020

1971196 29 26/05/2020

1971199 5 26/05/2020

1971200 5 26/05/2020

1971706 3 28/05/2020

1972988 5 31/05/2020

1973953 12 02/06/2020

1974246 10 02/06/2020

1980296 25 16/06/2020

1980673 35 16/06/2020

1981220 2 17/06/2020

1981221 2 17/06/2020

1981805 31 18/06/2020

1981887 30 18/06/2020

1982118 44 21/06/2020

1983752 17 23/06/2020

1984989 14 25/06/2020
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1985417 42 28/06/2020

1986491 28 29/06/2020

1987874 25 01/07/2020

1988003 44 02/07/2020

1988005 44 02/07/2020

1988612 16 02/07/2020

1988613 35 02/07/2020

1988614 36 02/07/2020

1988615 38 02/07/2020

1988616 16 02/07/2020

1988617 35 02/07/2020

1988618 36 02/07/2020

1988619 38 02/07/2020

1988620 16 02/07/2020

1988622 36 02/07/2020

1988623 38 02/07/2020

1989238 36 05/07/2020

1990221 41 07/07/2020

1991470 5 09/07/2020

1991475 30 09/07/2020

1991900 9 12/07/2020

1993568 99 14/07/2020

1993866 35 15/07/2020

1996533 25 21/07/2020

1996545 19 21/07/2020

1999510 30 27/07/2020

1999511 5 27/07/2020

2000265 41 28/07/2020

2000469 5 28/07/2020

2000471 5 28/07/2020

2000562 35 29/07/2020

2000886 9 29/07/2020

2002544 8 02/08/2020

2004315 25 05/08/2020

2004793 5 06/08/2020

2004952 35 06/08/2020

2004953 9 06/08/2020

2005997 5 09/08/2020

2007021 2 10/08/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2007023 4 10/08/2020

2007025 6 10/08/2020

2007027 8 10/08/2020

2007028 9 10/08/2020

2007029 10 10/08/2020

2007031 12 10/08/2020

2007032 13 10/08/2020

2007033 14 10/08/2020

2007034 15 10/08/2020

2007036 17 10/08/2020

2007037 18 10/08/2020

2007038 19 10/08/2020

2007041 22 10/08/2020

2007042 23 10/08/2020

2007043 24 10/08/2020

2007044 25 10/08/2020

2008703 11 13/08/2020

2009976 1 17/08/2020

2010018 34 17/08/2020

2011411 29 19/08/2020

2011717 5 20/08/2020

3165869 18 25/02/2019
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The advertisement of the application published in the Journal No 1914 dated 
12.08.2019 is cancelled. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

1870381 - 32, 1870373 - 32: Proprietor Altered to VIIKING BEVERAGES PVT. LTD. , 604-605, Gateway 
Plaza, Central Avenue, Hiranandani 
Gardens, Powai, Mumbai-400 076 . 
GLOBE TECHNOLOGY & TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED

128463 - 1: Proprietor Altered to THE CHEMOURS COMPANY FC, LLC , 1209 Orange Street, 
Wilmington DE 19801, USA, 
KINETIC CHEMICALS

363413 - 25, 363412 - 25: Proprietor Altered to ANKIT JAIN , 1094, BARTAN MARKET SADAR BAZAR 
DELHI-110006. 
TEBRO HINDUSTAN., TEBRO HINDUSTAN.

388816 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GEOFEREY BEENE BRANDS, LLC. , 37 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW 
YORK, NY10019, U.S.A.  
GEOFFREY BEENE, INC.,

361874 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLAXO GROUP LIMITED. , 980 Great West Road, Brentford, 
Middlesex TW8 9GS, England 
SMITH KLINE & FRENCH LABORATORIES LIMITED

890814 - 31, 890815 - 32, 1062269 - 16, 890812 - 29, 890811 - 16: Proprietor Altered to CORBETT 
WILDERNESS PRIVATE LIMITED, , Laxmi 
Building, 1st Floor, 6 Shoorji Ballabhdas Marg, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400 001 
KHATAU INTERNATIONAL LTD., KHATAU INTERNATIONAL LTD.

312745 - 1: Proprietor Altered to CUMBERLAND PACKING CORP. , 2, CUMBERLAND STREET, 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11205, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  
BLUE CIRCLE ORGANICS PRIVATE LIMITED

1209900 - 3: Proprietor Altered to CERRUTI INVESTMENT PTE LTD. , 1 
Marina Boulevard, # 28-00 One Marina Boulevard, ,Singapore, 018989, Singapore 
CERRUTI 1881

563341 - 7: Proprietor Altered to JAMUNABAI VERMA , House No. 
163, Kotra road, Sharma Colony, Raigarh, Chattisgarh-496001, 
SAGAR SEWING MACHINES.

367624 - 16: Proprietor Altered to STANDIPACK PRIVATE LIMITED. , 25, COMMUNITY CENTRE, EAST 
OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI 110 065. 
UNISYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1980555 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MARICO CONSUMER CARE LIMITED , 7TH FLOOR, GRANDE 
PALLADIUM, 175 CST ROAD, KALINA SANTACRUZ(EAST), MUMBAI 400098. MAHARASHTRA, 
INDIA. 
HALITE PERSONAL CARE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

761195 - 14: Proprietor Altered to M/S. DELTA TIME PVT.LTD. , E/5, BHAKTINAGAR INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, POST BOX NO. 577, RAJKOT - 360 002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA. 
SUNRISE TIME PVT. LTD.

571712 - 7: Proprietor Altered to STORK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY B.V., , 
AMERSFOORTSESTRAATWEG 7 1412 KA NAARDEN THE NETHERLANDS 
STORK B.V.

2541676 - 99: Proprietor Altered to EVOSWITCH IP B.V. , J.W. Lucasweg 35, NL-2031 BE Haarlem, 
The Netherlands. 
OCOM IP B.V.

1144627 - 11: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH KUMAR PATEL , 259, ASHIRWAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
BLDG. NO. 5, RAM MANDIR ROAD, GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI - 400 104. 
MAKGOLD CABLE INDUSTRIES,

1918153 - 32: Proprietor Altered to PRYSTINE FOOD & BEVER-AGES PVT. LTD. , B 104, PRACHI 
CHS, ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA . 
MR. SHRIKANT HAZARE
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2017901 - 35: Proprietor Altered to J.J. HI TECH FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED , No. 332A, 
Rasampalayam, Melur, Poonampalayam Panchayath, Mannachanallur Taluk-621 005, Tamil Nadu, 
India. 
J.J.FOODS

1955994 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MOHAMMAD AKBAR KHAN , 24, Zakaria Street, Kolkata - 700073, 
West Bengal, India 
MOREWIN INTERNATIONAL

312745 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BLUE CIRCLE ORGANICS PRIVATE LIMITED , 34, Empil:! 
Building, 1st floor, 146, Dr. D. N. Road, Mumbai 400001 
CUMBERLAND PACKING CORP.

899072 - 9: Proprietor Altered to HIREN RAMESHBHAI PATEL , 62, UMED PARK SOCIETY, SOLA 
ROAD, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD 380061, GUJRAT STATE, INDIA 
NIHIR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES

1544246 - 20, 1457621 - 20, 1876655 - 20: Proprietor Altered to PEPS INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED , 
No.7/83, Uthupalayam Road, Arasur Post, Coimbatore-641407, India 
HOSUR COIR FOAM PVT. LTD, HOSUR COIR FOAMS PRIVATE LIMITED, HOSUR COIR FOAMS PVT. 
LTD

1657293 - 30, 1660091 - 30, 1665298 - 30, 1657298 - 30, 1657297 - 30, 1657295 - 30, 1657292 - 30: 
Proprietor Altered to TEA POST PVT. LTD. , 21-AB, Near Green view park,Opp.Motel the Village, 
Kolawad Road, Rajkot, AHMEDABAD - 380006, GUJARAT. 
TEA STATION PVT. LTD.,, TEA STATION PVT. LTD.,

1457033 - 42: Proprietor Altered to KALYAN HOSPITALITY SERVICES PVT LTD. , Hotel Kalyan, near 
Sayajigunj Post Office Building, Sayajigunj, Baroda - 390020. 
HOTEL KALYAN AND RESTAURANT

1559341 - 29, 1559340 - 29, 1559339 - 29, 1419531 - 5, 1419529 - 30, 1419528 - 30, 1355261 - 5, 1355256 
- 5, 1315145 - 5, 1307690 - 5, 1307688 - 5, 1298202 - 5, 1298199 - 5, 1286755 - 5, 1286754 - 5, 1286753 - 
5, 1286752 - 5, 1286751 - 5, 1286750 - 5, 1286749 - 5, 1286748 - 5, 1286746 - 5, 1286745 - 5, 1286744 - 5, 
1286744 - 5, 1286742 - 3, 1275752 - 5, 1275751 - 5, 1275750 - 5, 1275749 - 5, 1275748 - 5, 1275747 - 5, 
1275746 - 5, 1275745 - 3, 1168447 - 3, 1168446 - 3, 1168445 - 3, 1168444 - 3, 1168442 - 3, 1168440 - 5, 
1168437 - 5, 903716 - 5, 704037 - 30, 704036 - 30, 704034 - 30, 704030 - 5, 704029 - 5, 704028 - 5, 
704025 - 5, 704023 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD. , PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD 
NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604 
MEYER HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD., MEYER HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD., MEYER HEALTH CARE 
PRIVATE LIMITED, MEYER HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,

1532380 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MAGNOLIA PVT. LTD. , 1013 IJMIMA COMPLEX, OFF LINK. ROAD, 
MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064 
ERICA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

1336684 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to IMP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
MEHUL HYDRAULICS

338275 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to APAR LTD. 
APAR PVT. LTD.

1238119 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to REZIDOR HOSPITALITY A/S, 
SAS INTERNATIONAL HOTELS A/S.

338274 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to APAR LIMITED 
APAR PRAVATE LIMITED

1226246 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to Carretera de Vic, El Guix 3, 08243 Manresa (Barcelona), 
Spain, 9810186414, 9810186414 
S. TOUS, S.L.

388816 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 37 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY10019, U.S.A. 
GEOFFREY BEENE, INC.,

587340 - 3, 82163 - 5, 123415 - 5, 16906 - 5, 141253 - 5, 185701 - 5, 401959 - 5, 147735 - 5, 82168 - 5, 
123413 - 5, 190827 - 5, 200509 - 5, 200510 - 5, 531192 - 5, 274826 - 5, 166302 - 3, 184985 - 5, 141617 - 5, 
176731 - 5, 199489 - 5, 203534 - 5, 142789 - 5, 186586 - 5, 197466 - 5, 181761 - 5, 200511 - 5, 218616 - 5, 
266460 - 5, 1140649 - 5, 16905 - 5, 16899 - 5, 185911 - 5, 281319 - 5, 16900 - 5, 169129 - 5, 184986 - 5, 
82166 - 5, 123416 - 5, 169130 - 5, 123418 - 5, 396754 - 5, 171069 - 5, 173605 - 5, 166299 - 5, 196870 - 5, 
170718 - 5, 290061 - 5, 169117 - 5, 169129 - 5, 82171 - 5, 166294 - 5, 166300 - 5, 170719 - 5, 152922 - 5, 
16903 - 5, 16904 - 5, 190063 - 5, 212739 - 5, 177271 - 5, 193765 - 5, 82164 - 5, 82172 - 3, 95538 - 5, 
195056 - 5, 123417 - 5, 166296 - 5, 82170 - 3, 203533 - 5, 82169 - 5, 123404 - 5, 123407 - 5, 186783 - 5, 
524729 - 5, 200508 - 5, 302174 - 5, 171069 - 5, 166297 - 5, 196128 - 5, 165094 - 5, 172976 - 5, 169131 - 5, 
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180564 - 5, 1135144 - 5, 16948 - 5, 169537 - 5, 177272 - 5, 217349 - 5, 197467 - 5, 210809 - 5, 405335 - 3, 
405336 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 106 Elizabethan Square, PO Box 1162, Grand Cayman KY1- 
1102, Cayman Islands . 
HIMALAYA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD.

374703 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 1370 Broadway, New York, New York, United States of 
America 
ESPRIT INTERNATIONAL.

1238119 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to C/O REZIDOR CORPORATE ACCOUNTING,AMAGER 
STRANDVEJ 60-64,3RD FLOOR,2300 COPENHAGER S, DENMARK 
SAS INTERNATIONAL HOTELS A/S.

1209900 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 315, OUTRAM ROAD, # 14-08, TAN BOON, LIAT 
BUILDING, SINGAPORE 169074, SINGAPORE. 
CERRUTI INVESTMENT PTE LTD.
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J/1917 

 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  

857205 - 6: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

382996 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1216935 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1220978 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005,

1209900 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.,

1208713 - 30: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49,

391844 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005,

1214874 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 
110 006,INDIA.,

1216928 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1216933 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1216939 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

859260 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A - 37, ANNAPURNA APARTMENTS, 145, G. T. ROAD, 
SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, -201 005, UTTAR PRADESH.,

1216938 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1112569 - 7: Address for Service is altered to A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 
380009. India,

1216934 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1216931 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1216930 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1218984 - 21: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA,

1239881 - 4: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-
54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA),

1223173 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW 
POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

1216932 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1218984 - 21, 1387813 - 21, 1218985 - 21, 1356762 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 109, 
SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

843375 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 336-B, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA., 
gagan@chambersoflaw.co.in

1234989 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9,

857205 - 6: Address for Service is altered to # 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, 
CHENNAI-600 004., iplaw@lawindia.com

1216937 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1234990 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9,

1216929 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,
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1216927 - 31: Address for Service is altered to E-156 LGF SEC 20 NOIDA U.P-201301,

1218985 - 21: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA,

1251847 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.,

360537 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.,

2701461 - 99, 2580390 - 99, 1242834 - 9, 1192654 - 9, 718214 - 9, 581855 - 9, 553121 - 9, 454678 - 9, 
382879 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049, 
trademarks@indiaip.com

1144627 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050, 
gsrijhwani12@yahoo.co.in; gsrijhwani12@gmail.com
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849690 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 
600032 INDIA,

853194 - 12, 1177829 - 12, 853189 - 12, 1182384 - 12, 1182383 - 12, 1182385 - 12, 1182382 - 12, 853193 - 
12: Address for Service is altered to 336-B, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA.,

1235529 - 5, 1235530 - 5, 1091821 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS 
SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85, kamalgarg.adv@gmail.com
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

2248 34 28/08/2019 14:45:21

136152 33 28/08/2019 14:52:31

218285 34 28/08/2019 14:48:24

350649 5 28/08/2019 14:38:13

406441 11 27/08/2019 11:35:08

484538 34 29/08/2019 11:31:53

545284 25 26/08/2019 14:09:19

552337 19 26/08/2019 14:10:30

552356 17 27/08/2019 11:35:43

552661 5 29/08/2019 11:42:38

552767 16 29/08/2019 14:19:29

630255 1 27/08/2019 11:36:16

630370 7 27/08/2019 14:10:11

630603 11 27/08/2019 14:56:39

630698 9 27/08/2019 14:57:06

630699 10 27/08/2019 14:57:36

630890 31 29/08/2019 11:44:15

630970 5 29/08/2019 14:20:01

1014029 16 26/08/2019 11:06:15

1014030 16 26/08/2019 11:06:39

1014031 16 26/08/2019 11:07:03

1014045 20 26/08/2019 11:07:40

1014046 29 26/08/2019 11:08:38

1014054 9 26/08/2019 14:05:52

1014060 16 26/08/2019 11:09:53

1014064 5 26/08/2019 11:10:20

1014065 5 26/08/2019 11:10:42

1014066 5 26/08/2019 11:11:04

1014067 5 26/08/2019 11:11:23

1014068 5 26/08/2019 11:11:45

1014074 16 26/08/2019 11:14:53

1014082 9 26/08/2019 11:19:36

1014084 9 26/08/2019 11:20:22

1014086 9 26/08/2019 11:20:44

1014112 5 26/08/2019 11:21:05

1014116 25 26/08/2019 11:21:27

1014118 16 26/08/2019 11:22:54

1014119 16 26/08/2019 11:23:44

1014120 16 26/08/2019 11:24:05

1014122 16 26/08/2019 11:24:27
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1014123 16 26/08/2019 11:24:47

1014125 5 26/08/2019 11:25:07

1014126 3 26/08/2019 11:25:28

1014127 3 26/08/2019 11:25:48

1014130 32 26/08/2019 14:06:33

1014131 9 26/08/2019 11:26:14

1014132 9 26/08/2019 11:26:36

1014143 12 26/08/2019 11:26:58

1014163 29 26/08/2019 11:27:35

1014166 24 26/08/2019 11:27:58

1014170 25 26/08/2019 11:28:19

1014171 5 26/08/2019 11:28:51

1014172 12 26/08/2019 11:29:13

1014173 34 26/08/2019 11:29:33

1014187 9 26/08/2019 11:30:05

1014188 9 26/08/2019 11:30:40

1014192 7 26/08/2019 11:31:04

1014193 30 26/08/2019 11:48:33

1014195 30 26/08/2019 11:49:02

1014196 30 26/08/2019 11:49:23

1014231 12 26/08/2019 11:49:47

1014233 12 26/08/2019 11:50:17

1014235 12 26/08/2019 11:50:41

1014236 7 26/08/2019 11:51:05

1014238 25 26/08/2019 11:51:35

1014239 1 26/08/2019 11:52:02

1014242 25 26/08/2019 11:52:39

1014243 7 26/08/2019 11:53:25

1014245 7 26/08/2019 11:53:47

1014246 7 26/08/2019 11:54:08

1014247 7 26/08/2019 11:54:31

1014248 7 26/08/2019 11:54:57

1014249 25 26/08/2019 11:55:24

1014252 25 26/08/2019 11:56:04

1014253 5 26/08/2019 11:56:38

1014256 7 26/08/2019 11:57:08

1014259 7 26/08/2019 11:58:04

1014272 28 26/08/2019 11:58:27

1014274 9 26/08/2019 11:58:50
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1014275 16 26/08/2019 11:59:15

1014276 2 26/08/2019 11:59:42

1014277 2 26/08/2019 12:00:11

1014279 5 26/08/2019 12:00:30

1014282 3 26/08/2019 12:00:54

1014283 16 26/08/2019 12:01:16

1014285 5 26/08/2019 12:01:38

1014291 29 26/08/2019 12:02:03

1014306 9 26/08/2019 12:02:46

1014307 9 26/08/2019 12:03:17

1014308 25 26/08/2019 12:06:05

1014336 9 26/08/2019 12:06:31

1014399 24 26/08/2019 12:06:56

1014445 30 26/08/2019 12:07:22

1014458 26 26/08/2019 14:11:04

1014461 17 26/08/2019 14:11:26

1014462 17 27/08/2019 11:36:51

1014463 17 27/08/2019 11:37:36

1014465 19 26/08/2019 14:20:38

1014472 3 26/08/2019 14:21:35

1014473 5 26/08/2019 14:22:00

1014476 9 26/08/2019 14:22:28

1014477 9 26/08/2019 14:23:08

1014483 28 26/08/2019 14:23:40

1014484 28 26/08/2019 14:24:17

1014487 9 26/08/2019 14:24:47

1014492 16 26/08/2019 14:25:18

1014498 30 26/08/2019 14:25:48

1014499 30 26/08/2019 14:26:21

1014507 26 26/08/2019 14:44:11

1014518 21 26/08/2019 14:44:43

1014520 9 26/08/2019 14:45:06

1014521 9 26/08/2019 14:45:33

1014523 17 26/08/2019 14:45:57

1014525 18 26/08/2019 14:46:20

1014526 23 27/08/2019 11:38:40

1014541 1 26/08/2019 14:46:53

1014543 24 26/08/2019 14:47:16

1014544 20 26/08/2019 14:47:44
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1014545 14 26/08/2019 14:48:18

1014546 25 26/08/2019 14:48:49

1014550 9 26/08/2019 14:49:15

1014558 30 26/08/2019 14:49:42

1014559 30 26/08/2019 14:55:37

1014565 11 26/08/2019 14:56:07

1014569 2 26/08/2019 14:56:35

1014581 5 26/08/2019 14:57:07

1014590 30 26/08/2019 14:57:33

1014609 32 26/08/2019 14:57:59

1014617 32 26/08/2019 14:58:22

1014619 8 26/08/2019 14:58:53

1014625 3 26/08/2019 14:59:16

1014626 19 26/08/2019 15:00:34

1014628 5 26/08/2019 15:01:00

1014630 32 26/08/2019 15:01:23

1014723 9 26/08/2019 15:01:45

1014732 17 27/08/2019 10:43:19

1014733 16 27/08/2019 10:43:49

1014735 30 27/08/2019 10:44:10

1014736 7 27/08/2019 10:44:31

1014737 12 27/08/2019 10:44:56

1014738 12 27/08/2019 10:45:26

1014757 16 27/08/2019 10:45:49

1014773 5 27/08/2019 10:46:10

1014779 8 27/08/2019 10:46:35

1014783 33 27/08/2019 11:40:22

1014784 33 27/08/2019 10:47:03

1014785 24 27/08/2019 10:47:27

1014794 9 27/08/2019 10:47:50

1014797 3 27/08/2019 10:48:16

1014803 5 27/08/2019 10:48:45

1014804 5 27/08/2019 10:49:09

1014805 5 27/08/2019 10:49:34

1014806 11 27/08/2019 10:50:26

1014807 7 27/08/2019 10:51:00

1014814 3 27/08/2019 10:51:32

1014816 34 27/08/2019 10:52:03

1014837 30 27/08/2019 11:41:22
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1014845 31 27/08/2019 10:52:32

1014846 7 27/08/2019 10:53:15

1014847 9 27/08/2019 10:53:37

1014854 5 27/08/2019 10:54:00

1014855 4 27/08/2019 10:54:27

1014856 6 27/08/2019 10:54:48

1014857 14 27/08/2019 10:55:12

1014860 24 27/08/2019 10:55:34

1014892 22 27/08/2019 10:56:00

1014908 3 27/08/2019 11:42:25

1014930 9 27/08/2019 10:56:30

1014946 21 27/08/2019 10:56:54

1014947 1 27/08/2019 10:57:19

1014960 2 27/08/2019 11:42:58

1014967 25 27/08/2019 10:57:49

1014975 5 27/08/2019 10:58:19

1014983 30 27/08/2019 10:58:45

1014984 3 27/08/2019 10:59:36

1015016 30 27/08/2019 11:43:46

1015017 21 27/08/2019 11:44:10

1015025 7 27/08/2019 11:44:31

1015026 30 27/08/2019 11:44:54

1015088 31 27/08/2019 11:45:32

1015089 31 27/08/2019 11:45:58

1015090 31 27/08/2019 11:46:23

1015092 1 27/08/2019 11:46:50

1015093 17 27/08/2019 11:47:19

1015094 25 27/08/2019 11:48:04

1015096 12 27/08/2019 11:48:28

1015098 12 27/08/2019 11:48:50

1015100 31 27/08/2019 11:49:32

1015101 31 27/08/2019 11:50:32

1015108 5 27/08/2019 11:50:57

1015109 5 27/08/2019 11:53:56

1015119 9 27/08/2019 11:54:20

1015124 16 27/08/2019 11:54:45

1015127 7 27/08/2019 11:56:44

1015132 5 27/08/2019 11:57:24

1015133 30 27/08/2019 11:57:49
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015146 32 27/08/2019 11:58:11

1015157 7 27/08/2019 11:58:36

1015158 8 27/08/2019 11:58:59

1015159 5 27/08/2019 11:59:25

1015160 9 27/08/2019 11:59:52

1015161 9 27/08/2019 12:00:16

1015163 9 27/08/2019 12:00:38

1015165 9 27/08/2019 12:01:04

1015177 5 27/08/2019 12:01:36

1015230 32 27/08/2019 12:02:06

1015231 32 27/08/2019 12:02:53

1015232 16 27/08/2019 12:03:25

1015290 9 27/08/2019 14:10:48

1015291 16 27/08/2019 14:11:12

1015324 25 27/08/2019 14:11:39

1015326 25 27/08/2019 14:12:09

1015345 16 27/08/2019 14:12:34

1015346 16 27/08/2019 14:12:57

1015347 16 27/08/2019 14:13:26

1015348 16 27/08/2019 14:58:34

1015349 16 27/08/2019 14:58:58

1015350 16 27/08/2019 14:13:59

1015351 16 27/08/2019 14:14:25

1015352 16 27/08/2019 14:59:32

1015363 30 27/08/2019 15:00:32

1015381 9 27/08/2019 14:15:15

1015382 9 27/08/2019 14:15:56

1015383 9 27/08/2019 14:20:28

1015384 16 27/08/2019 14:21:25

1015386 8 27/08/2019 14:21:50

1015388 7 27/08/2019 15:01:50

1015389 9 27/08/2019 14:22:43

1015391 16 27/08/2019 14:23:18

1015392 16 27/08/2019 14:23:42

1015398 24 27/08/2019 15:02:20

1015400 19 27/08/2019 14:24:16

1015401 11 27/08/2019 14:26:12

1015404 5 27/08/2019 14:26:36

1015405 5 27/08/2019 14:27:10
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015406 5 27/08/2019 14:27:38

1015407 5 27/08/2019 14:28:39

1015408 19 27/08/2019 14:29:41

1015420 29 27/08/2019 14:30:38

1015422 25 27/08/2019 14:31:12

1015426 25 27/08/2019 14:31:43

1015427 25 27/08/2019 14:32:30

1015428 32 27/08/2019 14:33:02

1015429 9 27/08/2019 15:02:52

1015441 19 27/08/2019 14:33:43

1015443 19 27/08/2019 14:34:30

1015446 16 27/08/2019 14:34:58

1015453 9 27/08/2019 14:35:37

1015455 16 27/08/2019 14:36:45

1015456 21 27/08/2019 14:37:10

1015457 9 27/08/2019 14:37:53

1015458 16 27/08/2019 14:38:46

1015459 16 27/08/2019 14:39:22

1015464 6 27/08/2019 15:04:33

1015468 5 27/08/2019 14:40:32

1015479 5 27/08/2019 14:40:57

1015487 7 27/08/2019 14:41:42

1015492 30 27/08/2019 14:42:43

1015529 21 27/08/2019 14:43:11

1015530 9 27/08/2019 14:43:43

1015531 3 27/08/2019 14:44:18

1015533 14 27/08/2019 14:44:50

1015534 16 27/08/2019 14:45:20

1015535 18 27/08/2019 14:46:06

1015536 20 27/08/2019 14:46:48

1015537 21 27/08/2019 14:47:42

1015538 24 27/08/2019 14:48:44

1015539 25 27/08/2019 14:49:30

1015540 28 27/08/2019 14:50:49

1015541 29 27/08/2019 14:51:09

1015542 30 27/08/2019 14:51:31

1015573 30 27/08/2019 14:51:55

1015582 3 27/08/2019 14:52:31

1015585 9 27/08/2019 14:53:06
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015592 6 27/08/2019 16:09:59

1015593 9 27/08/2019 16:10:32

1015594 24 27/08/2019 16:10:52

1015595 30 27/08/2019 16:11:12

1015596 30 27/08/2019 16:11:30

1015598 9 27/08/2019 16:11:52

1015599 9 27/08/2019 16:12:16

1015620 19 27/08/2019 16:12:38

1015621 19 27/08/2019 16:12:59

1015641 7 27/08/2019 16:13:19

1015642 1 27/08/2019 16:13:42

1015645 7 27/08/2019 16:14:10

1015646 1 27/08/2019 16:14:30

1015647 5 27/08/2019 16:14:53

1015648 5 27/08/2019 16:15:23

1015649 10 27/08/2019 16:15:44

1015650 9 27/08/2019 16:16:05

1015651 16 27/08/2019 16:17:48

1015660 6 28/08/2019 14:26:56

1015664 16 27/08/2019 16:24:00

1015666 16 27/08/2019 16:24:34

1015668 16 27/08/2019 16:25:02

1015669 16 27/08/2019 16:25:27

1015671 16 27/08/2019 16:25:47

1015672 16 27/08/2019 16:26:16

1015673 16 27/08/2019 16:26:42

1015674 16 27/08/2019 16:27:03

1015676 9 28/08/2019 10:42:14

1015678 5 28/08/2019 10:42:50

1015682 12 28/08/2019 10:43:12

1015685 11 28/08/2019 10:43:36

1015686 20 28/08/2019 10:43:59

1015687 21 28/08/2019 10:44:24

1015691 25 28/08/2019 11:00:26

1015692 25 28/08/2019 11:08:03

1015693 25 28/08/2019 11:08:28

1015694 25 28/08/2019 11:08:55

1015695 25 28/08/2019 11:09:21

1015696 25 28/08/2019 14:27:45
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015697 25 28/08/2019 11:10:05

1015698 25 28/08/2019 11:13:49

1015699 25 28/08/2019 11:14:10

1015700 25 28/08/2019 11:14:31

1015701 25 28/08/2019 11:14:55

1015704 9 28/08/2019 11:15:16

1015705 29 28/08/2019 11:15:42

1015706 3 28/08/2019 14:28:43

1015707 33 28/08/2019 11:16:34

1015709 7 28/08/2019 11:17:00

1015717 9 28/08/2019 15:01:07

1015724 7 28/08/2019 11:18:03

1015729 33 28/08/2019 11:18:36

1015734 6 28/08/2019 11:19:04

1015739 9 28/08/2019 11:19:24

1015744 5 28/08/2019 11:19:54

1015745 14 28/08/2019 11:20:22

1015747 5 28/08/2019 11:21:54

1015748 14 28/08/2019 11:34:53

1015750 5 28/08/2019 11:35:19

1015751 5 28/08/2019 15:01:55

1015752 5 28/08/2019 11:35:58

1015758 9 28/08/2019 11:36:23

1015759 11 28/08/2019 11:36:52

1015760 19 28/08/2019 11:37:16

1015761 20 28/08/2019 11:37:39

1015762 29 28/08/2019 11:38:00

1015763 31 28/08/2019 11:46:35

1015765 25 28/08/2019 11:47:00

1015766 25 28/08/2019 11:47:28

1015772 25 28/08/2019 11:47:53

1015776 11 28/08/2019 11:48:27

1015777 25 28/08/2019 11:49:12

1015779 25 28/08/2019 11:49:35

1015780 30 28/08/2019 11:50:28

1015781 31 28/08/2019 11:50:57

1015782 31 28/08/2019 11:52:08

1015783 31 28/08/2019 11:53:10

1015784 31 28/08/2019 11:54:47
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015786 5 28/08/2019 11:55:14

1015792 31 28/08/2019 11:55:44

1015795 9 28/08/2019 11:56:14

1015797 2 28/08/2019 11:58:55

1015802 12 28/08/2019 12:00:31

1015803 9 28/08/2019 12:00:52

1015811 5 28/08/2019 15:02:58

1015814 5 28/08/2019 12:02:55

1015819 34 28/08/2019 12:03:42

1015820 31 28/08/2019 12:04:17

1015822 34 28/08/2019 12:04:40

1015826 30 28/08/2019 12:05:02

1015830 5 28/08/2019 12:05:26

1015831 5 28/08/2019 12:05:53

1015832 5 28/08/2019 12:06:14

1015834 9 28/08/2019 12:06:45

1015835 6 28/08/2019 12:07:15

1015838 16 28/08/2019 12:07:51

1015843 16 28/08/2019 12:08:22

1015844 16 28/08/2019 12:08:44

1015847 16 28/08/2019 12:09:10

1015848 20 28/08/2019 12:09:42

1015864 28 28/08/2019 12:10:39

1015865 26 28/08/2019 12:12:05

1015885 30 28/08/2019 12:21:24

1015887 5 28/08/2019 12:21:46

1015890 24 28/08/2019 12:22:08

1015892 24 28/08/2019 12:22:32

1015895 24 28/08/2019 12:22:54

1015896 24 28/08/2019 12:23:15

1015898 24 28/08/2019 12:23:36

1015904 8 28/08/2019 12:23:58

1015908 8 28/08/2019 12:24:24

1015982 3 28/08/2019 12:25:47

1015985 16 28/08/2019 12:26:09

1015989 25 28/08/2019 12:26:31

1015990 32 28/08/2019 12:26:55

1015991 25 28/08/2019 12:27:14

1015992 25 28/08/2019 12:27:40
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1015994 5 28/08/2019 12:28:16

1015996 5 28/08/2019 12:28:40

1016002 5 28/08/2019 12:29:01

1016003 5 28/08/2019 12:29:21

1016005 5 28/08/2019 12:29:42

1016006 5 28/08/2019 12:30:05

1016008 5 28/08/2019 12:30:33

1016036 7 28/08/2019 12:30:54

1016055 5 28/08/2019 15:58:55

1016057 25 28/08/2019 15:59:33

1016058 25 28/08/2019 16:00:02

1016060 25 28/08/2019 16:00:24

1016062 5 28/08/2019 16:00:46

1016063 5 28/08/2019 16:01:09

1016096 30 28/08/2019 16:01:30

1016102 19 29/08/2019 11:45:28

1016106 6 28/08/2019 16:01:59

1016109 16 28/08/2019 16:02:25

1016136 5 28/08/2019 16:03:03

1016157 1 28/08/2019 16:03:35

1016158 25 28/08/2019 16:04:05

1016163 3 29/08/2019 11:45:57

1016166 25 28/08/2019 16:04:43

1016167 1 28/08/2019 16:05:16

1016168 1 28/08/2019 16:05:52

1016169 7 29/08/2019 10:58:07

1016170 1 29/08/2019 10:59:32

1016171 1 29/08/2019 10:59:57

1016172 1 29/08/2019 11:00:50

1016173 1 29/08/2019 11:01:22

1016176 9 29/08/2019 11:46:55

1016196 21 29/08/2019 11:01:57

1016200 20 29/08/2019 11:02:23

1016205 16 29/08/2019 11:02:48

1016207 9 29/08/2019 11:03:12

1016215 9 29/08/2019 11:14:08

1016220 16 29/08/2019 11:15:01

1016223 3 29/08/2019 11:15:41

1016227 9 29/08/2019 11:16:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1016228 16 29/08/2019 11:17:08

1016237 5 29/08/2019 11:47:23

1016238 5 29/08/2019 11:17:55

1016240 3 29/08/2019 11:48:11

1016241 3 29/08/2019 11:20:18

1016249 28 29/08/2019 11:20:41

1016251 16 29/08/2019 11:21:00

1016258 25 29/08/2019 11:21:24

1016260 7 29/08/2019 11:21:52

1016261 24 29/08/2019 11:22:19

1016292 1 29/08/2019 11:49:08

1016350 26 29/08/2019 11:49:34

1016351 18 29/08/2019 11:50:02

1016368 1 29/08/2019 11:50:31

1016369 1 29/08/2019 11:50:58

1016371 30 29/08/2019 11:51:34

1016378 34 29/08/2019 11:52:08

1016379 34 29/08/2019 11:57:49

1016380 30 29/08/2019 11:58:19

1016388 16 29/08/2019 14:20:46

1016389 12 29/08/2019 11:58:48

1016391 29 29/08/2019 11:59:20

1016400 3 29/08/2019 11:59:42

1016417 30 29/08/2019 12:00:12

1016435 9 29/08/2019 12:00:38

1016442 9 29/08/2019 12:18:53

1016443 16 29/08/2019 12:19:15

1016446 19 29/08/2019 14:21:47

1016453 9 29/08/2019 12:20:00

1016454 9 29/08/2019 12:20:26

1016457 30 29/08/2019 12:21:39

1016460 29 29/08/2019 12:22:20

1016461 11 29/08/2019 12:23:08

1016462 16 29/08/2019 12:23:51

1016463 9 29/08/2019 12:24:29

1016468 12 29/08/2019 12:25:27

1016469 26 29/08/2019 14:22:17

1016470 25 29/08/2019 12:25:55

1016471 12 29/08/2019 12:26:21
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1016475 6 29/08/2019 12:27:01

1016482 12 29/08/2019 12:27:21

1016483 12 29/08/2019 12:27:42

1016484 12 29/08/2019 12:28:10

1016485 12 29/08/2019 12:28:39

1016486 9 29/08/2019 12:29:21

1016487 12 29/08/2019 12:29:53

1016488 9 29/08/2019 12:30:19

1016490 25 29/08/2019 12:31:14

1016491 12 29/08/2019 12:31:39

1016492 12 29/08/2019 12:32:46

1016508 7 29/08/2019 12:33:38

1016510 5 29/08/2019 12:34:56

1016527 11 29/08/2019 12:36:01

1016529 1 29/08/2019 12:36:24

1016530 16 29/08/2019 12:36:47

1016548 34 29/08/2019 12:40:33

1016573 32 29/08/2019 12:41:41

1016574 32 29/08/2019 12:42:15

1016575 9 29/08/2019 12:42:38

1016576 9 29/08/2019 12:43:00

1016578 9 29/08/2019 12:44:33

1016579 16 29/08/2019 12:45:25

1016580 25 29/08/2019 12:45:48

1016581 28 29/08/2019 12:46:12

1016582 31 29/08/2019 12:46:35

1016590 16 29/08/2019 13:03:05

1016591 16 29/08/2019 13:03:34

1016620 3 29/08/2019 13:04:01

1016634 9 29/08/2019 13:05:06

1016635 9 29/08/2019 13:05:32

1016637 29 29/08/2019 13:05:56

1016641 16 29/08/2019 13:06:18

1016643 7 29/08/2019 13:06:39

1016650 9 30/08/2019 10:37:11

1016651 5 29/08/2019 14:23:48

1016660 29 30/08/2019 10:37:47

1016661 32 29/08/2019 14:24:21

1016665 32 30/08/2019 10:38:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1016677 9 29/08/2019 14:24:49

1016678 9 29/08/2019 14:25:44

1016685 16 29/08/2019 14:26:29

1016686 16 29/08/2019 14:26:55

1016697 16 29/08/2019 14:27:18

1016701 30 29/08/2019 14:27:43

1016702 30 30/08/2019 10:38:45

1016704 5 29/08/2019 14:28:12

1016706 5 29/08/2019 14:28:36

1016711 32 29/08/2019 14:28:59

1016712 29 29/08/2019 14:29:29

1016714 19 29/08/2019 14:29:52

1016715 12 29/08/2019 14:30:16

1016716 12 29/08/2019 14:31:14

1016720 8 29/08/2019 14:31:47

1016723 3 29/08/2019 14:32:12

1016725 17 29/08/2019 14:32:39

1016726 17 29/08/2019 14:33:05

1016727 25 29/08/2019 14:33:27

1016732 17 29/08/2019 14:33:57

1016739 14 30/08/2019 10:39:12

1016753 5 29/08/2019 14:34:47

1016767 3 30/08/2019 10:39:37

1016770 19 29/08/2019 14:35:32

1016772 17 29/08/2019 14:36:00

1016773 30 29/08/2019 14:36:24

1016777 16 29/08/2019 14:55:13

1016778 1 29/08/2019 14:58:02

1016779 1 29/08/2019 14:58:32

1016780 1 29/08/2019 14:59:11

1016781 31 29/08/2019 14:59:39

1016790 24 29/08/2019 15:00:01

1016792 17 29/08/2019 15:00:45

1016795 5 29/08/2019 15:01:09

1016802 5 29/08/2019 15:01:37

1016806 16 29/08/2019 15:09:20

1016807 25 29/08/2019 15:09:42

1016839 1 30/08/2019 10:40:59

1016844 30 29/08/2019 15:10:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1016845 3 29/08/2019 15:10:48

1016846 29 29/08/2019 15:11:11

1016848 3 29/08/2019 15:11:35

1016849 29 30/08/2019 10:41:24

1016850 5 29/08/2019 15:12:15

1016851 3 29/08/2019 15:12:57

1016857 9 29/08/2019 15:13:24

1016863 23 29/08/2019 15:14:03

1016869 16 29/08/2019 15:15:23

1016886 5 29/08/2019 15:15:55

1016887 3 29/08/2019 15:16:52

1016891 16 29/08/2019 15:26:21

1016900 9 29/08/2019 15:26:44

1016904 12 29/08/2019 15:27:07

1016905 12 29/08/2019 15:27:36

1016906 12 29/08/2019 15:27:56

1016907 12 29/08/2019 15:28:23

1016908 16 30/08/2019 10:41:51

1016911 25 29/08/2019 15:28:47

1016912 25 29/08/2019 15:29:14

1016930 32 29/08/2019 15:57:18

1016931 31 29/08/2019 15:57:42

1016932 30 29/08/2019 15:58:20

1016933 29 29/08/2019 15:58:48

1016934 24 29/08/2019 15:59:10

1016935 8 29/08/2019 15:59:35

1016936 21 29/08/2019 16:01:10

1016938 33 29/08/2019 16:01:44

1016939 16 29/08/2019 16:02:04

1016944 9 29/08/2019 16:02:25

1016951 6 30/08/2019 10:49:34

1016952 6 30/08/2019 10:50:38

1016960 25 30/08/2019 10:51:00

1016961 25 30/08/2019 10:51:26

1016963 5 30/08/2019 10:51:47

1016964 5 30/08/2019 10:52:08

1016965 9 30/08/2019 10:52:50

1016967 9 30/08/2019 10:53:12

1017028 25 30/08/2019 10:59:53
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1017030 25 30/08/2019 11:03:07

1017031 25 30/08/2019 11:06:10

1017044 12 30/08/2019 11:26:14

1017057 25 30/08/2019 11:26:46

1017058 24 30/08/2019 11:30:16

1017059 19 30/08/2019 11:31:16

1017060 21 30/08/2019 11:31:38

1017061 18 30/08/2019 11:51:52

1017062 16 30/08/2019 11:52:21

1017064 9 30/08/2019 11:52:49

1017065 3 30/08/2019 11:53:25

1017066 26 30/08/2019 11:53:51

1017067 9 30/08/2019 11:54:13

1017086 3 30/08/2019 11:54:42

1017089 3 30/08/2019 11:55:05

1017091 30 30/08/2019 11:55:26

1017092 3 30/08/2019 11:55:46

1017104 34 30/08/2019 11:56:16

1017106 31 30/08/2019 11:56:37

1017107 4 30/08/2019 11:57:01

1017109 22 30/08/2019 11:57:29

1017115 5 30/08/2019 11:58:32

1017116 5 30/08/2019 11:58:56

1017118 5 30/08/2019 11:59:43

1017119 5 30/08/2019 14:30:46

1017131 4 30/08/2019 12:10:31

1017133 9 30/08/2019 12:10:53

1017134 9 30/08/2019 12:11:16

1017135 9 30/08/2019 12:11:47

1017162 30 30/08/2019 12:12:53

1017167 21 30/08/2019 12:15:55

1017168 21 30/08/2019 12:16:32

1017171 20 30/08/2019 12:17:10

1017172 25 30/08/2019 12:17:36

1017173 25 30/08/2019 12:20:31

1017175 23 30/08/2019 12:21:00

1017176 25 30/08/2019 12:21:46

1017178 25 30/08/2019 12:22:19

1017184 16 30/08/2019 12:22:45
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1017186 9 30/08/2019 12:23:10

1017195 30 30/08/2019 12:23:34

1017202 9 30/08/2019 12:24:08

1017205 16 30/08/2019 12:24:30

1017207 31 30/08/2019 12:32:02

1017208 31 30/08/2019 12:32:32

1017209 31 30/08/2019 12:33:01

1017211 16 30/08/2019 12:33:44

1017212 16 30/08/2019 12:34:24

1017213 25 30/08/2019 12:35:01

1017214 25 30/08/2019 12:35:22

1017215 12 30/08/2019 12:36:59

1017216 16 30/08/2019 12:37:23

1017217 16 30/08/2019 14:06:21

1017218 16 30/08/2019 14:06:54

1017220 16 30/08/2019 14:31:53

1017230 7 30/08/2019 14:07:30

1017231 12 30/08/2019 14:07:56

1017232 7 30/08/2019 14:08:34

1017233 25 30/08/2019 14:09:00

1017235 25 30/08/2019 14:12:43

1017239 30 30/08/2019 14:13:11

1017252 9 30/08/2019 14:13:35

1017258 24 30/08/2019 14:14:55

1017262 9 30/08/2019 14:15:24

1017299 30 30/08/2019 14:16:05

1017304 16 30/08/2019 14:16:43

1017314 3 30/08/2019 14:17:14

1017315 3 30/08/2019 14:17:51

1017320 6 30/08/2019 14:32:28

1017324 9 30/08/2019 14:19:14

1017327 24 30/08/2019 14:20:16

1017329 9 30/08/2019 14:20:43
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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